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The skinny on eating disorders
By

JenniferRoach

Heights Editor

Over years of eating disorder research and studies, Sharlene HesseBiber, a professor in the sociology
department, has heard her share of
young students explainhow having
the perfect body is everything to
them, and that they will go to

BC relies more on
e
tuhiaon ndowmnet,
administrators say

any extreme to get it.
What's worse, she added,
is that far too often the desire

By Patrick Gallagher
Heights Staff

driving college-aged men
and women into the growing
number of eating disorder
diagnoses today is simple ac-

"Are our institutional goals aligned
with the societal goal of increased access and an America that continues to
be the land of opportunity?" The report
said, "A college degree is essential in the
modern world;educationis aprocess, not
a product; student preparationshouldbe

As economic growth in the United
States has come to a standstill and the
unemploymentrate recently eclipsed its
highest level in 14 years, America's most
prestigious universities have not been
exemptfrom financial hardship.
In the past week, the presidents of
Harvard and Dartmouth universities releasedstatements informing theirrespective student bodies of adjustments that
willbemade across theboardto takeinto
account losses experiencedoverthe past
several months. Harvard's endowment
was slated at $36.9 billion as of Nov. 11;
Dartmouth'sendowmentwas reported to
be $3.4 billion as of September.
At Boston College, Universityofficials
are in the process of gathering updated
information on how the endowmenthas
been affected andthe repercussions that
this will have. Especially withregard to
BC's InstitutionalMaster Plan(IMP) and
the capital campaign announced earlier
this fall, the slumpingeconomy poses an
obstacle thatUniversityfinancial strategists will need to overcome.
University Spokesperson Jack Dunn
said BC officials are in the process of
compiling facts and figures relating to

See Admissions, A5

See Economy, A5

ceptance.

"One BC girl said rather directly to me, 'call me vain, but my
eating disorder lets me know that
when I'm at Mary Ann's, the boy I'm
interested inwill be lookingat me, and
not her,'" she said.

See Eating, A4
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Professors Economy upsets admissions

paid more
abroad
Salaries for higher
education professionals
largest in Saudi Arabia
By

Ana Lopez

Economy
spurs BC
reaction

Report addresses the

effect of struggling
economy on admissions
Julia Wilson
Heights Editor

By

Recent announcements from some
of America's top universities about the
precarious state of their endowments
and the sustainabilityof their financial
aidpolicies have come as areminderthat

institutions of higher education are not
insulated from the America's economic

management leaders in higher educa-

downturn. Some students have been left
vulnerable by the struggling economy.
A recent report from the College
Board's Task Force on Admissionsin the
21st Century, "Preserving the Dream of
America: An Open Letter to Professionals in Admissions, Financial Aid, and
Counseling," is the culmination of two
and a half years of research on financial
aid, college admissions, and the changing
demographics of higher education. The
task force was a group of 43 enrollment

management at Boston College, Robert
Lay, was apart.
The report addresses questions such

tion, of which dean of the enrollment

as

For The Heights

According to a recent study released
by the Center for InternationalHigher
Education (CIHE) at Boston College,
professors in Saudi Arabia enjoy the
highest salaries in the world. They are
trailedcloselyby Canada,andtheUnited
States falls in third.The study was conducted by Philip G. Altbach, director of
the CIHE; Laura E. Rumbley, research
associate and managing director of the
INHEA; and Ivan Pacheco, graduate
research assistant at the CIHE.
The study, "InternationalComparisons of Academic Salaries: An Exploratory Study," rated professor salaries
from 15 different countries according to
a number of different criteria. Entry-level
versus top-level salaries were compared
as well as how professor salaries compared to national salary averages within
each respective country.
"We do think that the study raises
some very interesting questions about
how academic salaries compare to estimated national salary averages, and we
think it's important that policymakers
and higher educationleadersaroundthe
worldlook more closely at how academic

BC TOPPLES FSU

Reality star stages
Boston fashion show
By

JoelleFormato

Heights Editor

PATRICK FOUHY / HEIGHTS EDITOR

After Saturday's win at FSU, BC stands to win theAtlantic Conference if it can beat Mayland and WakeForest.

See Salaries, A4

Lauren Conrad has done much to
shed her image as a teenage star. The
actress, best known for her roles in the
MTV shows The Hills andLaguna Beach,
showedherselfto be an enterprising fashion designer.Her tour, theLauren Conrad
Collection College Tour fashion show
(LC3), has been involved in the recent
launch ofTheQuad.com, an online social
network designed specifically for college
students. Saturday night's fashion show,
held at The Estate in downtownBoston,
marked the end of a four-city, crosscountry tour for the design line.
Thefashion show featured 10 students
from various local colleges, including
Lauren Bender, A&S '09. The girls submittedphotos to TheQuad Web site, and
Conradchose the 10 who appearedin the

show. Bender first heard of the contest
from her roommates who have a friend
employed by the Web site. With her
strong interest in fashion, Bender found
this opportunity to be a perfect fit. "I've
takena few classes at the Fashion School
of Design, but this was my first runway
experience. It was so fun to modelclothes
by such an amazing designer for our age
group," Bender said.
Conrad then proceeded to send her
holiday collection to the chosen girls,
who in turn put together a fashion show
as they saw fit. Other than providingthe
clothes and flying in to host the event,
Conrad had little say in how the show
was actually run. "It's really interesting
for me to come in and see what the girls
have put together," she said.
Bender had nothing but high praises

See Fashion, A5

Site allows students American secularism examined
to post notes online
By DavidKete

Heights Staff

By

Steven Liu

Heights Staff
What if you could cash in those meticulous orgo notes for a new iPod?
That is the underlying concept behind
Knetwit.com, anew Web sitethat allows
college students and professors to post
their notes for others to use. Every time
those notes are viewed or downloaded,
the originalposter earns points known
as Koins, which can be redeemed for
prizes like cash, video games, and iPods.
Knetwit makes money through advertisements, so the service is free.
Knetwit was formed by Benjamin
Wald and Dean "Tyler" Jenks, both studentsat BabsonCollegewho droppedout
of school to bring their idea to fruition.
The pair has raised $5 million so farfrom

Thefirst amendment to the U.S. Constitution begins: "Congress shall make
no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise

angel investors and venture capitalists,

and was named as a 2008 finalist for
Business Week's America's Best Young
Entrepreneurs. Wald and Jenks hope
that they can eventually expandbeyond
colleges and into other industries.
Sharing potentiallycopyrighted materials online for profit, however, raises
some legal questions. "If the notes capture the professor's words rather than
merely concepts, then the professor
ordinarilywouldhave to give permission
for the notes to be uploaded," said Jessica Litman, a professor at the University
of Michigan Law School in a September article from insidehighered.com.
A statement on Knetwit.com said the
company "does not condone plagiarism
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thereof."Different individualshave interpreted this right in different ways since
the signing of the Billof Rights. Abdullahi
Ahmed An-Na'im, a professor at Emory
Law School, said that this fundamental
right has far-reaching consequences for
Muslims living in Americatoday. He said
that this amendment is the key to their
inclusion in Western society withoutlosing their identity as Muslims.
An-Na'im, a Sudanese Muslim immigrant, came to campus last week as part
oftheBoisiCenter'sProphetic Voiceslecture series. "We consider this our major
intellectual event of the year," said Alan
Abdullah! Ahmed An-Na'im addressed therelationship between American secularism and Muslims in the United States.
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Iraq's council approves
U.S. security agreement
BAGHDAD (AP) - Iraq's Cabinet overwhelminglyapproved a security pact withthe
United States on Sunday, ending prolonged
negotiations to allow American forces to
remain for three more years in the country
theyfirst occupied in 2003. The deal detailing the conditions of the U.S. presence still
needs parliamentaryapproval, andlawmakers
could vote as soon as Nov. 24. For Iraqis, the
breakthrough was bittersweet, because they
wonconcessions from the Americans but must
accept the presence ofU.S. troopsuntil 2012.
Al-Dabbagh describedthepact - intended
to supplant the UN mandate expiring Dec.
31 - as an "agreement on the withdrawal of
U.S. troops," and Washington welcomedthe
Cabinet'sapproval There is a goodchance
parliament will pass the agreement with a
large majority, as the parties that make up
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki's coalition
government dominatethe legislature.

...
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Law shuts down local bars
lacking sprinkler systems
Eight bars that have failed to comply with a law
requiring the instillationof sprinklers are set to close,
according to The Boston Globe. They were given four
years to comply with the Fire Safety Act of 2004, which
required entertainmentvenues with capacities greater
than 100peopleto installsprinklers. The law was passed
after a fire in aRhode Islandbar killed over 100 patrons.
Bars such as Tavern on the Water andBig City in Allston
are working tomeet safety standardsbeforethe deadline.

The deadline had already been extended once. "There
is no room for leniency," Fire CommissionerRoderick
J. Fraser, Jr. told reporters.

Despite TiVo, study finds that
TV ads still influence viewers
According to a recent study by Adam Brasel, a professor in the marketing department at Boston College,
and James Gips, a professor in the information systems
department, TV viewers are stillinfluenced by television
advertisements despite technology that allows them to
fast forward through programs. The study found that
viewers actually focus more intensely on the screen
when they fast-forward while looking for the end of the
advertisingbreak. Even if a brand image appears for a
third of a second on the screen, viewers will be able to
track andrememberthe brand. "Everybodyis saying that
TVadvertising is doomed - TiVo has broken it andDVR
will kill it," Brasel told reporters. "But it's not like the
advertising disappears when you use TiVo."

Students at the University ofFlorida opted to forgo
cleanliness to participate in the annual Mudfest. The
10-dayevent includedultimateFrisbee,polo, tug-of-war,
and volleyball, and 900 studentsfrom five differentresidence halls cameout to play in the ankle-deepmud. The
university brings the mud from Georgia. A construction
crew is hired to make the pit and it takes two weeks to
drainand re-sod the area afterthe festival. Bystanders
and participants alike get covered in mud during the
events. "It tookme three shampoos to get the mud out
of my hair," UF freshman Angie Griffin told reporters.

Local villagers steal Russian
church one brick at a time

Tops5

things to do this week on campus
1. Clough
Colloquium:
Cynthia Cooper'

2. 'The Last Lecture

'Angels in

Series'

'Girl Soldier: A
Story of Hope'

America'

Tuesday
Time: 8:30 p.m.
Location: Murray

Tuesday
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Higgins 300

Wednesday
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Robsham

Grace Akallo, a former
child soldierfrom
Northern Uganda, will
be sharing her story,
as well as presenting
a short informational
video,followed by a
book signing.

Theater
The drama Angels
in America: A Gay
Fantasia on National
Themes will be performed Wednesday
through Sunday. Student tickets are $10.

Monday
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Conte Forum Function Room
Cynthia Cooper, the
Rev. Michael Himes
2002 Time magazine will give a hypothetical
Person of the Yearfor "final talk" about mather work in identifying ters that are important
to him, based on the
the corporate fraud
at Worldcom, will be
book The Last Lecture
by Randy Pausch.
speaking.

'The Case for
Entrepreneurship'
Wednesday
Time: 7 p.m.

Location: Merkert 127
Jack Hughes, Harold
Petersen, Jessica Manganello, and Michael
Cermak, founder of
Real Food BC, will
discuss the benefits of
entrepreneurshipand
the needfor creativity.
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News Tips
Have a news tip or a good ideafor a
story? Call Alexi Chi, News Editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@

UNIVERSITIES

A 200-year-old Russian Orthodox church has gone
missing. The abandoned Church of Resurrection was
last seenintact in late July in the village ofKomarovo
but has since been dismantled,an Orthodoxpriest told
reporters. Villagers allegedly stole the building brick
by brick, selling it to a localbusinessmanfor one ruble
(about four cents) per brick. Theft hasbeen a common
problem forRussian churches, as petty thieves regularly
steal gilded icons or donationsto fund alcohol or drug
use. The missing church no longerhad icons or religious
valuables. The Orthodox priest said that the diocese
hadbeen thinking ofreopening it for services.

Editorial
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UNDER REPORTED

University of Florida imports
mud for annual 10-day festival

140CommonwealthAye.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

bcheights.com. For future events,

e-mail, fax,

or mail a

detailed de-

scription of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.
Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Jessica Isner, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.

Arts Events
JOHN RAOUX / AP PHOTO

Space shuttle renovates
living quarters of station
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - Space
shuttle Endeavourlinkedwiththe international
space station on Sunday, kicking off a huge
home makeover that will allow twice as many
astronauts to live up there beginning next
year. Endeavour was delivering thousands
of pounds ofhomeimprovement gear: an extra
bathroom,kitchenette, and exercise machine,
two more sleeping compartments, and a fancy
new recycling system for converting urine and
condensationinto drinkingwater. NASA cannot double the size of the space station crew
- currently at three - until all the new equipment is installed, checked out, and working
properly. The goal is to have six people living
permanently on the orbiting outpost by June.

...

The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Jo-

seph Neese, Arts andReview Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailreview®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believewe havemadea reporting error, have informationthat requires a

clarification or correction, or questions about The Heights standards

and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter
Monday, Nov. 10

10/10/08 - 10/13/08
8:04 p.m. - A report was filed in 90

9:31 a.m. - A report was filed in Cushing Hall
regarding an ongoing roommate problem.
Residential Life has been involved and was
briefed on the most recent complaint.
1:57 p.m. - A report was filed in Corcoran
Commons regarding an injured party. After
first aid the party refusedfurther treatment.

7:22 p.m. - A report was filed in Stuart Hall
regarding an illparty. Afterfirst aid the party
refusedfurther treatment and they were transported home by a friend.
filed in the Mods
-A
regarding a fire alarm activation.
8:35 p.m.

report was

Thomas More Rd. regarding

Voices from the Dustbowl
St.

a suspicious

"When is it appropriate to start playing Christmas
music?"

-0547.

circumstance.

Thursday, Nov. 13
2:04 a.m. - A report was filed in Edmond's
Hall regarding a student who reported that
her boyfriend had stolen her computer. The
computer was recoveredand investigation indicatesthat this is part of an ongoing domestic
dispute. A detective will follow up.
11:55 a.m. - A report was filed off campus
regarding an outside contractor who became
disorderly over a parking citation that he
was issued after he had been warned not to
park where he was. He was issued a trespass

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 552-

"A couple ofweeks before
Thanksgiving - I need it now."
?Matt Richey,
A&S '12

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is producedby BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2008. All rights reserved.
"The day after Thanksgiving.

?Kathleen Donahue,
LSOE TO

CORRECTIONS

warning.

Tuesday, Nov. 11
4:23 p.m. - A report was filed in Lower lots
regarding a suspicious motor vehicle.
5:26 p.m. - A report was filed in the Mods
regarding an illegalposting offliers on emergency call boxes.
7:05 p.m. - A report was filed in Lower lots
regarding a minor motor vehicle accident.

2:03 p.m. - Areport was filed in the commuter
lotregarding a larceny of motor vehicle parts.
A detective will investigate.
2:49 p.m. - Areport was filed in McElroy Hall
regarding a suspicious circumstance.

?

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

Please send
corrections to
"Any time after
Thanksgiving."
Meghan Murphy,
A&S '12
?

editor@bcheights.com
with 'correction'
in the subject line.
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Alumni find success in Internet business
By

Michael Caprio

Heights Staff
Three Boston College graduates have found recent
success in the Internet marketing industry through
their new company, Swaptree.com.
Greg Boesel, BC '99, and Mark Hexamer,BC '99,
are the co-founders of the Internet marketing site
that allows users to directly trade media goods with
each other,without money. The Web site specializes in
the trading of print and digital mediasuch as books,
DVDs, CDs, and video games. Swaptree marketing
specialist Jack O'Hurley, BC '08, recently began his
work at Swaptree after graduating earlierthis year.
Boesel,Hexamer, and O'Hurley said thatthey owe
many of their workplace skills and success to theirBC
education. "The JD, MBA program at BC definitely
helpedme to accomplish a greatdealafter graduation
it's a great program," Boesel said.
O'Hurley alsoattributedmuch ofhis personalsuccess to BC, stating that his experience in the Carroll
School of Managementhas "greatly enhanced [his]
work experience after graduation," giving him the
toolsnecessary to dealwith workplacedemands. "The
diverse education that I received at BC helps me to
tackle different issues that I face on the jobtoday,"
O'Hurley said. "I have to wear a different hat every
day.... The jobrequires me to be versatile,and my BC
experiencehelps me to deal with that."
Boesel, Hexamer, and O'Hurley also said that
they continue to work closely with members of the
BC faculty, who give assistance and consultation in
the operation of Swaptree. "Some faculty members
at BC, such as Michael Peters and Mary Cronin, have
been a great help to us through their guidance and
assistance, they're just a wealthof knowledge,"Boesel
said. Michael Peters is a professor in the marketing
department in CSOM; May Cronin, also of CSOM,
works in the Information Systems department.
Since its founding in 2004, Swaptree hasbeen acclaimed for its simplicity, reliability, and low prices.
Unlike other Internetfirms such as eßay, an Internet
auctioning site, Swaptree does not charge a transaction fee for tradesmade through the site. Users are
only required to pay the shipping fee, which is $2.50
on average. These features, Boesel said, addto the appeal of Swaptree. "If you want to sell a book or video
game, it's almost not worth it to sell it on other Web
sites because of the extra charges but our system
allows people to get more value for the low-value
trades," Boesel said.
Many of these benefits have not gone unnoticed.
Since its founding, Swaptree has received attention
in the national press arena. News sources such as The
New York Times, Washington Post, and The WallStreet

...

Journalhave writtenreviews of theWeb site. Swaptree
has alsobeen featured on televisionprograms such as
Good Morning America and The Today Show. Boesel
expressed his excitement over the extensive press
coverage receivedby Swaptree. "Our public relations
has gotten an excellent response
a lot of people
are interested in this site, we have apretty universal
I mean, who doesn't like books, music,
message
DVDs, andvideo games?" Boesel said.
In addition to the large degree of press coverage,
Swaptree has benefitedfrom a successful fundraising
campaign. In September, the company raised $3.3
million from the financial firm Safeguard Scientifics.
In total, the company has raised $5.6 million from
private investments and firms.
Although the company has received considerable
publicity and financial support, there is still an ongoing effort to promote the Web site, including the
use of social networkingWeb sites such as Facebook,
O'Hurley said. "We're really trying to reach out to
students they are one of our big target markets
we are going to be making greater use of the Internet
and campus promotionaleventsto get our name out."
Boesel and Hexamer said that they believed that
the Internet is a "crucial medium to bring attention
to the Web site and that they will continue to make
use of it.
"Since we are an Internet company, we will obviously use the Internetto promote ourproduct. ...We're

...

...

...

...

always looking for new things, and we willbe adding
new media in the future to try to promote our system,"

Boesel said.
Students at BC are excitedto see graduatesfinding
success in thebusiness world. Mark Zimowski, CSOM
'12, said thathe is "pleasedto hear aboutthe success
of these graduates. It's really encouraging knowing that these graduates are finding success applying
the lessons we're learning today in the classroom,"
Zimowskisaid.
Other students have expressedinterest in taking
advantage oftheWeb site. MichaelBoyarsky, A&S '12,
said thathewould "definitelybeinterested in looking
into what the Web site can offer." He said, "I trade
media allthe time with my friend. It wouldbe great to
be able to findbetter deals online," Boyarsky said.
As Swaptree looks to the future, they expect to
see continued growth and profits, Boesel said. "We
definitely want to continue to expand and the time
is coming to think about cost structure and monetary
issues," he said. "We're playing around with ideas such
as subscription services andperhaps a fewsmall fees
but we'll see."
O'Hurley encourages students to watch for promotional events appearing within the near future.
"People should keep an eye out for us," he said. "We
are planning on promoting our site on campuses, and
I think that students have a lot to gain by keeping an
eye out." \u25a0

...

...

...

...

COURTESYOF MICHAEL CAPRIO

BC grads Boesel, Hexamer, and O'Hurley from theircompany headquarters in the Financial District of downtown Boston.

Dinner promotes UNITY International
students dine
with teachers

By

on campus. The energy from a crowdof strangers is just
not the same as when you perform in front of a bunch of

Sue Byun

For The Heights

people you know."
The last act presented a performance of the Chinese
The Undergraduate Government ofBoston College's
(UGBC) department of social and cultural affairs yoyo, a very different devicefromthetraditionalAmerihosted the annual UNITY Dinner last Saturday in the can yo-yo. It consists of a string suspended betweentwo
VandersliceCabaretRoom. Students helped themselves sticks, and as if on a tightrope, theperformer balances a
large spool on the string, tosses it into the air, and then
to everything from oven-roasted pork at the Organization of Latin American Affairs table to barbecue beef, catches it.
This year's UNITY dinner was the first time that
traditionally called "bulgogi," at the Korean Student
clubs not in the AHANA caucus participated. It marks
Associationbooth.
Holding plates loaded with morselsfrom 14 different the beginning of a more comprehensive dinner in which
ethnic groups present at the dinner, students mingled, everyone is represented. "I triedto incorporate as many
talking about the best or strangest dishes they had so culture groups on campus and go beyond the AHANA
far. Potstickers, fried plantains, chapati, green tea, and caucus," Joseph said.
The Ukrainian Society was excited to participatefor
samosas, which are fried Indian pastries stuffed with
spices and potato, werejust a fewof the delicious ethnic the first time and represent a minority not under the
AHANA acronym. Thegroup providedtwo unique dishes:
dishes at the dinner.
The event was part of a series ofcultural events as part "holubsti," which is cabbagerolledwith beefandrice and
ofUNITY Month,a UGBC initiative to promote solidarity topped with tomato sauce, and potato pierogies glazed
with fried onion andbutter. Both were entirelymadefrom
among the cultural clubs at BC. Stefanie Joseph, UGBC
directorof socialawareness and A&S '12, said solidarity scratch, but the overallsentiment fromthe club was thatit
means understanding that "if there is an issue among,
was worth the effort.Deanna Rakowsky, a memberof the
say, the black students at BC regarding discrimination, Ukrainian Society and A&S TO, said, "We're a fairly new
people shouldn'tjust think, 'Oh, that's not my problem.' club here and we want to distinguishourselves fromthe
SlavicClub. We're allreally excitedto participatebecause
They should think, 'That's ourproblem.'"
UNITY is short for United Nationalities Integrated this event is areallygood chance to let peopleknowwhat
we're all about." Also participating in
Throughout the Year. Because for the
"It's just awesome the UNITY dinner for the first time was
majority of the year each culture club
the Arab Student Association, serving
is concerned with organizing its own
bringing it home,
baklava and hummus with chips.
agenda, the month's activities provide
performing on
an opportunity for them to collaborate.
Students seemed to have no problem
trying new things, because nearlyallthe
Joseph said that one ofher goals was to campus. The energy
foodran out within the first halfhour of
haveclubs that normally aren't involved
a crowd
the event. "At first it took some persuadwith each other to come together. The
strangers is just not ing to get people to try our dishes, but
Black Student Forum served macaroni
and cheese alongside the Korean Stu- the same as when you once they tried it they told theirfriends
how good it was and came back for
dent Association (KSA), which offered
a more," Rakowsky said.
steamed rice and beef barbecue, and perform in
Though not all the non-AHANA
the KSA table stood abreast with the bunch people you
culturalgroups that were contactedwere
VietnameseStudentAssociation serving
know"
ableto make the event, such as the Irish
traditional Vietnamese-style subs with
Club, French Club, Armenian Club, and
pickled vegetables.
the Hellenic Society, Josephhopes that
The Philippine Society ofBC served
Jasmin Walters,
they will participate next year and sees
flan, the Hawaiian Club made spam
'12, Phaymus
A&S
it as a step forwardthat two of the nonand rice, the Southeast Asian Students
AHANA clubs participated. She saidshe
Association offered "turron," a kind of
has visions for the expansionof the UNITY dinner in the
banana spring roll, the Brazilian Club whipped up passion fruit mousse, and the Haitian Associationserved future, that perhaps one day it will become one of the
hallmarkevents ofthe academic year andthatthe UGBC
up fried plantains.
"It workedoutreally well, since each group brought in and the culture clubs will make it a budget priority and
a dish or two, so it didn't cost us anything to offer a lot
plan their yearly schedule around it.
of variety. Food is the best wayto attract people to find
The UNITY dinner really brought people from all
out what an event is all about," said MeaghanEnglish, different backgroundstogether. "Club officers werereally
eager to doparticipate. Theybasicallylovedanythingthat
A&S '09.
Masti was first to perform. Sakina Sojar, co-captainof promotes the clubs that normallydon't associate to get
Masti and A&S TO, said the group tries to covera wide together," Joseph said.
Flags, borrowedfrom McElroy's dining hall, reprerange ofIndian dancebecause they are the only Indian
dancegroup on campus. Their act had influencesranging sented each ethnic group present at the event.
Frances Schwiep, A&S '11, Gerardo Diaz-Bazan,A&S
fromBollywoodpop to morefolk styles likethe "bhangra."
Presenting Africa to U (P.A.T.U.) also performed at the '11, Alexandra Saieh, A&S '09, and English handledthe
UNITY dinner, the traditionalAfrican dance group's logistics of the event, setting up the floor for the dinner
first performance of the year. Aero.X, the dance troupe and the performances. All are co-directorsof the UGBC
ofKSA, entertainedthe crowd with its signature fusion department of social and cultural affairs.
Despite some minor technical difficulties with the
ofmodernandtraditionalKorean-inspired moves. Fuego
Del Corazon, a salsa dance group, performed as well, sound system, the event was a great success. "All therunand received explosive responses from the crowd. The ning around paid off. It's just reallynice to take a breather
and step backand see that peoplehad mingled, ate, and
dancers of Phaymus, a hip-hop dance group, were coordinated with their stylishpurple and blackoutfits and enjoyed themselves and hopefully learned something,"
entertainedthe crowdwith theirfresh attitudeand sharp Joseph said.
moves. JasminWalters, a memberof Phaymus and A&S
The rest of UNITY month will include a number of
'12, said, "It'sjust awesome bringing it home, performing events, such as speed datingand a dessert special. \u25a0
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By Laura Pertuy

For The Heights
For the past 17years, the Thanksgiving Family Host
Program run by the Office of InternationalStudents and
Scholars (OISS) has provided opportunities for international students to spend the holiday in the homes of
members of the Boston College community. Adrienne
Nussbaum, directorof the OISS, currently organizes the
program.

Nussbaumsaidthatshe conceivedof theprogram after
hearing students speak about not having a place to spend
the holiday. She decided to ask the BC community to get
involved,and many staffmembershavebeen volunteering

for severalyears. Elizabeth Rhodes, associateprofessor of
Hispanic studies, has hostedstudents for threeyears and
said she decided to participate "out of simple compassion, for Iknowhow it feels to be in a country celebrating
something you don't quite understand."
"I am delightedto get to learn one way ofbeing thankful... the American Thanksgiving way. Then I might be
able to compare itto whatwe dobackhome in Africa, just
to satisfy my curiosity," said ElizabethOkongo, a student
fromKenya pursuing a master's degree in special educationand LGSOE '09.
MeghanPopick, administrativeassistant for international students and scholars, said she strives to match
faculty and staffmembers with students in orderfor the
encounterto go as smoothly as possible. Somefamiliesare
able to host a couple of students, who often get involved
in cooking the meal. Rhodes said, "I mostrememberthe
female grad studentfrom China, who told us things that I
never wouldhave learned otherwise," Rhodes said.
"The enthusiasm andingenuity I observein Americans
regarding this holiday is veryimpressive. Besides, meeting
newpeopleis always exciting to me," saidManish Gupta, a
doctoralstudent in finance from India and CGSOM '09.
SyedKhan, reference andinstructional services librarian at O'Neill Library, hosts students every year. "BC is
and aspires to be a family to all our students, especially
those who are less familiar with this American tradition
that cuts across all naturaland artificialboundaries that
people encounter,"Khan said. "As immigrants ourselves,
we have embracedthis unique American traditionwholeheartedly."
Popick reminds the students applying to the program
that it is a big undertakingforfamilies. The program has
grown in popularityin recent years due to the increasing
number of internationalstudents at BC, but few undergraduate exchange students participate in the event.
Among the 150 exchange students, only three have sent
applications to the OISS. Kristian Pitzer-Jorgensen,
a business student from Denmark, said he "wants to
experience Thanksgiving as shown in movies, even if
the proximity of my departure makes me want to travel
during this upcoming holiday."Pitzer-Jorgensen saidthat
the reason he came to the United States was to "immerse
into its culture," which is why he chose to participate in
the program.
Nussbaum said, "Not only does the program provides
students with a placeto be on the holidaybutalso allows
them to experiencean American holiday offcampus with
an American family." \u25a0

Afirsthand
taste of
America

Marina Lopes
Thanksgiving has always been a
little different at my house. Instead of
a quiet family dinner, we have a loud,
chaotic party with 60 of our closest
friends, none of whom I am related to.
Traditionalfootball games are replaced
with a three-hourping-pong tournament
in the garage, complete with areal plastic
trophy. To thehorror ofallof my college
friends, the 250-year-old infamous avian
symbolof Thanksgivingis nowhere to be
found. Instead of a turkey, our table is
filledwithrice, beans, steak, andpassion
fruit mousse.
Before you ask yourself what kind
of culturally-impaired people have a
Thanksgiving without a turkey, let me
clarify: My family is Brazilian. Growing up in Sao Paulo, I had never heard
of Thanksgiving. During the first year
after we moved to the United States,
we were thoroughly confused by this
belovedAmerican holiday. What exactly
do people do on Thanksgivingbesides
eat too much? Who are these Pilgrims,
andwhat connection do they have to the
NFL? And most of all, why a turkey?
While I stilldon'tknow the answer to
some ofthose questions, Disney Channel
specials and turkey-drawing contests
helped me understand more about the
only holiday in the United States that
brings more families together than
Christmas, New Year's, or Easter. As the
yearspassed, Ilongedto be a part of this
greatAmerican tradition.
During the next few years, we created a fusion ofBrazilian andAmerican
traditions, and Thanksgiving became
not just an opportunity to give thanks
with loved ones, but an excuse for an
all-out party.
The idea of associating oneself with
a single nationality is quicklybecoming
antiquated,especiallyin America. I often
hear people talk about globalizationin
terms of the negative effects of job outsourcing and sweatshops. While these
global transformations are important, I
would argue that an equally important
effect of globalizationis what happens
at my house every November.
Rather than culturalhomogenization,
globalizationhas allowedour society to
look past the imaginary boundaries of
nationality,race, and ethnicity. Instead
ofcompletelyerasing our heritage, it has
allowedus to harmoniously combine the
differenttraditionsthat makeup who we
are. Ratherthanbeing purely American,
a growing number of people are using
the ever-important hyphen to identify
themselves with multiple cultures: Korean-American, Cuban-American, or
Mexican-Americanare terms that have
become a part of our everydaylives.
This trend is clearly visible on the
BC campus, where over 40 culture clubs
represent nationalities from around the
world. Better yet, these culture clubs
bring a part oftheworld to BC. Students
are free to attend an Armenian dinner,
a Cape Verdean dance, or a Chinese
retreat, and, if only for a few hours, they
can experience life from a different corner of the world.
These cultural connections are not
exclusive to immigrants. With over onethirdofundergraduates studying abroad,
BC students are able to collect elements
ofdifferent customs andbring themback
to campus, further blurring the boundaries of their nationalidentities.This is
whatis so "life-changing"about studying
abroad; it can fundamentallychange who
you are. Students come back looking,
talking, and acting differently. They eat
later and lose track of time more often.
They are suddenly more concerned with
politics than football games, or sometimes the other way around.
The election of Barack Obama embodies a trend toward multiculturalism
the nation has taken. He represents a
new generation ofAmericans who cannot identify with a single nationality,
but are a combination of cultures from
every part of the globe. We have arrived
at apoint in history whereour ethnicities
are blurred and our cultures are fused; a
point where the place thatwe were born
is rarely definitiveofwho we are.
"We have never been just a collection
ofindividualsor a collectionofred states
and blue states; we are and always will
be the United States of America,"the
president-elect proclaimed in his victory speech. Just like the United States,
the true beauty of Thanksgiving lies
in its ability to bring people from different backgrounds together. However
you may choose to celebrate it, happy
Thanksgiving.

Marina Lopes is a columnistfor The
Heights. She welcomescomments at editor@bcheights.com.
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Eating disorders still prevalent in men and women
Eating, from Al
It is a difficult conceptfor many
to grasp. And today, many still
prefer to turn the other way. But
as the bubble ofsilence surrounding the eating disorderendemicin
Americacomes closer to bursting,

people are starting to open
up the conversation in an effort to
disprove stereotypes attached to
theillness and to help those suffering get the treatment they need.
"There's a lotof stigma around
eating disorders," said Julie AhnAllen, staff psychologist at BC's
more

University Counseling Services.
"Peopleviewit as very hush-hush.
They don't think it's OK to talk
about.But we all strugglewith it to
a certain degree. Everyone thinks
about their body image."
While eating disorders are
often caused by other emotional
or psychological trauma ranging
from stress to depressionto physical abuse, Hesse-Biber made the
clear distinction between those
incidences of the illness and others that are "culturally induced
eating problems." It is through the
study of these situations - when
the negative effects of a particular

culture skews judgment - that
researchers have determined the
powerfulrole environment plays in
eating disorder development.
And the college campus setting
is about as worse as it gets.
"College campuses - BC especially - are semi-enclosed environments," Hesse-Biber said.
"When you're seeing the same
people over and over, it becomes
a very visual culture, and people
pay close attention to what others
looklike."
Hesse-Bibersaidthe pressures
of entering adulthood and the
search for gender identity that
continues from childhood also
creates an atmosphere at colleges
that promotes heightened awareness ofone's physical appearance.
And despite efforts atbettermedia
literacy, most 20-somethings turn
to the mediawhen trying to figure
out how they should dress, look,
or act.

"We're so wound up in this idea
that thinness and being pretty
for girls, or strength and being
muscular for guys will give us the
power or attention we want, that
we can't break this addiction to
the mediaand its perfect images,"

Hesse-Biber said.
But becausethe illness can be
and often is the product of culture,
a change in that environment is
neededbeforereal progress toward
preventionefforts can be made.
"As a campus, we can dispelthis
perceptionofperfection - whether
it's about body image or being
better than someone else in your
class," AhnAllen said. "There are
things we can do to create a more
supportiveenvironment here, and
that's something we here allneed
to work on."
AhnAllen applaudedthe efforts
and strides made by the annual
Love Your Body Week campaign
currently underway at BC, but
said more needs to be done on an
individuallevel as well.
"We all care about our looks,
but there's a fine line betweenbeing healthy and unhealthy about
it. And we need to rememberthat
when dealingwith this issue. We
need to be more open with each
other, have more conversations
about our feelings surrounding
it," she said.
When confronted with the
challengeof dealingwith the disorder firsthand - either through

a friend or personal experience
- AhnAllen said it is important
notto place blame or judgmenton
anything or anyone, but to start a
constructive dialogue.
Friends of eating disorder
sufferers often contact the University Counseling Services, she
said, looking for ways to help
someone close to them they fear
may be strugglingwith the illness.
AhnAllen suggested opening the
door for conversation with that
person, while realizing that there
are certain ways ofprobing that are

stress or others problems - and
that's a great start toward a more
trusting relationship," AhnAllen
said. "And it is so much easier for
people with an eating disorder to
realize they might have a problem
when they hear from someone who
cares and knows them well."

A single concerned voice can
be extremely effective in the fight
against eating disorders, but until
the society at large canbetter controlthe growing "cultof thinness"
as Hesse-Biber describedit, preventing the problem all together
will continue to be a struggle. \u25a0

more helpful than others.

"Despite your concern, don't
focus on their weight or food or
exercise when speakingwith your
friend. Don't make a comment
about how many times they've
been to the gym that day, or how
little they ate at dinner. Focus on
theiremotionalstate. You have to
see them as a whole person and
not just someone with an eating
issue," she said.
Often just breaking the barrier
emotionallyis enough to start the
healingprocess.
"Youmay never get to the topic
of eating in your conversations,
but you may get to discussions of
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Sharlene Hesse-Biber said that the media heightens awareness of physical appearance.

Professor salaries
abroad a surprise
Salaries, from

Al

salariesevolveover the course of
a career," Rumbley said.
Resultsfrom the study showed
that entry-levelsalariesfor professors are highest in Canada,but
overall, Saudi Arabia leads with
an average pay rate of $8,490 a
month for top-level professors.
In the United States, the average monthly salary for top-level
professors is $7,385 - over $1,000
less than their Saudi Arabian
counterparts. They are nowhere
near the incredibly low salaries
faced by top-levelprofessors in
China: a mere $1,845 a month.
"We were quite surprised to
see the relatively robust salaries
in such countries as Saudi Arabia
and South Africa, when plotted
on our international comparison
charts," Rumbley said. "These
countries have relatively lower
standards of living than many
of the other countries included
in our study, but still registered
higher or comparable salaries,
particularly when looking at
the top-level and overall salary
averages."
Other surprising results arose
from the study as well. "We were
surprised that in all of the countries we looked at, the academic
profession is actually able to live
on their salaries. We were also
surprised that salaries were so
low in a few countries - India
and China particularly," Altbach
said.
Measured against the gross
domestic product (GDP) per
capita oftheirrespective nations,
the study showed that professors
make, on average, 3.2 times the
GDP per capita of theirnation on
a monthly basis. The difference
betweenfacultysalaries andother
wageswas highest in India, where
faculty members make 8.73 times
the monthly GDP per capita. It
was lowest in France, where the
salary-to-GDP per capita ratio
dropped to just 1.58.
Of the 15 countries incorporated in the study, Saudi Arabia
offered its professors the largest
salaryincreases overthe course of
theircareers, whileChina showed
the greatestpercentage increase
in salaryover time.
Because of the scale and nature of the study, theresearchers
encountered a few impediments
in the collection of data. "When
we began, we felt that we were
tackling a fairly straightforward question of what faculty

graduateclass Itaught a few years
ago. The students were interested
in this topic, and we did a joint
research project on it," Altbach
said. "We found it was very hard
to get data,so laterour Centerfor
International Higher Education
staff and I researched this topic
more thoroughly, because we felt
that the topic is of great importance and no one had worked on
it in a globalcontext."
"We were primarily motivated
by an interest in filling a gap in
knowledge and understanding in
this area ofinternationalfaculty
salary comparisons," Rumbley
said. "We wanted to try to get
a sense of national salary averages [as opposed to data that
compares salaries within specific
fields or across a specific network
of universities] for full-time
faculty across all fields and in
a broad range of countries that
didn't all necessarily pertain to
a specific network of institutions."
Compared to their colleagues
in the United States and abroad,
professor salaries at BC rank
somewhatfavorably. "The U.S. as
a nation rates highly on salaries,
andBC, according to other data,
compares quite favorably with
other American universities. So
overall,BC faculty are doingwell
when compared internationally
and rather well in the U.S. contexts as well," Altbach said.
"But, of course this isn't the
full story, which speaks to one of
the inherent limitations of our
study - the broader context of
what's been happening within
specific institutions, regions,
and countries is important and
often not apparent in a face-value
comparisonof numbers," Rumbley said. "For example, in January
2008 the Boston College Faculty
CompensationCommittee (FCC)
generatedthe Report to the Faculty for the 2007 Calendar Year.
It describeda situation whereby
BC faculty salaries in 2006-2007
were, on average, in the 86.4
percentilerange when compared
to AAUP salarypercentiles. The
committee indicatedthat this is
the first time in recent memory
that all BC academic ranks
[full, associate, assistant, and
instructor] now fall below the
AAUP 90th percentile, and that
BC salary levels are offset by the
high cost of living in the Boston
area."
Because it is a topic that is
of so much interest for many,
theresearchers wish to continue
their study in the future. "We're
discussing thepossibilityof putting some interactive tools on our
Web site, which would allow us

...

salaries are and how they differ
across countries. It proved to
be extremely tricky, however,
to find data in some cases and,
in many cases, to fit these data
into the neat categories we had to engage in an ongoing dialogue
establishedin order to be able to withcolleaguesaroundthe world
compare them," Rumbley said. on this subject, and hopefully
"What quickly became apparent, expand and enhance the base of
however, is that all of our key knowledgewe've pulled together
variables can be highly variable through the course of this projacross countries. The career path ect," Rumbley said.
can be defined very differently in
"We hope to continue this
different countries and may not research andinclude more counlook the same as all institutions tries - we have only 15 now.
in any one country."
There has been much interest
The study did not originally internationallyin our study, and
begin as a far-reaching research so we are optimistic that we can
project within the CIHE. "This get more dataon newcountries,"
study actually stems from a
Altbach said. \u25a0

Online notes not yet popular at BC
Kane, a professor in the infor-
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Students interviewed do not think the use of online notes affect their class attendance; others said they would not trust notes fromfellow students.

Online Notes, from Al
or cheating of any kind and will
do everything it can to prevent
users from doing so." Knetwit
asks students to refer to their
school's handbook for policies
on note-sharing and encourages
self-policing on the part of its
members.
Another concern is how the
availability of online notes affects class attendance. "I had
one class last semester where I
could get away with not going
because the PowerPoints were
posted online," said JaredConnor, CSOM TO. "That doesn't
necessarily workthis semester."
Connor said he would be willing to try out online notes from
another student.
Kit Baum, a professor in the
economics department, posts
his lecture notes online. Baum
said his notes helphighlight the
key points from the textbook
and allowstudents to write their

additional notes during
class. He is not sure of the effect
his notes have on attendance.
"I certainly do not tell students
that they need only study the
notes, but I believe that those
who study the notes, study the
textbook, and participate in
the lecture should be able to do
well in the course," he said in
an e-mail.
According to Knetwit's
homepage, Carnegie Mellon
University, the most active
school, has nearly 700 users
and 1,300 notes. The BC community, though, seems not to
have caught on. As of Sunday,
there are only three registered
BC users and just over a page
of notes for William DriscolPs
Management and Operations
class.
Driscoll, a professor in
CSOM, does not post class
materials online, but he thinks
there are both merits and downsides to relying on online notes.
own

"I think it's good ifit's done on
an exception basis, but I don't
know ifit's beneficialif the student is not there 50 percent of
the time,"he said. Management
and Operations uses a lot of
algorithms andproblem-solving
techniques that students must
attend class to learn. Driscoll,
however, thinks online notes
could work for lecture courses.
"It'sup to the student to decide
on the benefits," he said.
Perrie Finsand, one of the
three BC Knetwit users and
A&S TO, said she found out
about Knetwit through an advertisement. Because ofthe lack
of members and content, she
decided not to use it."It looks
pretty cool though; it's a really
great concept and if you were
able to put an entire class on
the site I would definitely use
it," she said in an e-mail.
"My gut reaction to the site
is that it doesn't seem to have
much potential," said Gerald

mation systems department.
Kane is a huge advocate for
crowdsourcing, or relying on the
collective knowledge of crowds.
Because students are only sharing with classmates taking the
same course, however, they
would be better off creating
their own wiki, a page designed
to enable users to contribute
content, or a Facebook group.
He is also uncomfortablethat
Knetwit is a third party offering
economic incentives and profiting off the process. "Are they really after the learning or are they
after your money?" he said.
Kane is not the only one
skeptical about Knetwit. His
colleague John Gallaugher compared Knetwit to iWon.com, a
search engine similar to Yahoo
that offered users a chance to
win prizes through a lottery.
The company even had a dealto
showcase its giveaways on CBS,
but iWon never caught on. Currently, Knetwit is silent about
its profitability.
"It's incumbent on faculty
members to figure out how to
take advantage of this," Gallaugher said. Gallaugher runs
his own wiki on which students
can access notes, PowerPoint
presentations, and podcasts. He
said it is all to helphis students
realize their potential and improve the quality of theirwork.
Attendance for his class has
been "excellent."
Alanna O'Grady, A&S '11,
saidher professors dopost class
materials online,but it does not
affect her attendance. When
asked whether she would use
online notes from a stranger,
O'Grady said, "Probably not. I
would trust the teacher's notes
more."If official notes from the
professor were not an option
though, O'Grady would resort
to online notes to see what she
missed.
Robert Lamberti, A&S TO,
said his professors do not post
notes from class, but rather
supplementary materials. Although the availabilityof notes
does affect Lamberti's decision
to attend class, he is much more
concernedabout the attendance
policy. "That probably has more
of an effect on whether or not
I go," he said. Lamberti would
only use online notes from a
student if they were posted
in an administrative capacity
on behalf of the professor. "I
wouldn'trely too much on notes
any student posted up." \u25a0
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Tuition carries BC in tough times
Economy, from Al
these concerns, to be released
later this week.
Over the past three months,
the three major stock indexes have all experienced severe
losses. The Dow is down 27 percent in that time span, with the
NASDAQ down37.5 percent and
the S&P 500 down 32.7 percent.
Unemployment in the month of
Octobertopped 10.1 million,with
only 32percent ofall unemployed
people receiving state benefit
checks in October because of
restrictions on eligibility, according to a report by The New
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Professor An-Na'im spoke on the relationship between secularism and Muslim life in America.

Professor talks on
religion, public life

York Times.
In a Nov. 10 letter to the
Harvard University community,
Harvard President Drew Gilpin
Faust wrote: "We must recognize
that Harvard is not invulnerable
to the seismic financial shocks
in the larger world.While we can
hope that markets will improve,
we need to be prepared to absorb
unprecedentedendowmentlosses
and plan for a period of greater
financial constraint.
"We are assessing all aspects
ofour ambitious capitalplanning
program, including the phasing
and development of our campus
in Allston," Faust said.
Area universities such as
Tufts and Boston University have

also confirmed that they will
be suspending aspects of their
expansion and capital projects,
both citing the need to devote
the additionalfunds to financial
aid. Tufts, which traditionally
practices need-blind admissions,
has announced that it may not
be able to maintain thatpractice
when admitting students for the
class of 2013.
Despite the financial implications of these measures taken by
neighboring universities, dean
of enrollment management at
BC Robert Lay has stressed that
BC's conservative approach to
budgetinghasleft it in a stronger
position than most.
"BC has built our budget on a
tuition base - we're not nearly as
dependent on the endowment,"
Lay said. "The key concept is
that they [Harvard and Dartmouth] havebecomeendowment
dependentand BC is tuition dependent. We're not as vulnerable
as either of those institutions are
to these changes.
"Financial aid is not on the
table," Lay said, commenting on
possible adjustments that may
be made necessary should BC
experiencea loss inrevenue.
Both Lay and Bernie Pekala,
director offinancial strategies in
the office ofenrollment management, admittedthatthere is a gap

betweenwhat hasbeen discussed
inresponse to thefinancial crisis
and in what the administrationis
willing to involve students.
"Today we have a plan," Pekala said. "Are we goingto revisit
this plan? Often."
"We have ambitious plans
and not all of those future plans
are completelytransparent,"Lay
said. "Do we have some programs
and areas where we can be more
efficient? There are a lotofplaces
we can cut back on operating
costs." He stressed the need to
evaluateboth the current budget
as well as future costs.
Lay compared BC, a private
institution, to state-run universities, pointing out thatBC possesses maximum flexibility in any
budget adjustments that should
become necessary, while public
institutions are forced to pursue
other options. At BC, shouldthe
need present itself, funding for
capital projects could be transferred to financial aid with little
resistance.

Compare that to a state university. In the State University
ofNew York (SUNY) system, all
funds must be appropriated by
the state legislature and any
changes in budgeting need to be
approved prior to their enactment. Times ofarecession do not
easily allow the flexibility to re-

spond to serious market events.
"When the state sets the
budget at the beginning of a
fiscal year, they project how
much revenue is going to come
in from different sources, and
you have to make adjustments

along the way," said Brian Rose,
vice president of student affairs
at SUNY Binghamton. "This
year, the state of New York has
to make a pretty big adjustment
because revenue is going to be
downsignificantly."
Despite projectedbudget cuts
in the coming fiscal year, SUNY
Binghamton has seen an enormous increase in applications,
accordingto Rose. He attributes
the rise in popularity in part to
steadily increasing tuitions at
private universities across the
country.

"For us at our prices we have
to maintain the highest qual-

ity," Lay said. "It's mutually
important thatBC doeswell and
that BC students graduate and
do well."
"We know it's going to be
tough," Pekala said. "We know
it's going to be a struggle for all
of us. We're going forwardbased
on everyfactor we can look at. We
lookat thevalue oftheeducation
we do provide - undergraduate
education [at BC] has always
ranked extremelyhigh." \u25a0

Secularism, from Al

similaritiesbetweenthe Catholics
of the early 19th century and the
Wolfe, directorof the BoisiCenter Muslim immigrants of modern
for ReligionandAmericanPublic times,An-Na'im also spoke of the
Life. "Prophetic participation in many differences that might make
politics [by religion] is essential theMuslim experiencemore challenging. "The challengeAmerican
to religion," he said.
AliBanuazizi, professor in the Muslims present to the promise
political science and psychology of American secularism is more
departments, gave a brief overdemanding than the challenge of
view of An-Na'im's career and theAmericanCatholics becauseof
previous writings up to this point theirmany differencesother than
in an introduction
religious ones,"
before An-Na'im "Religious law cannot he said. He said
took the podium.
there are differbe state law by its ences in culture,
"An-Na'imis perhaps the leading
language, race,
nature. For it to
American inteland ethnicity that
remain religiously Protestants
lectual ofIslamic
and
faith in therealm valid, it must remain Catholics had in
of law and huAnother
outside state law" common.
major disadvanman rights, and
the relationship
tage standing in
between public
the way of inteand private life,"
gration of MusAbdullah! Ahmed
Banuazizi said.
lims is the lack of
An-Na'im,
He said that Ana central authorProfessor
at Emory Law ity to organize
Na'im has made
great strides in
School
around. "Catholies are ultimately
reinterpreting
parts of the Koran to bring the united in the church hierarchy,
Islamic faith into the modern whichMuslims do not have," Anworld.
Na'im said.
An-Na'im described AmeriAn-Na'im said that he thinks
can secularism as the balance
that the best strategy for American Muslims is to embrace secuachieved between the state respecting religion and having an larism and to get involved in
established religion. While he American public life in order to
does not seek the complete sepachange theirown situations. This
ration of religion from politics, he generalprinciple, he said, can be
does not support the inclusion of takenfrom the history ofCatholic
religionin the state itself. "Ameriimmigrants. "Part of the lesson
can secularism has a promise
that f draw from the Catholic
for American Muslims, and that
experienceis that precise willingpromise is a promise ofinclusion ness to engage in civic activity,
with self-determination, both in political activity, to organize,
culturally and in other ways," he to lobby, and to challenge domisaid. "It is not about integration nant understandings and claims.
ofMuslims into theUnited States, Catholics were not successful in
wheretheydisappearand become various ways and had to come
like everyone else. The promise is back, reorganize, and develop
that we can be Americans on our new strategies, and my question
own terms."
is whether Muslims can do the
An-Na'imtracedthe history of same," An-Na'imsaid.
Americansecularismfromthebe"There is no such thing as an
ginning ofthe first coloniesto the Islamic state. If the leaders of a
present to demonstrate what the state say that it is Islamic, that
current state ofaffairs is for difdoesn'tmean that it is," An-Na'im
ferentreligious groupsin America. said.He saidthat becauseIslamis
"The initial homogeneity [of the areligion,it is totallyincapableof
American colonies] made it easy being used as lawfor governance
to make that very bold claim of of people. An-Na'im saidthat Issecularism without being challam cannot be forced upon people
lenged," hesaid. An-Na'imrelated and that it was never meant to
his lecture specificallyto BC when have a politicalnature. "Religious
he suggested that the first challaw cannot be state law by its nalengersto this notion ofAmerican ture. For it to remain religiously
secularism were the Catholic imvalid, it must remain outside of
migrants of the early 19thcentury. state law."An-Na'imsaidthat the
He saidthat Catholics coming into best possiblestate for Muslims to
the United States were initially live in is a secular state and that
discriminated against but that Americahas the most potential as
they banded together as a faith a secular state, although it has not
fully realizedit.
community and fought back for
their rights. An-Na'im said that,
"I am challenging the notion
to a certain extent, the Catholic that we can do without religion.
examplecan provide a sort ofroad My pursuit of the secular state
map for American Muslims to
is to enable a religious society.
achieve equalrespect in American It is not a way to expelreligion
from public life, but to legitimize
public life.
While there may be many religion," An-Na'im said. \u25a0
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Admissions ready to tackle economy
Admissions, from Al
improved; financialaid processes

should be simplified andfocused
and a serious re-examination
of rankings is in order."
The report encapsulated the
concern surrounding the affordability and accessibility of higher
education - especially in these
tough economic times - warning
of the possibility of a new Gilded
Age, in which educational opportunity is decided by income.
"We don't know what's going to
happen, but we think we have
the tools to handle it," Lay said.
"With a new administration in
D.C., things are going to change
for the better. We hope that BC
as a nationalleader willbe a part
of that."
Concern over the affordability of a college education may
lead some families not to consider certain schools because of

...

a high sticker price. The problem
with this, Lay said, is that some
familiesassume they can't afford
college without fully assessing
all of their options. Both Lay
and Bernie Pekala, director of
financial strategies in the office of enrollment management,
stressed the importance ofkeeping the lines of communication
among students,parents, andthe
financial aid office open bothfor
prospective studentsand current
students at BC.
"Everyone's goalis to help the
students," Pekala said. "Ifa student needs help, we're here. It's
a partnership between students,
parents, and BC." It is possible for
students to applyfor financial aid
at any time during their studies
at BC. Students can always make
an appointment withtheOffice of
Student Services. Itusuallytakes
twoto four weeks for a student to
receive an awardletter.

"While it is too early to see
what impact the economy will
have on college admission, many
ofmy colleagues across the country expect that they could see
smaller applicationpools," said
John Mahoney, director of undergraduate admission, in an
e-mail. "That is certainly a possibility here at Boston College.
It's clear that costs and financial
aid are very much on people's
minds. Boston College is in a
wonderful position to be able to
say that we are need-blind," he
said. Because financial aid is not
coupledwiththe endowment,BC
hasbeenable to continue to offer
its need-blindadmissions policy
during this economic crisis. A
need-blind policy means that a
student's ability to pay tuition
is considered after he or she has
been granted admission.
Tufts University recently announced it would no longer be

able to maintain its commitment
to need-blindadmissions.Notall
financial aid policies are made
the same, Lay and Pekala said.
George Washington University
has a fixed tuition program to
keep students' tuition costs constant during their time at GW.
While this may seem like an
attractive option to prospective
families, Lay said thaton average
this planis actually more expensive. Ifa student at BC's financial
needs change, BC will readjust
aid accordingly. There is a difference, Pekala said, between guaranteedtuition and the guarantee
to students at BC that their full
financial need will be met. "It's
obviously important to meet the
full need of students," Lay said.
"We're going to increase financial
aid, not cut it. We anticipate that
we will have some families come
to us that need aid in this down
economy."

\u25a0

Conrad promotes fashion in Beantown
Women ages 16 to 24 experience
the highest rate of dating viofor the experience as a whole. lence, a statistic thatboth Mark
"We got to hang out with her for Cosmetics andConrad wouldlike
an hour before the show andhad to change.
"As a 22 year-old, this statisa chance to bring friends back
and take pictures afterward; it tic made me realize how important it is to let girls my age know
was just an overall unique exthat they can be empowered
perience."
Conrad said that the main to prevent this from happengoal of her line was to create ing in their lives," Conrad said.
a wearable collection that apEach model in the show wore
pealed to the widest audience one of these exclusive Lauren
possible. She said, "I have Conrad-designed necklaces to
clothesthat I can
helppromote the
campaign. In adshare with both
"As a 22 year-old,
dition, the neckmy mom and my
this statistic made me laces
littlesister." Conwere sold
rad said that she realize how important by Mark reprehas always had an it is to
at the
let girls my age sentatives
extreme passion
show with 100
for the fashion know that they can be percent of the
industry, and the empowered to prevent proceeds going
dream of designdirectlyto theefhappening fort. Conrad said
ing her own line this
the foundation
has long ranked
in their lives"
chooses different
at the top of her
list of goals. She
organizations to
said that experiwhich to donate
ence is one of the
grants.
Lauren Conrad
most important
The Q u ad.
elements of breaking into this com said that they could not
extremelycompetitive industry. have been more pleased with
"You really need to be exposed their working relationship with
to as many facets ofthe industry Conrad and the fashion tour.
as possible. I've workedin retail, Sarah Metzger, college tonight
marketing,trade shows, etc. The representative, said, "The fashmore exposure, the better."
ion shows were such a great way
The show's sponsors - Mark to work with Lauren and spread
Cosmetics, Aldo Shoes, and the word about TheQuad.com
King Tea - were all present because we were able to really
at the event to promote their integrate college communities
respective products. With free into the show. We wanted to regifts, samples, and discounts flect the typeof interactivity you
being distributed, the sponsors willfind on TheQuad.com within
worked to engage attendees theLC3 event."
in conversations about their
As the fashion show segment
particular brand, internship opwrapped up, the task of voting
fell once again to the model's
portunities, and even some philanthropic endeavors, including peers and other audience mema "Have a Heart" necklace that bers. For the three hours folseeks to raise funds for Mark's lowing the show, attendees were
asked to send text messagesvotm.powerment campaign.
The campaign aims to raise ing for theirfavorite models.The
awareness and money to end crowd-chosen favorite was then
dating abuse and violence, and awardeda trip to Los Angeles to
also to empower young women hang out with Conrad for a day
to take a stand for themselves. during fashion week. \u25a0
Fashion, from Al
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Conrad came out to show her support of women's issues with a fashion show on Saturday.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Southern hospitality
an inspiration for BC

"Any intelligentfool can make things bigger, more complex, and more violent. It
takes a touch of genius to move in the opposite direction."
?Albert Einstein

THE ISSUE: FSU fans extend kindness to BC travelers
WHAT WE THINK: Warm welcome part of good sportsmanship
unite unlike anything else - if not
for BC travelers' love for Eagles
football, many would not have made
the friendships or memories of the
weekend.
There seems to be a perception on
campus that the best way for Superfans to show"support"for their team
is to be cruel and belligerent toward
visitingfans, when in reality, this acTraveling to a sports game is a complishes the opposite. Read the
letters to the editor
unique and memorable thing to do, but When
from
week if you
we let rivalry get want last
making ties witha sampling of
in the community bigger than ourselves, we the distasteful beyou're visiting crelose sight the purpose havior that earned
ates a much more
fans the scorn oftheir
sports and what it
fellow BC students
fulfilling experience.
means to be a
When the only conand fans.
Support is about
nection you have in
Florida is to your team, you depend building up, not tearing down. The
on thekindness of others to reach out more welcoming the game environandbring you in. Building community ment we create on our campus, the
is what sportsare about, after all, and better the experiencefor all who atFSU fans showed just howwelcoming tend - BCfans or otherwise. When we
a community can be.
let rivalry get bigger than ourselves,
To be fair, there was the occasional we lose sight of the purpose of sports
stubbornfan whorefused to make eye and what it means to be a fan.
contact or shake our hand or smile
If we wantto build BC into a "travin our direction. There will always eling school," it starts with reciprocbe "that guy" who takes fandom too ity. If wewant tobe welcomedwhen we
seriously, to his own detriment. But travel,we need to leave the fighting to
the overwhelming majority of FSU thefootball field and encourage afair
fans were only too willing to take us exchange of generositybetweenfans.
into their fold and show us the best We need to embrace what sporting
of what Southern hospitality had to events are about and breed a culture
offer. There is no reason why rootofhospitality, not animosity. As FSU
ingfor different sports teams should fans showed us, it is possible to feed
necessarily make enemies ofpeople. therivalry while still welcoming visiIn fact, sports have the power to tors with open arms.

As Florida Staters showed many
Eagles fans on the road this weekend,
Southern hospitality is about more
than hearty pecan pies and "y'all"s
steeped in thick accents. It's about
opening up your tailgate to travelers,
offering them food, drink, and friendly
conversation,bringing them into "enemy territory" and showing them that
all rivalry need not be hostile.

of

of

fan.

model for service
THE ISSUE: Jemez program sends students both ways
WHAT WE THINK: Service programs are a two-way street
The Boston College community
"Voices of the Pueblo," a discusperpetually
seems
inundated with sersion with high school students from
vice trip point drives, pasta dinners, the Jemez Pueblo and the education
and bake sales. Signs litter McElroy director from the Jemez Pueblo, Kevin
and the Dustbowl every fall calling for Shendo, is today in Devlin 008 at 7
student applications for service trips. p.m. BC students and Jemezstudents
BC is knownfor the competitivenature will be engaged in a discussion about
of its service trips, with about 1,000 life on the Pueblo and thelarger issues
students participating in service trips affecting Native American communieach year.
ties. Students from the Pueblo will
Whether it is Arrupe, Appalaalso perform tribal dances in tradichia, or a trip through any of BC's tional costume.
four undergraduate schools, BC's
The second part of the program
motto of "men
is BC to Jemez,
and women tor
where a group
The Jemez Pueblo Service
others" is put into
of about 15 BC
and Immersion Program
action with these
students travel
service trips,
to the Jemez
recognizes the importance
which require a
Pueblo in Januimmersion and mutual
major time comary. The Jemez
mitment on the understanding in service trips. Pueblo Service
part of students
and Immersion
to
goals
Program
and ambitious fundraising
is a unique service and imfinance weeklong trips to domestic mersion experienceat BC. The proand international destinations. Stugramis dedicated to fostering longterm
dents interested in social justice isbonds and keeping the lines
in
service
communication
suesare alsoinvolved other
of
between BC and
programs on campus, like 4Boston the Pueblo open. The Jemez Pueblo
and Pulse.
Service and Immersion Program
recognizes the importance of immerEmphasizing the value of immersion in service, participants on these sion and mutual understanding in
trips often staywith thosewhom they service trips. This is not to discredit
serve in the hope of gaining a better other BC service trips that certainly
understanding of their culture. One do an admirable job of maintaining
student service trip at BC, the Jemez long-term commitments to specific
regions or populations, but this trip
Pueblo Service and ImmersionProreally
embodies the idea of a twogram, has made a unique commitment
to immersion in its two-part program. wayexchange between communities.
First, high school students from the It should serve as an inspiration to
JemezPueblo Native American Resthose looking to do service outside
to
ervation in New Mexico come BC of the Boston area.
to stay with students. Students from
For those students who have not
college
the Pueblo learn about
life taken the opportunity to participate
firsthand, staying in the residence in a service trip through BC, go to
halls and shadowing their hosts to "Voices of the Pueblo" to experience
classes.
a taste of the Pueblo life at BC.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Matrix needs to be taken into account after Question 2
Despite the fact that 65 percent of Brent Ericson, associate deanof ODSD,
Massachusettsresidents votedto make told The Heights that "no one thinks
possession of marijuana a civil offense
[Question 2] will pass, so there is no
only as serious as a traffic violation, urgency." Even worse, Vice President
the Boston College administration of Student Affairs Patrick Rombalski
has intimated that it anticipates no explained that the response was "culchange to its already irrational drug tural." He said, "Our culture responds
"matrix." Perhaps the reluctance to more harshly to drugs overall."
Shouldn't our disciplinary policy
sensibly reform the campus marijuana
policycomes from a serious disconnect be determined by facts, not cultural
on the part of the administrationfrom
prejudices? Why is it that when a
cannabispolicy.
first-time offender is found in posJust a few weeksbefore the election, session of alcohol, he or she gets a

slap on the wrist, but if found with
cannabis, violations include housing
probation or suspension with fines
up to $500?
Once Question 2 is implementedin
state law, BC students wouldbe better
off if they were apprehendedby the
Newton Police Department than the
BCPD. Is that logical?
Jayson Joyce

A&S 12

Thumbs Down to Palin a cheap shot at an easy target

Jemez a good

The

TIM O'BRIEN / HEIGHTSILLUSTRATION

Dear TU/TD: Grow an imagination!
I know it's easy and fun to throw
Sarah Palmunder the bus repeatedly in
the Thumbs Down section to the glee of
college students across campus - but
at least get some things right before
you judge. Sarah Palm was recently the
keynote speakerat a nationalconvention
for Republicangovernors; this is a large
event that deserves coverage - it's not
her fault that mediaoutlets want to report on it. Even that grants merit to her
coverage being excessive - does it have
to be all about The One all the time?

Also,she hasn'tbeendefendingherself from accusations that she doesn't
knowwhat Africa is, nor doesshe need
to - that happened by itself. The fictitious McCain adviser who made the
claim has been exposed as a hoax - a
hoaxthat was completelygobbledup by
integrity-dry outlets such as The New
York Times and MSNBC. I think they
should visit EACH of the "57 states"
Obamaclaimed to have campaignedin
to make public apologies.
So before you put her in the somewhat whimsical TD section again,

Alexander T. Allister
CSOM '09

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Reprinting reader comments from bcheights.com, The Online Buzz draws on the
vibrantonline community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.

In response to "Smoking on the Decline," by Sue Byun
Frederic W. Grannis Jr. MD '65 said: Congratulations to
Sue Byun for her accurate and insightful report on tobacco
marketing on college campuses.
I am disappointed to hear that my alma mater has not
instituted a smoke-free campus. In my work as a thoracic
surgeon,I have spent most of my adult life treating illnesses
including lung cancer, COPD, emphysema, and cardiovascular disease caused by tobacco smoke inhaled directlyby
smokers or involuntarilyby family, friends, and co-workers
of smokers. While smokers have a right to smoke, they do
not have aright to damage thehealth ofothers. City of Hope
NationalMedicalCenter in Duarte, Calif., where I work has
had a smoke-free campus since 1987.Ourresearchhas shown
thatthe smoke-free campus is stongly supportedby the large
majority of workers and that it fosters an environment in
which employees and students smoke less and in most cases
go on to quit smoking. The smoke-free campus wouldalso
send strong positive message to all who visit BC that the
University cares about the health of its students, faculty,
and employees.
Howabout a littlestudentactivism to drive policy toward
a smoke-free Eagle's aerie?
FredGrannis MD Class 1965
Long Beach, Calif.
Inresponse to "Numberingthe Days ofGuantanamo Bay,"
byKate Collinson
M. David Levi said: This says it all:
"The detaineesare classifiedas enemy combatantsrather
than prisoners ofwar, with the aim of exempting themfrom
the Geneva Conventions. The base is on neither American
nor Cuban land, and was acquiredby the United Statesunder

a lease that began in 1903."
Thewhole episode is an exercise in government doubletalk
to put some lipstick on its lawless behavior. They called the
prisoners taken in war by a newly-contrived title in order to
avoid treating them as prisoners of war. Theypretend that
the Cuban land, leased by theUnited States, is thusunderthe
jurisdictionofneitherCuba nor the United States(nevermind
that we thus establish "courts" in a place where we purport
to have no jurisdiction).
All the "Through theLooking Glass," Alice in Wonderland
apologia is meaningless, except as a measure ofhow truly
dishonest our government officials have been.

In response to "StupidWater," by Kevin Swanson
Mark said: First, let's start with waste. Bottled water
has a small percentage in landfills. If you are going to make
a statement like that, just rememberall the soda, juice, and
plastic milk bottles and jugs makeit to landfills. What needs
to be proposedis individualresponsibility to recycle. Ifthat
much is making the landfills, then there must not be much
recycling going on. Individualsand their communities need
to recycle.
Secondly, the bottled water industry doesnot want people
not to drink tap water; that is the opposite. They promote
drinking water, whether it is bottled or tap; it is healthier
than soft drinks. Just remember, the people not recycling
water bottles probably are not going to recycle soft water
containers. It also takes more water to bottle soda than
it does to bottle water. Third, you may want to check out
stories on nalgene plastic, which may leach Biphenyl A, an
estrogen-like chemical. Some countries are actually trying
to ban nalgenebottles. Bottom line is the water, bottled or
tap, is better choice then most soft drinks.

READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.

The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor@
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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OPINIONS

Thumbs
Up
Defense - BC's defense
shined again in its 27-17 upset
ofFlorida State on Saturday
night. Herzlich and Co. held
the powerfulFSU offense to
less than 100 yards rushing,
and MarcellusBowman
returned an interception for
a touchdown. With five of
the (crimi) 'noles suspended
for fighting, FSU could not
consistently move theball.
IntimidationTactics What with Herzlich's war
paint, Nick Rossi's sweet
mohawk, andRoderick
Rollins' valiant stand-off
with Preston Parker, this
batch ofEagles is proving
that it fears nothing (except
field goals over 25 yards).
The GoodBody - Loaded up
with laughs, tears, and plenty
of estrogen, Eve Ensler's
follow-up to The Vagina
Monologueswas performed to
a packed house in McGuinn
121 on Friday as the final
event and fitting close of
"Love Your Body Week."
CarminaBurana - Don-dondon-don,don-don-don-don,
don-don-don-dooon-dooondon-don.Ever wonderwhere
that song they always play
at football games comes
from? The BC orchestra and
University Chorale joineda
children's choir to take us
back to the 13th century with
CarlOrff's composition of
these medievalpoems.

Hockey - Down 3-0 after the
first period, Saturday had
the look of abad dreamuntil
the Eagles reeled offfive
straight goals in 14 minutes
on their way to a 8-6 victory
over UNH. The defense
wasn't so hot, butfreshman
Jimmy Hayes netted a hat
trick, and gave us flashbacks
to another big No. 10.

Thumbs
Down
FleabagDisruptions Friday night shows often
go swimmingly for Fleabag,
but this Friday, drunken
audience members posed a
hazardfor performers. After
climbing across the stage
and up the stairs and chilling
out in the gameroom, one
audience memberpassed out
and had to be removed on a
stretcher. Reeeaaalllfunny.
NFL OvertimeRules When you score the gametying touchdownwith one
second remaining in regulation
and then don'ttouch the ball
again, something is wrong.
Parking - BC continues to
squeeze revenue out of every
corner of campus, raising
parking rates to $3 per hour
and $20 max. What is this,
the North End?
Michigan - Collegefootball's
winningest program just set
a record they would like to
forget, notching eight losses for
thefirst time ever. Not exactly
the start first-year coach Rich
Rodriguez was looking for.
"Are We Human or Are We
Dancers?" - The Killers
new single new single,
"Human," may be catchy, but
it doesn'toffer us a whole
lot ofevidencefor us to
choose between the two. "My
sign is vital, my hands are
cold." How thehell is that
supposed to help us decide?
Thunderstix @ FSU - BC's
smallbut boisterous section
in Tallahassee apparently
made too much noise at
the game as police officers
entered the section and
threatenedfans that they
wouldbe ejected if they
didn't cut theracket.

Obama cabinet choices are key Marriage
By Brandon

should be
open to all

Southward

OSU Daily Barometer

(U-WIRE) CORVALLIS, Oregon-President-elect Barack Obama will officially
become president on Jan. 20 2009;
however, speculation on his presidential
cabinet and what an Obama administration would look like has already begun.
That speculation won't stop here, as I
peeredthrough my crystal ball once again
and came up with this list of names for a
possible Obamaadministration.
In observing Obama these last four
years, there are three characteristics he
wants in the group of people he surrounds
Brendan Benedict
himselfwith: intelligence,independence,
and competence. He wants tocreate a feelOne would think that after Obama's
ing in his meetings akin to Kennedy and
big win, I'd have nothing else to criticize.
Lincoln, where there are many different
However,I was disappointedin thepeople
points of view are livelydebates, and in the
ofCalifornia for voting to ban same-sex
CHARLES DHARAPAK / AP PHOTO
end, he makes the final decision.
marriage. While I'm not personally vested
President-elect Barack Obama faces importantchoices on the personnel for his cabinet.
In his administrationObamahasmade
in this issue (I'm not gay, Iknow few people
it clear he wants to work in a bipartisan Street, but since he is so vitallyneededin
comfortablefits with Obama.
who are, and none of themlive in Califorway and include Democrats as well as
his current job, he is probably ruled out
Secretary of Defense - Considering nia), I feel that there are some things that
ofconsideration.
that we currently have two wars going on need to besaid.
Republicans. I haveidentifiedwhat I consider the most important Cabinet jobs in
My pick as of right now would be and our military is stretched to its limits,
I've heard arguments against gay
the next administrationandthe peopleI Lawrence Summers, with a dark horse this job is also important. This I feel is the marriage over and over again. Like the
think are being consideredand will ultieasiest job to figure out because Obama claim that extending marriage to samecandidatebeing Warren Buffet.
mately get the job.
Secretary of State - This is another seems to have two choices in mind for
sex couples would "hurt the sanctity"
Treasury Secretary - Before, this job important position considering how the this, and both are Republicans, echoing of marriage. Marriage is an institution
was an afterthought, not particularly all
world pretty much hates us, so we will his theme ofbipartisanship.
so sanctified that it half the time ends
that newsworthy. However this is now need someone who is respected in the
There is the current Secretary ofDein divorce, but is nevertheless extended
the most important job in the cabinet. internationalcommunity andwho can be fenseRobert Gates, aRepublican whohas to skirt-chasers, child molesters, and
A strong treasury secretary is needed to a tough negotiator when dealingwith the earnedrave reviews from bothsides of the Britney Spears.
help lead on this financial crisis we now Israeli-Palestine and Iran issues. Right aisle for being a pragmatist rather than
The current disparity of marriage
face and to help set up our markets and now I would say this is really anyone's an ideologue,especially onkey issues like rights has caused many to stay in the
financial institutions for a 21st-century guess, and Obama can go in a number of negotiating with Iran and the Iraq War. closet and pursue a "traditional" mareconomy.
directions. I will throw out just some of Obamahas expressed a willingnessto ask riage instead. Was marriage sanctified
I believe there are three legitimate the names being mentioned.
Gates to stay on, and from all reports he for Jim McGreevy or Larry Craig? Enchoices: former Fed Chief Paul Volcker,
If Obama wanted to be bipartisan respects and likes him.
franchising homosexuals with this right
former Harvard president and Clinton he could pick someone like Republican
His other choice, andthe one Ithinkhe would not only be a measure ofequality,
Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers, Senator Dick Lugar, someone he admires wants to make, is Chuck Hagel, someone but one that actually improves the image
and president of the New York Federal greatly, or retiring Senator Chuck Hagel,a who is blunt, intelligent, and knows how of marriage.
Reserve Bank Timothy Geithner.
fierce critic ofthe Iraq War wellrespected the military works. He is someone Obama
It's also been said that homosexuals
I believe Volcker would be a steady aroundtheworld. On theDemocraticside wants to have in his inner circle.
should not be allowed to marry because
hand andwouldreassure themarkets due there is JohnKerry, who gave Obamahis
Those are the three most important they cannot have children together. This
to his history as Fed chief, andbecause he launchingpadby makinghim thekeynote appointments Obamawill make in terms argument is nonsensical - plenty of people
is seenby many to be a centrist. However, speaker of2004 Democratic Convention of his cabinet, and within the next few
get married today unable or unwilling
considering that he is 81, he is probably and who is the second-ranking memberon weeks look at these appointments to see to have children - should we ban their
too old for the job.
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. the direction the Obama administration marriage, too? Should post-menopausal
Lawrence Summersis consideredto be There is also BillRichardson, the Hispanic is headed in.
women or those who have become sterile
maybe the best economist of his generagovernorofNewMexico and a former UN
It could be diverse and opinionated, because of chemotherapybe barredfrom
tion and wouldbe a welcome choice on Ambassador; hehas helpedin many negoechoing Lincoln's team of rivals, or singlemarriage?
Wall Street; however, he is known to be tiations andwhowould add some diversity minded with littleroom for disagreement,
Even though they can't have their own
abrasive and arrogant, and many liberto Obama's cabinet.
like the current president's cabinets biological children, homosexual couples
als don't like some of his more centrist
I believe that it will either be Dick were.
can still adopt, andthatis somethingthat
policies.
These appointments will help set the is desperatelyneeded in a world with 143
Lugar or a dark horse that Obamahas in
Finally, Geithner wouldbe a welcome mind, because out of all these possible tone and will tell a lot about the man we million orphans.
choice as well, andhasearned highmarks contenders Lugar is the one Obama rejust elected president, so let's hope he
Some people are more open-minded
for trying to fix the current mess on Wall spects the most; the rest aren't the most gets this right.
andbelievethat thereshouldbe same-sex
civil unions for homosexualsand marriage
for heterosexuals,withboth providing the
same legal benefits, but this is another
exampleoftheunconstitutional"separate
but equal" notion.
Excluding homosexuals from marsee spelled out across campus, but your importantpoint, namely, that confidence riage is tantamount to the exclusion
peers are funneling so much scorn towards can be broken downinto two components.
and segregation thatAfrican-Americans
the event that you feel shamed into not First and foremost is a belief in the self,
experienced in this country. In both
an acknowledgement that as a civilized
participating.
cases, two separate standards have
While it's true that by telling yourself species we no longer have a need for inbeen erected on a seemingly arbitrary
somethingenough times, you'llprobably stinctualconformity.Our higherreasoning difference.
come to believe it, one week ofthink-posiis above suchbase assumptions. That conIn the case of segregation,blackscould
tive propaganda isn't enoughto un-braincept, though, is onewe have to internalize
JOCELYNROUSEY
only use certain water fountains or eat
wash someone of a social conceptionand by ourselves;it's not something that chalk in certain
places or go to certain schools
Love Your Body Week's got heart. to allay their self-conscious fears.
art and a week's worth ofattentionis going because they were black.
That'sundeniable. I admirethe sentiment
In that light, maybe we should think to teach us.
Bringing it back to the current issue,
The other side of confidence is the
and enthusiasmbehindthe event. Who can about where our capacity for self-coneven marriage for African-Americanswas
sciousness comes from and what sort of knowledge thatwe're appreciated as much
argue with thepositive effects ofinspiring
discriminatedagainst, andKeith Olbera little self-confidence in a populationso purpose it serves. Maybethat will show us by others as by ourselves. Now here's mann put it best in saying, "Theparents
a more productiveroute to undermininga
something that's worth a week of camprone to harsh self-critique?
of the president-elect of the United
paigning. For instance, imagine howmuch
All the same though, I find the actual given social conception.
States couldn't have married in nearly
bettera group ofgirls is going to feel if the
We, as human beings, are self-conweek-long event a bit of an annoyance.
one-thirdof the statesof the country [in
The way I see it, you've got a small group scious ofhow we measure up against othguys theypass on a drunkenweekend night
1967] their son grew up to lead."
ers, and personally I'd chalk that up to refrain from playingan obnoxious game of
of enthusiastic and already super-confiWefinallymadestrides in findingthis
dentstudents trying, in one week's time, human nature and evolutionaryinstinct. Yes/No. Not being objectified goes a long unconstitutional.
to combat the entire social conception of
As the old saying goes, there is safety in way towards boosting confidence. And
For this reason, we can't settle for
the idealizedhuman body. I'll give them numbers. Being different canmean one of girls, maybe we could stop giving each civil unions for some and marriage for
two things. Either you help advance your other critical once-overs and basing our
props for ambition, but at times I can't
others. It is "separatebut equal" all over
helprolling my eyes.
species, or you find yourself voted out of opinions of someone on whether they're again,
and is contrary to the very antiDespite small increases in volunteer the gene pool. In that light, ofcourse we'd wearing Guess or Levijeans. Attitudes like discriminationsuits and laws already on
participation, I'd argue that Love Your evolveself-awareness.There's a clear benthese are far easier to change than entire the books.
efit to being conscious ofhow you compare social perceptions.
Body Week doesn't do much towards inFinally, same-sex marriage doesn't
Ultimatelythough, what people need
spiring a socialrevolution. You can put up to the rest ofyour species.
harm anyone. Why are so many people
as many 8 x 11 inch posters on the campus
But somewhere along the line in hutorealize is that social perceptions change
against it? Homosexualsaren't trying to
stairwells as you want, attempting in one man history, self-consciousness got a over timeandbetweencultures (it wasn't takeaway anyone's rights, and they're
not
short sentence to redefine the concepts of bad rep. Nowadays, we've got entire TV so long ago in Western society, and still is
theirbeliefs on anyone - they just
forcing
perfection and beauty; you can scribble shows devoted to helping self-conscious true in other cultures, that the idealized want room for their own.
chalk all over the Dustbowl proclaiming kids break through into self-confidence. woman was voluptuousrather than thin.)
No one is saying the Catholic Church
the beauty of each and every one of us; As much as Love Your Body Week makes Once you realize how quickly perceptions or any
others have to bless same-sex
but whenhalf the students that walk past me roll my eyes, MTV's Made cracks me change, the ebb and flow of subliminal marriages or believe in them.
If you're so
theposters andthe chalk art are laughing up. The only reason those kids become mediamessaging stops affecting you. You opposed gay marriage, don't
to
get one.
andscoffing at theperpetualpositive tone more confidentis thattheyare the center look at social standards more as a curiosity But by denying the right ofhomosexuals
of the messages, how can you say your of attention for a prolonged period of or as a lens through which you can analyze
to get married, we as a society are denytime.The constant attentionof cameras, your world, not as themoldinto which you ing
campaign has had any success?
the expressionof love (in a legal and
Just imagine being one of those less classmates, and "coaches" is enough to have to fit yourself.
social sense).
confident students dogged by negative make anyone believe in their own capaThere is so much hate and deathand
Jocelyn Rousey is a Heights staff columthoughts concerning their weight, their bilities.
destruction in this world. We're fighting
That our confidence responds so ennist. She welcomes comments at jrousey®
clothes, their color, their hair, you name
two wars, there are people plottingto atbcheights.com.
it. You want so much to believe what you thusiastically to attention brings up an
tack us, there is genocide in Darfur. What
this world needs is more love. With legal
same-sex marriage, there is a chance,
just a small chance, that more peoplewill
loveeach other. How can we as citizens of
thefreest nation in the worldbe opposed
\
X
v
TypNKSfrTviuG
to that?
-pv
Perhaps it's time that we eliminate
government-issuedmarriage licenses altogetherand grant civd unions to gay and
straight couples alike.
Let thechurches settlewhat is and isn't
marriage. As we look to the future after
California's proposition, I'm uncertain
of how we can come together and make
progress on this issue, but I'm sure of one
thing - I'll get letters.
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Brendan Benedict is a Heights staff columnist. He welcomes comments at bbenedict®
bcheights.com.
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IF YOU CAN'T KEEP YOUR BABY
YOU CAN KEEP YOUR BABY SAFE!
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The Safe Haven Act of Massachusetts allows a parent to leave a newborn infant 7 days old or
younger at a hospital, police station, or manned fire station without facing criminal prosecution.

You're not Alone.

LP

Baby Safe Haven

www.BabySafeHaven.com

866-814-SAFE( 7233)
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The World Record

when his roommates toldhim there was a problem exactly? It is obvious that demouse in the common room. At first, he
pending on who you talk to, a different
thought they were kidding, but as soon sense of the magnitude of theproblem will
as he walked into the room his mind was
emerge, somethingthat Henry Humphreys,
changed. "I saw this little mouse dart director of the Office of Residential hife,
across the room, and I kind of jumped. would agree with. "I would like to know
But it was a fun afternoon trying to catch what student perception is, because there
it," he says.
is definitely a different perception from
the facilities staff," says Humphreys. "I
Given the above examples, it is obvious that mice have found their way into
lookedback at the records for last year of
Edmond's and Walsh, but are thesebuildany reports of mice, rodents, or insects,
ings crawlingwith mice?The answer is no. and for the entire year there were only 40
"There'samouse problem? Wow, I'mgoing reported cases."
to have to keep an eye out for that now
It is possible,however, that the number
lived
in
Edmond's
for
two
and
of
cases doesnotreflect the actual
reported
years
I've
haven't seen any evidence of mice," says number of rooms that havehad mice. McAndrewKlish, A&S TO, when asked ifhe Grath andValladares never reported their
had ever had any problems.
mouse appearance to ResLife and chose
Furthermore, when they do occur, to deal with it themselves. "We lived right
mouse sightings are usually nothing more next to the cardio room, and there was a
than aglimpse of a shadowor a tinymouse big hole in thewall there, so we think that's
streaking across the room. According to where the mice were coming from,"says
Lagomasino, the mouse she saw was small. Valladares. "So we would put a trashcan or
"It was a tiny mouse, it wasn'tlike a rat. If something over it to try andblock them."
Nonetheless, odds are that the 40
it was a rat, I wouldn'tstill be here!"
Molly Martins, CSON TO, wholived in reportedcases are a fairly accurate depicWalsh last year and had mice in her room, tion of the number of cases of mice, since
says that she and her roommates "only saw ResLife encourages students to report
the mouse twice."
See Mice on B3
With this said, how big is the mouse
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Walsh, you are in for some mouse-related
problems, but on the upper floors you are
homefree.
Lagomasino and Hancock, however,
It's mid-November,andby now it's safe
to assume that you have gotten to know live on the ninthfloor of Edmonds, the top
yourroommates or suitemates pretty well. floorof the building. "Peoplehear about it,
Some students,however, are just becoming but you don't think they're going to come
acquaintedwith several unexpected new to the ninth floor," says Hancock. Clearly,
however, mice havefound ways tonavigate
roommates mice.
betweenlevels in Edmond's.
"It was pretty recently, not at the beThis is true in Walsh as well.Dan Valginning of the year maybe three weeks
ago?" Leslie Lagomasino, A&S '09, says, ladares, CSOM TO, and Ryan McGrath,
A&S TO, lived on the fifth floor of Walsh
turning to her roommate, Cristina Hancock, also A&S '09, for confirmation on last year. "We heard that the first floor
when they saw the first mice appear in was really infested with mice," McGrath
their Edmond's room. Lagomasino and says. "But I thought since we were on the
Hancock, like many other students living fifth floor we wouldbeOK." Unfortunately,
in the olderBoston College residence halls they too encountered mice in one of their
of Edmond's and Walsh, have seen mice two four-man rooms a few months into
fall semester.
scurry across their floor. " [The mice problem] is legendary,"says Lagomasino.
"Late at night I would be sitting at my
It's true: Encounters betweenmice and computer doing homework and I would
BC students, both on- and off-campus, hear this gnawing sound, and it would just
have beenthe stuff of rumors and legends keep gnawing until I threw something at
for years. But howmuch ofwhat students and it would stop for a few minutes," says
hear is true, and howmuch of theproblem McGrath as he recounts his experiences
with mice last year. "Then after a few
are students not hearing about?
minutes of no noise or anything it would
One notion that students have become accustomed to is the notion that if start up again."
you live on the first floor of Edmond's or
Valladaresfondly recalls one Saturday

Christine McClary
For The Heights
By
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"I have been looking for a good guy in the last three years at Boston College.
Finally, senior year, I decided to stop looking and to just have fun with my
friends. Of course, at a party last weekend, Ifinally met someone I have a
pretty good connection with. But, he's a freshman... and he lives on Newton.
Ifeel like this is completely unacceptable. My friends are making fun of me
for it, but I think I might really like this guy. What do I do?"
Falling for a Freshman

Dance

fanatic

?

Ryan Responds:

Elyse Says:

I wouldn't go downthis road. I know everyone is always saying that age and
The reason you feel that this is completelyunacceptableis because it is. Whatkind
classlevel doesn'tmake a difference in college, but I just don't believe this is true ofparty are you at whereyou are hanging out with freshman guys?Chris Hanson may
when you're talking about afreshman and a senior. You andthis guy are at totally have somethingto say about this. This sounds like a very special episode of The Babydifferent points in your life right now.
sitters'Club. I usually don'tlikeprofiling people who write into this column,but I will
He's just getting used to doing his own laundry and waking himself up for make an exception here. I imagine that you aren'tthat interesting of a person. Part of
school without his mom you're watching the stock market every day hoping the reason you haven't found a good guy at BC is because talking to you is probably
that you won't be working at McDonald's come May. You're partying at bars a similar experience to Chinese water torture. Your numerous failed attempts to atand in the Mods he's hanging out in his forced triple on Newton. You were tract guys in your previous three years here haveresulted in you becomingincredibly
probably glued to the television a few weeks ago
desperate and pathetic. This hopelessly romantic
is he even old
watching the election results
"Are you going to start dating this guy and move attitude is very dangerous because you convince
enough to vote?
back home when the school year's over? That would yourselfthat any guy who is willingto talk to you is
in you. Somepeople wouldargue that age
Andwhat about next year? And the year after
long distance relationship for the next interested
that, and the year after that? Are you going to be great; a
is just a number, and the age differencebetweenthe
three years."
start dating this guy and move back home when
couple shouldn't matter. Sometimes it doesn't.But
the school year's over? That would be great, a
when you are worriedabout starting a career and he
- Elyse, on dating a
is concernedabout smugglingbeer into Keyes, there
long-distance relationship for the next three
years.
is a difference.
Or are you going to start dating this guy anddecide you'll stay in Boston to be
You can do whatever you want. Ifyou want to make this work, it will simply come
close to him, only so he can decidethat he doesn't want to be tied downnext year downto howmuch public scrutiny you can endure. If this guy really is that fantastic,
you won't mindbeing the only non-teenageron the Newtonbus. And if he is so special,
when he's a big, bad sophomore?
Like you said, you've been lookingfor a relationshipfor the past three years. I then you won't mind secretly drinkingin his room while your friends are bar-hopping
can't imagine this is the typeof relationshipyou've been searching for - one that on Harvard Aye. All couples have struggles; yours willjusthave more. But, at this point,
being embarrassed aboutyour boyfriend is probably better thanbeing alone.
can't possibly go anywhere for the next three and a halfyears.

...

...

...

freshman

"Myfamily has never been extremely supportive of my academic achievements. Instead, any time I'm home for any break, they only have
one thing to ask me: Do you have a boyfriend yet? It gets me super annoyed that my goals and achievements getpushed aside because
I don't have a boyfriend. How do I explain to my relatives - nicely - that it doesn't really matter about whom I'm dating, that they
should be proud ofme for my other accomplishments?"
The Dreaded Boyfriend Question
?

Ryan Says:

Elyse Responds:

I imagine that you probably comefrom a very traditionalfamily. They areconservative and hopeful thattheir littlebaby girl will soonbe starting afamily. Now, I would
never condone this methodof thinking (at least not publicly), but they are probably
more concerned with you popping out babies than they are with you climbing the
ladder in the workforce.
Now, I know exactly what you are thinking: What is going on with this double
standard?And I completely agree. It's not fair
at all that men can't have babies. No matter

Youneed to let yourparents andtherest ofyourfamilyknow that you're happy despite the lack of a man inyour life. Sometimespeopleincorrectlyassume that because
you're not in a relationship,you're desperatelysearching for one or cannot possibly
be content with your lonely life. When you talk aboutyour academic achievements,
don't just tell your parents that you're getting great grades or what your class rank
is; let themknow how much you'reenjoying your classes and college life. Maybe you
should also try to talk a littleless about academic
stuff and more aboutyourlife in general - tellthem
"I am one man who will never know the comforts of whatyou do on the weekends, who yourfriends are,
giving birth to my own flesh. I will just have to live with whatyou enjoy, etc. Ifall you evertalk aboutis your

what we do, or how much legislationwe try
to pass, thefact remains: We can't give birth.
I can complain about how cursed I am, andI the cold hard truth. And, the truth hurts; it's like getting classes and your grades, they probably think you
how unfair the cards I was dealt are, but that
have no social life and are miserable.
smacked in the bottom."
won't change anything. I am one man who
No parent likes to see their child unhappy, but
- Ryan, onfacing the truth
more than this, no parent wants to be the proud
will never know the comforts of giving birth
owner of a dorky antisocialkid. You may be giving
to my own flesh. I will just have to live with
the cold hard truth. And, the truth hurts; it's
off this impressionwhen you talk to your family, and
like getting smackedin thebottom. Oh, thatreminds me again ofbabies something that's why they are encouraging you to find a boyfriend; they're hoping that maybe
a guy will spark your interest in something other than books. I'm sure your parents
I will never have.
So, where does thisleave me?What are our options as men? We will have to stand are proud ofyour academic achievements;they're just worriedthat you don'thave
up and accept our place in thisworld. I challenge you to do the same. We are limited much of a life outside ofyour schoolwork.If this is true, it's not a boyfriend you need
by our sex,and we have to work within the confines affordedto us by our gender. There but anew set offriends whoknowhow to have a good time. If this isn't the case, all
are some pros and cons to whatever gender we happen to be. Some people even get you need to tell them is that you're enjoying your life - you've gotgreat grades,loyal
to experienceboth. But if we just value the advantages, cope with the downfalls, and friends, and hobbies that are keeping you more than busy, and a boyfriend really
isn't a priority for you.
respect each other, we canrise as one people, and one nation. We are BC.

l

...

Ryan Lopez is a staffcolumnistfor The Heights. He welcomes comments at lopezr@

bcheights.com.

Elyse Lyons is a senior staff columnistfor The Heights. She welcomes comments at

whitec@bcheights.com.

"He Said/She Said" welcomes questions for future columns. All printed questions
remain anonymous. Send any comments to Tula at batanchi@bcheights.com.
COLLEGE CONNECTIONS

How to live your college

Jaclyn Bernstein

Facebook, thatWeb site that thinks it
owns our generation, has been trying its

hand at targetedmarketing lately. Let's
have a look at the results:
The Hills Diet
Read howLauren Conrad of The Hills
stays skinny! You can too!
Ah, yes. I hear the Zeitgeist calling,
and, as usual, it is tellingme that as a
21-year-oldwoman, I have something to
lose: a few pounds, a few brain cells, a
fewbucks.
As a memberofGeneration Facebook,
I can attest thatthis advertiserhas its
finger on the pulse of my demographic - I
mean, of course we're all lookingfor new
and creative ways to starve ourselves, and
of course LC, the golden-hairedsage of
reality TV, wouldbe our guidinglight in
these matters. I could take up inches of
column space singing the praises. (And I
haven't even mentionedthe punchy "You
can too!" at the end of the ad, which has
such a nice, timely, "Yes, We Can" quality
about it.)
All sarcasm aside, I have to wonder
how otherFacebook users react to these
kinds of messages. Frankly, I don't think
many women feel threatenedby these ads
- they're outrageous to the point where
they parody themselves. (Not to leave

out the men - I can only assume that
Facebook similarly tempts them with the
promise ofBrad Pitt's rock-hard abs.)
The site's creators have responded
to complaints about some of the more
outrageousads - among them, one
thatread: "MUFFIN TOP: Read and
learn how you can shrink your waist,"
accompaniedby a helpful image of the
offending midriff. To its credit, Facebook
has been trying to tightenits guidelines,
though a little poking around on the
Internetreveals that Facebook users
remain unsatisfied: newly engaged women
take issue with the "skinny bride secrets"
astride their personalprofiles,recently
marriedwomen complain about the
diaper advertisementsthat greet them
as soon as theychange their relationship
status, and many other miffed members
of the online community, both maleand
female, charge that the Web site is targeting their insecurities andfears.
But I get the feeling that most people,
includingmyself, respond to the ads with
a shrug. I think it's safe to say that the
bulk of the Facebook community, which is
largely dominatedby media-savvycollege
students, knows what's up. We're used
to the images, and we know all the tired

tropes.

We're familiar with therather violent
rhetoricthat accompanies a weight-loss
gimmick, whetherit purports to "flush
out pounds," "remove excess toxins," or
nip or cut or eliminateby other means.
We won't click the ad for the "Supermodel Diet"because we know, deep down,
that such diets consist of little more than
chewing gum and oxygen and self-loath-

life by opting out
ing.

And yet - and yet - we still buy in. I
say "we"because I'm as guilty as anyone
else. I alwaysthought that I was a cleareyed consumer of media, and I found
much of the criticism leveled at the advertising industry to be misplaced. Media
critics often use the word "bombardment" to describe the prevalence ofidealized images in advertising, as if we're
helpless victims of the images we see and
the words we hear - as if we're defenseless consumers under siege. I resented
the ideathat I was being influenced by
silly advertisements,and I thoughtI had
a fairly healthy outlook on the whole
body-imagething.
Until I stopped thinking about it
altogether.I spent some time away, and,
quiteby accident, I realizedthat I had
been duped.
When I was studying abroad, I was
put in an oddsort of cultural vacuum,
which had less to do with the country
where I studied (South Africa) and more
to do with my immediate surroundings.
I spent a semester without a scale, without a television(we never plugged it in),
without understanding nutrition facts
(what, exactly, is a kilojoule?),without
access to a gym, without a full-length
mirror in my room. I spent a lot of time
with my housemates - studying, cooking,
running, hiking, studying. Toward the
end of the semester, we realized something: In a house of nine female college
students, we rarely turned to the defaultsetting, "I'm so fat" conversation that
seemed to plague us back at home.
Why? Well, for one, we were study-

ing abroad - we hadother things to talk
about, other things to do.

And then there was another reason,
which I never thought I would admit.
As much as I didn't want to blame it on
television, or the Internet, or the beauty
magazines that I had picked up for a
mindless read when I was in the States,
I have to admit that I haven't looked in
the mirror the same way since February
of last year. When you stop talking about
your inadequacies, and when you stop
trying to measure up, you find other ways
to occupy your time.

Though this was a unique experience,
I hope others can realize that it doesn't
take a huge effort to resist the expectations our culture sets up for us.
You don'thave to shout about it. You
don't have to stage aprotest or sign a
petition. You don'thave to boycott the
Plex. Wear an "I Love My Body" T-shirt
this week if you want, if that's how you
feel. Or don't.
But try, at leastfor a few days, opting
out of the game entirely. Turn off the
televisionif you see something you don't
like. Put down the magazine that says
that there's somethingwrong with you
- that says that even if you think you
look goodwhen you look in the mirror, you should look again, because you
might reallybe fat. Basically, if you feel
undue pressure, walk away.
You might find that you have nothing
to lose, and everything to gain.
JaclynBernstein is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. She welcomescomments at
bernsteinj@bcheights.com.

Madeleine Rodriguez

I know it may be a littlelate to
be writing about this, but along
witheverything else I have disclosed
about myselfthis year, Ithought you
might beinterested in knowing that
one ofmy favorite televisionshows is
So You Think You CanDance. People
whoknow me wellcan attest to the
fact that during the summer there
is nothing that can come between
me and my sacred two hours ofsolid
choreography danced by brilliant
female dancers and shirtlessmale
ones. The shirtless part is not a
requirement, but if people who are
that in shapeand good at what they
do feel they need to start undressing in order to express themselves
properly, who am I to stop them?
I am a full-blownfanatic. When
the top 10 dancers came to Boston
two weeks ago to perform live, not
only did I go to the show and stay
afterward to get their autographs,
but I came home andbought tickets
so that I could do it all over again
the next night. Am I totally out
of my mind? Absolutely - I am no
better than the 12-year-oldversion of myselfwho got visibly upset
when she found out she would no
longer beable to watch TRLbecause
of volleyballpractice. Thefact is,
though, that anything having to
do with dance sends me into an
absolutefrenzy. If some crew wearing white masks is throwing down
on MTV and causing Lil Mama to
spout words ofwisdomlike (and
I quote) "Dreams plus inspiration
equals destiny," I'm there. If some
judge sentences CharmingTatum
to community service which leads
him to discoverhis inner hardcore
ballerina, I'm there. If anyone is ever
taking anything "to the streets," you
can find me in the front row, period.
Unfortunately, this passionfor
dance has not transferred into
actual talent. Sure I can shake what
my mama gave me, and my Cuban
heritage has allowedme to pretend
that Iknow what I'm doing around
unsuspecting white people, but a
viable candidatefor Synergy I am
not. Even when I want to just dance
for fun at the club or at a party,
things just always seem to go terribly
wrong. One time at a dance in the
Rat freshman year, the DJ yelled, "If
you've got a big booty then scream!"
Apparently a gentlemanin the crowd
saw this as an invitation, because he
crept up behind me, firmly grabbed
my behind, and whispered in my ear
"SCREAM." Laugh all you want,
but now you know the traumatizing
experiencebehind my inabilityto
dance calmly in public settings.
My one shining moment of dance
glory occurred last year when I
went to visit friends at Ohio State
University. We went to a sports bar
and the DJ announced that there
wouldbe a Michael Jackson dance
contest. My senior year in high
school I had the chance to learn
the entire dance to "Thriller" (how
or why is not important right now),
so I signed up to entertain the
Buckeye crowd. The lights dimmed,
the dance floor cleared, and I got
ready as the opening notes started
playing over the sound system. If
this sounds dramatic, it'sbecause
I have a tendency to embellish; but
the important part is that I got out
there, did my MJ thing, and won.
For one night in Columbus, Ohio, I
was "Thriller Girl," and my dancing
skills earned me $100 in pop-locking cash.
So go ahead and judgeme. You
spend tons of money on Notre Dame
football tickets, and I choose to sit
in the thirdrow at a show featuring
people from a Fox reality show. You
go watch Oscar nominatedfilms,
and I am still patiently waiting for
the sequel to You GotServed to be
released. We are all fanatics of our
own respective interests, mine just
involves sitting among 12-year-old
girls who still watch TRL
Madeleine Rodriguez is a staff columnist for The Heights. She welcomes
comments at rodriguez@bcheights.com.
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Mice flock to
dorms in cold

Lab rats wanted at BC

Mice, from Bl
problems and the process for reporting mice or insects in a dorm
room is very simple.

DAVID GVLER / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Countlessfliers for different studies can be found all over the walls of McElroy. Some students willingly participate either for the money or for fun.
By Megan Rauch

For The Heights

past year, which makes him
something of an anomaly at BC.

For eachofhis studies, whichreAlmosteveryprospectivestuquired on average a half an hour
dent applying to Boston College of work, Jason earned between
is warned of the lack of diversity $10 and $50. Although three of
on campus, whichKelly Gossett, the studies were required for his
author of Boston College Off the psychology major, he willingly
Record describes as "a sea of participated in five others "for
pea coats in the fall and J.Crew fun."
skirts in the spring. It's a very
In one such study, the repreppy campus." Indeed, most searchers, who were interestedin
informational Web sites about comparing faces and emotions,
colleges give BC low marks for had Jason andthe other subjects
diversity anddescribethe school watchthe old and new version of
as dominated by students from The Parent Trap in order to look
for similaritiesanddifferences in
highincome families.
In The Princeton Review, for the actors'facial expressions.
example, the University is ranked
When askedhow hefelt about
No. 16 in "LittleRace/Class Inhis contributions, he replies,
teraction." CollegeProwler.com "I'mnot doinganythinggroundgives BC a C- in diversity and breaking. I do it for the money,
callsthe homogeneityon campus pretty much, but it is interesting.
"the school's largest problem." It makes you think after you're
As Gossett reveals in the introdone."
duction to her book, "Initially,
At times, however, Jason adI didn't like Boston College. mits the work can be "tedious."
[Therewere] more people at BC
He recalls one study in which
from the same background than theresearchers told participants
I'd anticipated."
theywere studying the effects of
The fact that the student music on performance.In order
body at BC is predominantly to do so, the subjects played
comprised of "Caucasian and video games while different
middle to upper-class" students genres of music, including clasis affecting more than students' sical and heavy metal, played in
experiences on campus. The sithebackground.In the middleof
militude in wealthmay in fact be the experiment, the music and
inhibiting humanresearch taking game stoppedworking, which the
place on campus. Nearly all of researchersblamed on "technical
theresearch studies on campus difficulties." Jason remembers
offer cash to participants, and experiencing motion sickness
as Zak Jason, A&S '11, explains, from playing video games in a
"Researcherson campus are dessmall dark room for a long time.
The researchers later revealed
perate for study participants."
The large population of stuthat the study was really lookdents at BC who are not strapped ing at how people dealt with
for cash may correlateto thedesfrustration.
peration. In the stairwellleading
As Kyle Tierney, GA&S '14,
from O'Neill Library down to 21 explainsin an e-mail, misleading
CampenellaWay, one can count participants is commonplace in
no less than 15 signs advertising psychological studies. His work,
studies on campus that offer whichdeals with memory, usually
cash, which quickly rules out a involves what he describes as "a
lackof publicity as the source of catch to the study." Tierney dethe weak numbers.
clinedto elaboratefurther on the
Jason,a psychology and Engnature ofhis research becausehe
lish double major, has particiwants his participants to "do the
pated in eight studies over the task at hand and be surprised

when I have them do a memory participated in a study that testtest," rather than try to rememed the speed of her perception
ber things that could negatively skills using contrasting colors.
affect or alter the findings ofhis Depending on how fast subjects
study.
responded each time a new imThere are also certain reage was presented, they could
quirements for some studies earn between 50 cents and $1.
that limit who can participate. Even though she couldn't take
For example, Alix Zamansky's, home the cash for participating
a research assistant in the Conin the research because she was
nell School of Nursing, study on using the study to earn points
body image and eating disorders for a class, Williams won $5 for
is onlylooking for femaleparticianswering quickly. She believes
pants, whereas a current study cash is "a big incentive" for
at BC on word pronunciation anyone looking to participate.
is strictly interested in recruitWilliams told a friend about
ing males. Others want only her experience, to which he repeople whose native language sponded, "Really? Theypay you
is English.
to do that?"
In an extreme example, a
Andrea Bonvicino, A&S '11,
study published in the 2006
also encourages people to check
AmericanPsychologistbyKathryn out the different studies offered
A. Becker-Blease and Jennifer around campus. She thinks
J. Freyd, two researchers from the surprising twist in a study
the West Coast, looked only is what makes participating a
at victims of abuse, whom the compelling, worthwhile experiresearchers explained "provide ence. After helping a friend with
information that both adds to her research project last year,
the overallaccuracy ofthe inforBonvicino recalls, "Finding out
mation and is unavailable in any what the study was really about
other way."
made it more interesting to me,
If you are interested, howespeciallywhen I looked at how
ever, in alleviating some of the I responded."
financial burden of paying for
Similarly, Chris Reidy, LSOE
college, which according to TO, thinks the mystery and the
the BC Financial Aid Web site intrigue, if not the cash incencosts $47,139 per year plus aptive, are reason enough to be
proximately $1,750 in books, a test subject. "The process is
personal, and miscellaneous very interesting. I found it to be
expenses, there are definitely
mysterious and vague," he says.
"This, I think, is obviously the
ways to get involved on campus.
As Jason says, "Other people point of a goodstudy - to prevent
should definitely hop on these the subject from knowing what's
opportunities - not only for the really going on in order to obtain
accurate results. At the same time,
money but also for the intrigue
of the studies. They can be a lot the mystery makes being a part
offun."
of the research as a subject very
As Nzinga Williams, A&S '12, exciting."
says, "There is a listserv for all
Although many BC students
psych majors called SONA. It overlookthe opportunitiesaffordlists allofthe studies on campus, ed by being a study participant,
whichpsych majors are required Jasonbelievesit is "wellworthit."
to participate in some for their Even though a lot ofBC students
classes, but anyone who knows may not need the money, aside
a psych major should ask to
fromthe interest, Jasonbelievesit
check it out. It's a great source is a great wayto supplement your
of money if you're broke."
income, and it is truly one of the
Just this past week, Williams "hidden gems ofBC." \u25a0

BLAST FROM THE PAST

WRC starts a ?Revolution?
as acceptable. We wanted to
look for interactive ways to get
the correct message across,"
Published in the Tuesday, she said.
Rather than speakingtostuFebruary 17, 2004 Editionof The
dents about the risks of eating
Heights.
disorders, the WRC staffwanted
The Women's Resource Cento bring students together in a
ter (WRC) kept up its tradiplace where they could learn to
tion of addressing body image feel comfortablewith theirbodproblems among the Boston ies for themselves. The kickoff
College community with "Love event on Monday night and an
Your Body Week," which was open discussion on Wednesday
put on in conjunction with the were both interactiveand anecPeerEducation Networkand the dotal in nature.
UndergraduateStudent Govern"We wanted to put together
ment ofBC (UGBC). WRC leadafestive atmosphere where stuers made several changes in the
dents could feel comfortable,"
week's format in order to more saidJenniferTilghman-Havens,
effectively get their message directorof the WRC.
across to students.
The week began with a rally
In the past, the week had in the Rat on Mondaynight. A
been called "Eating Disorder row ofbooths were set up where
Awareness Week." Liz Wolf, a attendeescould speak to represtudent employee at the WRC sentatives of different student
and A&S '05, said the event's groups on campus.
name was changedto "Love Your
The Plex staff set up abooth
Body Week" as part of larger to receive student questions
initiative to put a fresh spin on and concerns about dieting and
the event.
exercise. Corin Pilo, a strength
"The name change was a and fitness trainer, took the
way to put a more positive spin stage to address common health
on [the week]. There have been misconceptions. HealthServices
studiesthat haveshown that the distributedpamphlets on healthy
name 'Eating Disorder Awarenutrition to interestedstudents.
ness Week' actually normalizes
Meanwhile,a series of artists
eating disordersand treats them performed on a side stage, ilBy Jan Wolfe
Heights Senior Staff

lustrating the closelink between
artisticfreedom and confidence
in one's own skin. A handful of
students read personal poetry
thatillustratedtheir ownstruggles and triumphs with body
image issues. The WRC made a
concertedeffort to reach out to
more male students at this year's
events. "This year was also different because we wanted to
bring out male students as well.
There'sbeen more of talk of the
so-called 'Adonis complex' at
BC," Tilghman-Havens said.
One speaker, Andrew Armstrong, A&S '05, describedhow
body image issues affected him
personally."Peopledon't always
realize the impact of sports on
body image. In high school,
for football, I would eat until I
was so stuffed, and then wait a
while and eat again," Armstrong
said.
"When you buy a car, it is
custom-madefor you.Yourbody
is custom-made for you in the
same way. I've learned to love
my body that my creator gave
me," he said.
Students could follow the
leadofspeakersby writing down
what they loved about their
bodies. Sayings such as, "I love
my big feet; they make me run
faster!" were posted aroundthe

booths.
The WRC staff put together
several new exhibits this year,
including "adbusters," where
students couldcut out advertisements from popular magazines
andplace themin the "positive"
column or the "negative" column. By 8 p.m., the "negative"
column was outnumbering the
"positives" significantly, with
pictures of scantilycladmodels,
both female and male.
"I think adbusters was really
successful," Tilghman-Havens
said. "Students wereable to see
thatso many images are touched
up and are not real, but yet are
still held up as the ideal in our
society."
Tilghman-Havens emphasizedthat thefestive atmosphere
of the event does not mean that
theWRC andother co-sponsors
of the event have abandoned
their commitment to students
who are already profoundly
impacted by eating disorders.
"I would stress that we haven't
forgotten about the students
that are beingimpacted by eating disorders. The week has a
more festive atmosphere, but
we are still serious about addressing the prevalent issue of
eating disorders on campus,"
she said. \u25a0

"Students don't even need to
call us, and they don't even need
to call the work order center,"
says Humphreys. "They can just
go online and register the complaint. The University has its own
exterminator,so everythingcanbe
responded to immediately."
In addition to responding to
mouse problems, the exterminator also inspects the buildings
regularly to make sure they meet
all regulations.
Humphreys also shed some
light on why students don't typically start noticing mice until a
few months into the school year:
"The thing we tend to see over in
Edmond's andWalsh is field mice.
The minute the weather starts
to change, mice will look for any
opening into a building, including
if a student props open a door,
they will just run right in. In the
Northeast, the minute there's a
cold snap, every university is going
to face that issue."
In fact, the only three reports
of mice that ResLife hasreceived
so farthis semester occurredwhen
the temperature first sustained a
significant drop.
Ofcourse, you don'thaveto live
in Edmond's or Walsh to discover
mice in yourroom. Many students
living off campus face the issue
as

well. Jessica Hough, A&S TO,

is living with five other BC girls
in a Cleveland Circle apartment
this year, and they noticed mice

the first weekend after classes
began in September. With mice
being seen this early on, before
theweather got cold, it was more
likely that the problem was not so

much a migration offield mice as
it was an issue of mice taking up
a more permanent residence, and
Hough's mice stories seem to reflect this assumption. "Therewere
five mice we had to kdlbefore we
stoppedseeing them," she says."I
was very concernedwith sanitary
issues because we found droppings throughout the house and
I even saw themclimb around my
backpack, my boots, my clothes
it was disgusting."
Hough and her roommates
live outside the jurisdiction of
ResLife, so they went straight
to their landlord to deal with
the mice. "After two months of
me complaining, he called an
exterminator and I haven't seen
a mouse since."
Hough still believes, however,
that Reslifeholds a responsibility
to inform off-campus students of
possible mice problems. "I think
they definitely should because
nearlyall of my friendsoff campus
havehad mice issues. Obviously it
is something that is prevalent in
these old buildings, but it would
be nice to knowaboutthembefore
being surprised one day as I lay
in my bed and watch one scurry
across the room," she says.
ResLife recognizes that they
cannot control living conditions
off campus, but they still do feel
an obligation to assist students
there. Humphreys says, "Marianne Carrabba, the assistant
directorfor Off-Campus Housing,
has put together a list of contacts
for all the people in the city of
Boston you can contact if you have
a problemwith infestationand the
landlord is not responding to it."
And, amid mice scurrying about,
the effort continues at the ResLife offices to address students'

...

concerns. \u25a0

Quad targets
college students
these types ofprojects. The Shop
also offers a variety of college
gear and humorous "essentials"
Far from Facebook's bumper designedfor our age group.
As young adults on the verge
stickers, crush quizzes, and the
rather questionable "People of entering the "real world," we
You May Know" function lies a are constantly being reminded
new social network specifically to exercise online censorship
designed for college students. with our Web content. HorTheQuad.com, launched on Oct. ror stories of employers finding
1, is the latest undertakingof the photos ofdrinking or wild spring
break trips are commonplace in
Los Angeles-based College Totoday's ever-growing electronic
night, Inc. The main aim ofColsociety. The Quad looks to tackle
lege Tonight is to provide a variety of services that tailor to the this problem by limiting those
ever-changinglikes and dislikes who can register an account to
only those with an ".edu" e-mail
of the college demographic.
As College Tonight describes address. This eliminates the
loomingpossibility of your boss,
it, the Quad is "a free Web platform that caters specifically to parent, or younger sibling uncovthe college experience." The ering less-than-flatteringphotos
site says, "It's social, scholastic, or information about you online.
"While you might find a friend
savvy, and streamlined. You can
explore, organize and share unrequest from your friend's mom on
like ever before. The Quad is a Facebook, the Quad ensures exclucentral meeting place for allthat sivity among your college friends,"
you do." With an extremelyeasy Metzger emphasizes.This collegeregistration process and a simple only stipulation also guarantees
that the younger people you left
step-by-step profile setup, joining the Quad network couldn't in high school actuallystay in high
school, instead of flooding your
be easier.
online account with useless apOnce registered, the Quad offers a variety of unique features plications and quiz requests.
While the jumpfrom Facebook
including The Scene, Greek Life,
Academics, andThe Shop. In an may seem like a daunting task,
College Tonight has designed
interview with Sarah Metzger,
a College Tonight executive, the Quad to be an addition to
she described the Quad as a student's online social networks,
place "where college life comes not a replacement. "The Quad
together." She says,"A student team aims to provide college
can post pictures, plan for a sostudents with a really unique
rority meeting, collaborate on a platform designed just for them.
We don'texpect students to leave
group project, and even shop in
a student store. Everything is in social networks in which they are
already comfortable, but we're
one place."
The main message that Colconfident that they will find real
utility and innovation in a space
lege Tonight is working to promote is the site's sense of utility. designedwith them, specifically,
As Metzger puts it,"The Quad in mind," Metzger says.
combines socialnetworkingwith
As college students, our opinorganizational tools that are ions hold more weight than we
really innovative. It extends far realize, and it is endeavors such
as the Quad that truly speak to
beyond traditional social netthis fact. It aims to address allof
working."
A trip to the site will only the problems that have arisen in
further support the message pre-existing social networks,and
that Metzger has relayed. While it is always open to new suggesthe Greek Life section may not tions. So this week, when looking
be particularly appealingto our for a new way to procrastinate
that looming term paper, take
campus community, the academsome time to register an account
ics section will certainlyoffer an
enticing incentive. Boston College and explore the Quad. It is sure
classes seem to be rich in group to offer you some new and unique
work, andthe Quad servesto offer features specifically tailored to
a great hubfor exchangingideas, your needs. It's nice to know that
keeping in contact, and executing someone is listening. \u25a0
By

JoelleFormato

Heights Editor
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BC Republicans voice concerns
to bring Americanstogether andtackle

the problemswe are facing. That being
said, I think it is important to understand that46 percent ofthe population
didnot vote forBarack Obama, andifhe
is truly committedto bringingthe country together and getting things done, he
cannot afford to shut us out."
On the other hand, Wemhoff says,
"I'mreally disappointedby the results
because I think a lot of people who
voted for 'change' really had no idea
about the issues, and what Obama
stands for."
Obama, undoubtably an eloquent
speaker, is surely sincere about his
promise to bringchange to the country
he truly loves. Do students believe he
can keep his promises?
Barrero-Dominguez feels that these
uncertainties will be resolved in time.
"I think we'll get a better sense of
what promises President-electObama
intends to focus on in his first State
of the Union address, and there is no
reason to doubt that he cannot fulfill
these promises so long as he is truly
committed to working in a bipartisan
fashion," he says.
Comolli and Priestes both "hope
for a change to all of his promises for
the sake of Americans and American
values."
Whether peoplelike it ornot, Obama
is the leaderofthis countryfor the next
four years, and BC Republican students
have both their fears and expectations
for this Democratic President-elect.
"The election of Barack Obama as
STEPHAN SAVOIA/ AP PHOTO
theleaderof
thefree worldhas domestic
BC Republicans were disappointed after the Election Day results, although some were more frustrated at McCain's loss than others.
as well as international ramifications.
Domestically, I believeBarack Obama
clearly John McCain for the following the better choice and thereby gave him has tremendouspoliticalcapitalto draw
By Sofia Barbieri
up plans to secure energy independence,
reasons..."
their vote.
For The Heights
But, what do other Republican BC revamp Social Security, and do someThey then listed items such as his
students like most about McCain?
thing for the 45 millionuninsured."
Nov. 4, 2008, 11:34 p.m. Senator patriotism, his foreign policy knowlSome note his service in Senate and
edge, and his experience. Continuing,
Barrero-Dominguez says, "InternaBarack Obamais the newlyelected president of the United States ofAmerica. they say, "His time spent in the United in battle, such as Elizabeth Wemhoff, tionally,I think the overflowof support
We are livinghistory. Obama is the first States Naval Academy and then as a CSOM '09, who says,"I liked that he worldwide is evidence that others are
member of the U.S. Navy culminating has over 20 years of experience in the also counting on the U.S. to live up to
African-Americanpresidentof theUnited States. His presidency represents a in his stint as a POW along with years United States Senate, and 22 years of its ideals and commitments, and the
big step towardracial reconciliation, a of meeting with world leadersand U.S. service in the Navy, including service Obama administration can use this
commanders (General Patreous, for one) in Vietnam."
support to regain much of our legitiwhole new beginning.
made him above and beyond the best
Others cite his American pride, such macy and clout. [Obama will bring to
Obamais areallyinteresting character, and the mediahas done everything candidate to ensureAmerica'sfreedoms as JacquelynRapp, LSOE '09. "Probably the table] initiative, peace of mind,
his sense ofnationalism.McCain takes thoughtfulness, and recognition that
possible to portray him as such. But is and our troops' safety."
With regards to domestic policies, such great pride in Americaandwhat he he was elected by people desperate for
he really the "change" that Americans
the two acknowledged the economic has donefor America, and I believethat change and sick of partisanship."
are looking for?
The way the media has portrayed
Among the Boston College crowd crisis of late and recalled McCain's he would have our countries best interest
Obama leaves no space for doubt, a
- who at approximately 11:40 p.m. on economic plans, saying, "John McCain, at heart in all decisions," she says.
What is important to remember is feeling apparently in everyRepublican's
Nov. 4 were running around shouting, while lacking significant economic
heart. What do they think will go
celebratingObama's win - others need policy experience,had a much stronger thatBC Republicans haddifferent reacto be remembered. There were other view of U.S. capital markets, broad tions to the elections results. Some of wrong?
ComolliandPriestes feel that Obama
people who were up for doinganything economic policy, and the effects policy them hoped for a different turnout but
may lead the country to socialism, saybut celebrating; BC Republicans were changes wouldhave on low, middle, and are curious to see how the Presidentelect will deal with the crises and how ing, "I think that by giving people free
disappointed.
upper-class individuals.
"McCain's views andideals promoted he will handlethe issue of Iraq.
health care, taxing small businesses,
Are they not looking forward to the
others,
however,
and
for
Some
are
disand raising the capitalgainstax,people
lasting
really
opportunity
prosperity
changethat Obamahasbeen promising
throughouthis campaign? Or are there every American, while Obama's plans appointedat the electionturnout and, will have no incentive to workhard, and
deeper motivationsbehind their vote? were simply a basket ofpromises giving although acknowledging that Obama we will see socialism start to develop.
Uponsurveying some RepublicanBC a sense of false hope to the American has been elected, suggest that heneeds This may take more than four years to
students, it's easy to notice drastically people, not understanding the broad to listento those who didn'tvote for him develop, but hopefully Obama will not
be re-elected."
different reactions among people who economic and socialimpacts theywould just as much as those who did.
have on our nation for years to come,
Dorian Barrero-Dominguez, A&S
Continuing,the two say, "Whilethere
share the same politicalviews.
is
were
person.
many Americans who strongly supTO,
the
did
such
as
business
one
such
"I
believe
the
"Why
discouraging
growth
question
you
To
vote
for McCain?" Michael Comolliand Anas tax hikes would only put a burden American people decidedthat Barack ported President-elect Obama, there
drew Priestes, both CSOM '09, answer: on business that would conceivably Obama is the best man to lead our were also a great many who didnot want
"In one ofthe most important elections result in lost jobs and a downfall of country through turbulent times," he to see him get elected. It is going to be
in recent history, it became a simple capitalism."
says. "His message of change and hope important during these tough times
Combining all these factors, along resonated with a large portion of the that Americans feel united together as
question ofwho is the better candidate
to lead us forward between the two with McCain's energyplan, bothComolli citizenry, and they have instilled a trea country, and there is already a huge
major parties. In this instance, it was and Priestes believe that McCain was mendous amount of faith in his ability sense of separation." \u25a0

PROFESSOR PROFILE

Professor makes students his focus
"He's not likethat at all. He pays attention to his students and is very open to
questions and helpingus."
When Michael Kelly, professor in
One means ofhelpinghis students unthe philosophy department, startedhis derstandthe materialis watching movies.
undergraduateeducation at Connecticut During the course of the two semesters
College,he intended to be a psychologist. last year, Kelly showed City of God, Pulp
Fortunately for Boston College students, Fiction, and There Will Be Blood, and allof
he tooka philosophy class and "found out them were related to the syllabus.
that the questions I thought psych would
"City of God is easy to explain. The
answer were the ones philosophy raised first time I showed it, I was troubled
and answered - or began to answer."
that Hobbes' view of the state of nature
Kelly sort of fell into teaching. "I seemedverifiable to too many people.
somewhat defaulted into it. I developed Cityof GodshowsHobbes' state of nature,
an interest in philosophy and wanted so people cansee what they are thinking
to continue studying it. At that point, depicted,"Kelly says.
teaching seemed the only feasible caPulp Fiction is deeper thanit seems on
reer option," he says. After finishing his
the surface and hasreligiouspieces which
doctorate at Fordham University, Kelly can be related to the gospelsread in class.
applied for a faculty position atBC, "and In There Will Be Blood, Daniel Plainview
the goodpeople here saw some promise," is an example ofNietzsche's concept of
he says.
the overman.
After studying at a Jesuit university,
Kelly successfully chose movies that
Kelly wantedto stay in that typeofschool. interestedstudents and kept theirattention, while aiding the understanding of
"I really liked the Jesuit view of education, and I wanted to work in the Jesuit the material at hand.
environment," he says.
Kelly's focus is definitely on the stuSome professors whowish to continue dents.He readshis end-of-the-semester
theirown study get caught up in theirrereviews carefully, and adds questions to
search and do not focus on or convey the the standardform. Additionally,he gives
concepts to their students as well.Kelly's
students a midtermreview to fill out, and
students do not feel that way about him. always corners a couple students to give
John Glynn, A&S '11, who had Kelly him feedback. "He would always ask us
for Perspectives, says, "He may be anacquestions about how to help us underademic'sacademic as far as studying and stand better, like if class outlines were
writing papers, but he is also a student's helpful," Glynn says.
professor and does not seem to focus on
Kelly's class is a mix of lecture and
just turning out paper after paper. Some conversation,stressing the discussion.He
professors lecture on andon, but he really encourages everyone to participate and
tries to create a setting in which everyone
wanted us to ask questions."
Johnny Culmone, A&S '11 and former is comfortable doing so.
Perspectives student, agrees, saying,
Mike Sheehan, A&S '11, another forBy Diana

C. Nearhos

For The Heights

mer Perspectives student, says,"I always

enjoyed the first part of class, when he
would open with an amusing anecdote
about his day. It would set a more casual
tone for the rest of the class, so the students wouldbe more comfortable sharing
theirviews and the conversation would go
more smoothly."
Kelly knows what it is like to be hesitant to participate in class. "I was a bit
of a stenographer [as a student]. I spoke
infrequently and wrote furiously. You
see the student who offers constructive
comments and wish you were like that,
but honestly see yourself in the student
who takes lots of notes, but is timid to
participate," he says.
In an attempt to counter the fear of
speaking in class, Kelly jokeslightlywith
the class and often offers a quick story.
PHOTO COURTESY OF BC.EDU
He also often has conversations with Kelly
utilizes
movies
teach
to
his students.
students entering the classroom about
sports, movies, or other such things.
Especially in the fall semester, sports the west coast of Belize, on the border of
were an oft-discussed topic in Kelly's Guatemala, to Mayaruins calledCaracol.
class. He is a native New Englander, and It ended up being particularly interesting,
though he has been transplanted to New because we were escortedby military poYork, he considers himself"arabid sports lice due to unrest on the border."
fan," especiallyofthe Red Sox andCeltics.
Once again he comes back to his
As the Sox came closerto the postseason, studies and students, stating Vietnam
he discussed it with his numerous local as a location to which he would like to
students. "Game one of the World Series travel. Kelly would like to study some
last year, we had class, but he let us out philosophers in the area and possibly offer
a while early because the game was on," a course abroad.
Glynn says.
Thinking of teaching a course in VietOther hobbies of Kelly's include travnam is a farcry fromthe therapistMichael
eling and reading everything he can get Kelly wanted to be whenhe entered Conhis hands on by Cormac McCarthy. "My necticut College. BC students are lucky
wife and I share a travel bug," Kelly says. he turned to the directionhe did, and is
"I have a tendency to get myself into peinstead teaching them courses like Perculiar situations and places to travel. On spectives, Philosophy ofthe Person, and
our honeymoon, my wife and I went to now Phenomenology. \u25a0

ABROAD AT BC

Closing
time

Jason Ng
It may be a little premature, seeing as it's only November,but in a
way, my time here at Boston College
is coming to an end. Graduationis
looming on the horizon, andbetween
searching for a job and partying the
remainderof my senior year away, I
begin to wonderwhat impact the last
four years have had on me.
BC prides itself on developing men
and women for the world - ever to
excel - and it does so by providing its
students with a liberal arts education.
But what I found to be most beneficial to my personal developmentwere
the experiences I had outsideof the
classroomhere at BC.
College in the United States meant
many firsts for me. I had never had
an African-American or homosexual
friend before my time at BC. Boston has also given me my first snowy
winter season, my first cultural shock,
andthe first time I realized some
people actuallyspelled color without
a"v."
My senior year is bringing me just
as many lasts. I've hosted my last
Mod football tailgate,registered for
classes at the crack of dawnfor the
last time (8.45 a.m.!) and am even going to celebrate Thanksgiving for what
may be the last time, too.
All these experienceshave served
to define my time here in the States.
Studying abroadin Bostonhas
definitelybeen an intensive learning
experience, from figuring out how to
handle new relationships to dealing
with glaring cultural differences on a
day-to-daybasis.
It took me a long time to get accustomed to the pace oflife here at
BC; I spent much of my first few years
in a daze, overwhelmedby the sheer
intensity of the whole experience. Yet,
with therelative security of the community at BC and the support I got
from my friends, I slowly immersed
myself, and found it to be immensely
enjoyable.
I think I've come a pretty longway
from the dazed, awkward-lookingkid
in mismatched clothing that I was
freshman year, though some would
argue that I'm still kind of awkwardlooking, andthat my wardrobeis still
quite hideous. Whether forging new
friendships or the way I approach new
situations, my perspectives and values
have most definitelyevolvedand matured over the last four years.
Encountering something new no
longer has the same jarring effect on
me as it didbefore. I have met people
in a variety of environments, and
interacted with people from different
cultural andfinancial backgrounds,
making me ready to deal with new encounters, regardless of the situation. I
have also gained a mix of humility and
confidence, which goes a longway for
anyone.

So what can I bring away from my
four years here at BC as an internationalstudent? My time at BC, and
in the States, has made me a more
worldly person. While I can't possibly claim to be wise, I have definitely
accomplishedsomething to be proud
of. Having weatheredthe awesome
but intense experience that is the BC
undergraduateeducation, I feel that I
am now more ready than ever to deal
with just about anything life has to
throw at me.
When I step on the platform to
get my diplomain May, Iwill have
been here in the States for over 1,000
days. My time here willbe recorded
as being an F-l student, but I know
that my experienceruns much deeper
than that. The last four years at BC
have empowered me as an individual,
as they have for many other internationalstudents in the past.
From drinking games and the Plex
culture to American etiquette and
sports, my horizons have been broadened significantly,and I feel much
more of a global citizen.
And now I am ready to set the
worldaflame.Enfuego.
Jason Ng is a staff writerfor The
Heights. He welcomes comments at ngj@
bcheights.com.
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Spanish/English tutor needed:
Neighborhood middle school child
needs Spanish tutor. Walking distance
from BC (15 minutes). Thursday,
Saturday, Sunday are the available
days. $30 to 35/hour. Can drive you
to or from school if needed. Please
e-mail Lisa Walker at: 1aw6363@
comcast.net.

Experienced World Language
Teacher to tutor all levels of German, some levels of Spanish, French,
and possibly English! Don't wait! Call:
617-469-9010 or e-mail: linguafix@
yahoo.com for an appointment.

U.3.

Looking for 1 or 2 sublets for the
second semester (Spring 2009),
beginning in January 2009. The
house is newly renovated on Radnor
Road. Everything in the house is new
including the bathrooms, kitchen, appliances, windows, etc. The house
is also equipped with a washer and
dryer, and one parking spot at the
house will be available. Accommodations for either a large double room
or single. The house has easy access to the BC South Street bus stop
and the B, C, and D lines of the T's
Green line. The house is also only a
brief walk from Cleveland Circle and
Boston College's campus. Contact
alessib@bc.edu.

«,?7>«!N

Tim's Handyman Services. We
Do Everything. Right. Reasonable
rates. Boston College area. Call
Tim at 978-994-1040 or e-mail at
broderick.tim@gmail.com or www.
timbhandy.com.
Wanted: Bridge player. Student
with beginner to intermediate bridge
skills. Ifinterested, please call Tim at
616-915-3079.

Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open-source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.

3l3t, 3Mpm' 4Mm

Men:
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WANT TO EARN $10-20? Participate
in a psychology research study in
the Tamir Lab! If interested, contact
TamirLab@gmail. com.
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mail classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!

Workers needed. REAL FOOD
BC. Working for a sustainable food
system at Boston College. Workers
needed for Addie's Loft. In partnership with Dining Services we have
created a new cafe with a local
and green theme (open 4-9 p.m.).
The cafe is staffed mostly by Real
Food BC members. Even if it's just
one night a week, come earn some
money, get great food, and work for
sustainability on campus. Help us
with the Organic Garden. Our garden
is in full swing on Brighton Campus.
We need help harvesting and maintaining the garden. Fresh produce
for garden volunteers! Contact Julia
at gabbertj@bc.edu.
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M
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Selling/missing something? Need

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? E-

/

«

Wwe: ttnom3156/M
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Griffin

I left for Irelandfor the year because I was
ready for a change. I was sick ofmy one-horse
town, my look-before-you-leaplifestylechoices, and my English major path that lookedlike
everyone else's English major path. I wanted a
fresh perspective on the world, something to
make me stand out. As myfavoriteteacher said,
"You willbe transformed this year. Utterly."But
I was not expecting this. I am a mere shadow
ofwho I used to be.
For instance, these days, I don't just tolerate
the American Top 40. I I think I love it.
Let me explainmyself first, because I know
this probably comes as a shock. After all, I
spent my first two years at BC rolling my eyes
at whatever pop song the campus was loving,
and in my unbearably condescending moods
would try to explainexactly what social pressures made people think the Pussycat Dolls
had any musical merit. I was a pill. To be sure,
I had my own guilty pleasures: Justin Timberlake is objectively amazing, I was there on
tenterhooks when Britney tried to reemerge at
the VMAs last year. And as long as we'rebeing
honest, I still listen to Hanson regularly. But
these were ironic interjections in my playlists,

...

for moments when we could all have a laugh
at acting like preteens again. Otherwise, when
my headphoneswere on, I had serious music
by legitimate rock bands and singer-songwriters playing.
And yet, last week I walked into a pub and
utteredwords I can never takeback: "Aww, it's

"Crank That," bySoulja
Boy shocked me more
than the fond laugh it
drew from me. I saw
people move toward the
computer

and look for

a new song, Wait! You
don'tknow Soulja Boy?
Akon!"
How could this have happened?I don'thave
"We don't really
any sort offondness for Akon. The only time I like rap," said my Irish
mentionhim shouldbe to say, "God, I hate Akon, friends. "Youcan't really
I can't stand that voice, and if I hearthat Gwen dance to it."
Stefani song one more time, so help us all." Or
"But this one you can!
maybe, "Seriously,have you heard that 'Sorry' There's a whole chosong? Where he's like, 'Sorry that I touched a reographed dance!" My
15-year-oldgirl, buuuut I didn't know she was protests were drowned
15, and even though it actually wasn't my fault, out by another round of
Daft Punk.
you can put the blame on me.' Have you heard
that? He is actually getting royalties for that
It was startling. Almess."
though I agree that it's
But it was hardlythree weeksbefore I was cela horrible song, it has
ebrating his airtime, and it didn't take much to strange cultural significance in America now,
get me to this point - all it really tookwas Europop. After a fewsugary sweet tracks, I was wonand the refusal to acderingout loudifperhaps theDJ had any Kanye. knowledge this irked me
While everyone else joined in in French for the somehow. Later, in the
chorus, I reverted to smiling politely, barely privacy of my own room
able to keep my browfrom wrinkling to reveal while clicking through my playlist shuffle, I was
my bewilderment.It's called dance music, but
abandoning my singer-songwriters with their
someone needsto turn up acoustic guitars, settling on T.I. and shooting
the bass, because I don't myself in thefoot over not stealinganyLil Wayne
know what kind of crazy from my brother before leaving.At any time of
beat everyone else hears. day, I am skipping SmashingPumpkins for JayAt one point, someone Z, Iron & Wine for Rihanna. I know the words
asked me if I was okay, to songs I angrily turn off at home.
and I just sighed, "It's so
Now I'm no doctor, but I think I have a
European!"
fairly scientific explanationfor what's going
But this was all fine on here. I've been outside of the United States
and good, because evenif for almost two months now, and aside from a
I didn't get it, peoplewere few weak moments in the beginning, I haven't
missed it all that much. With the handiness of
having fun. My transformation wasn't moved so Skype, I see into my living room every week
much by the music they and trick my dog into thinkingwe're going for a
liked as it was by the walk; I can still chat online and text my friends
music they didn'tlike. To at home with up-to-the-minute reports; and
have no one react to the there wasn't any lack of national news during
oh-so familiar opening of election coverage in Ireland.If I were at BC, by

this point I would have already spent two

my hair out waiting for Thanksgiving break,
because I am a homebody. Instead, it was with
a heavy heart that I booked Christmas plane
tickets thatwould leave me in theUnited States
for threeweeks. Having never left the country
or my home for this length oftime, I shouldbe
having at least a little bit of homesickness
but I haven't. I like where I am, and the first
20 years of my life don't know how to cope
with this.
So because I don't want to admit yet that
I really am okay with growing up and moving
out and leaving behind the world I've always
known, let's not say any of that. Let's just say
that my new taste in music is a manifestation OF
of how much I miss America. Because frankly,
I don'twant to know the honest answer to that
one either.

...
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LAI'mCoSuTteRrdUnE IFE
By

Jennifer Roach

Heights Editor

At times, I worry I am becoming
my mother.
Complaining about rush-hour
traffic, trying to figure out what
to make for my paper bag lunch,
having to work my schedule
around my brother's so I can pick
him up from school at the end of
the day. It certainly isn't what
most people would consider "college life," but for me, this is what
I know.
That's because I'm one of the
few - and I meanfew - commuter
students at Boston College.
I'll admit, in the beginning it
was tough. I did live on campus
freshman year, but when I realized staying at BC was goingto be
a financial struggle unless I made
some changes, I made the decision
to pack up my things and move
back home.
Sure, there is a slight sense of
defeat, of movingbackward, when
you find yourselfsuddenly back
under your parent's roof. And forcing yourself out of the comforts of
your nice warm bed at 6 a.m., just
so you can barely make it to class
by 8:00 (knowing undoubtedly
you'll be late), is not the greatest
feeling in the world. Especially
after a year ofrolling out of bed a
mere 15 minutes before class and
stumbling down to McElroy for a
quick premade breakfast on the
way.

Some days have been worse
than others. And I'm sure every
commuter student has their own
personal horror story. Mine is the
day about two years ago when
BC hosted former Massachusetts
Governor Ed King's funeral. First,
I had to wade my way through the
typical roll-over accident on the

or

three weekends at home and would be pulling

highway that morning. But once I
finally reached my exit I thought
I would be in the clear. Instead, I
found myselfstuck in the center of

studying and work. And I can have
as many late-night guitar sessions
as I want without worrying about
keeping my roommate up.

Newton with the hundreds of other
cars descending upon the Chestnut
Hill campus for King's early morning mass at St. Ignatius. Every 100
feet or so I was stopped by a police
officer asking me where I was going. I had left my home around 8
a.m., hoping to make it to school
in timefor my 9 a.m. class. After
telling halfof Newton's police
force I was really just trying to
attend my environmental science
class, I finally pulled into campus
around 10:30 a.m. By the time I
found a place to park, I made it
just in time to my 11 a.m. lecture,
missing two entire classes.
The other greatest fear of any
commuter student is the dreaded
NewEngland weather. When
snow days are called in my own
hometown, I still have to make
the hike up to campus. Trudging
through a foot of slush with the
few other lonely commuters that
failed to get the day off is certainly not a fun time. And when
you finally make it to campus
only to find out your professor
canceled class, it's enough to
drive one to insanity.
Still, aside from a few said
rough days, commuting is not a
total nightmare. While most of the
assumptions about the perks of
commuting life are not true, for me
at least (my mother doesn't cook
me extravagantmeals or do my
laundry), there are some aspects
about the lifestyleI enjoy. Believe
it or not, I have probably oneeighth of the closet space I had at
BC (my room at home is literally
my parent's old walk-in closet
converted into a bedroom),but I
do have my own private place for

I've also enjoyed the chance
with BC alums
over the years, many of whom
commuted to the school themselves. Some say theyfeel BC
- with its new Master Plan and
steadily growing endowment
- has in some ways forgotten its
small commuter school past. BC
was not only a school founded by
Irish immigrants, but one of the
few schools that would educate
the influx of Irish families flooding into Boston during that time.
Even in the 1960s and '70s, BC
was never a school for the social
elite. Affordability, so that future
generationsof the original Irish
immigrants could continue to
attend the University, was always
important (of course, with the
soaring costs of higher education
today, every college nationwide
is at fault in this respect). Still,
it's nice to be able to relate to
former BC students that experienced the school in a similar way.
It's a little disheartening to see
how many students here today
are dumbfounded by the fact that
someone'sfamily (and in fact
most families) could not afford
this level of education.
Over time I've come to see
my commuting experienceultimately as a blessing in disguise.
I've learned greater independence
and responsibility. I've certainly
learned the value of a dollar. And
I'm not afraid of the real world.
When May rolls around and my
fellow seniors are trembling at the
thought of leaving this little blissful bubble they'veknown as home
for so long, I know I'll be more
than prepared to face thefuture.
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Numbers to Know

Everybody

Blacked Out

4

wins on
the road

For the fourth consecutive
season, the road team won the
annual BC-FSU game.

5
The number of sophomores
in the starting lineup for the
men's basketball team against
Central Connecticut State.

8:55

Jessica Isner
If there is one thing that all ofyou
freshman, sophomores, and juniors

The elapsed time during the
Eagles' critical fourth-quarter
drive on Saturday that sealed
BC's win over FSU.

99
Points scored by the women's
basketball team in its seasonopening win over St. Francis
College.

Talk of the Heights
"[FSU] made a
big deal about the
blackout, so we got
our guys black shirts
and we said, 'Well,
if we're not invited,
then let's go ahead
and crash the party.'
And that's what we
did. I'm really proud
of the way we fought."
?Jeff Jagodzinski,
Football, head coach

PATRICKFOUHY / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Freshman running back Montel Harris, who finished with 121 yards, barrels his way into the end zone for a touchdown in the third quarter.
By Jessica Isner
Sports Editor

Role reversal.
Around this time last year, the Eagles were ranked second in the nation
when Florida State rolled into town.
Then theycompletely collapsed,losing
at hometo the Seminoles, 27-17. Boston
College's BCS title hopes ended, and
its ACC championship dreams flat
lined. The lowly Seminoles, struggling
throughone ofthe worst years in recent
program history, ruined BC's perfect

season.

This year, it was FSU who was
ranked in the top 25, who was the
cream of the ACC crop, who everyone
expected to be the Atlantic representative in Tampa next month. Then, the
Eagles came to town and flew back to
Chestnut Hill with a 27-17 upset victory
of their own.
"[FSU] made a big deal about the
blackout, so we got all of our guys black
shirts and we said, 'Well, if we're not
invited, then let's go ahead and crash
the party,'" said Eagles head coach Jeff

Standings

Football

Coastal Division
North Carolina
Miami
Georgia Tech
Virginia Tech
Virginia
Duke

Record
7-3
7-3
7-3
6-4
5-5
4-6

Games to Watch
Men's Basketball

Loyola
Boston
vs
College
College
BC hosts the Greyhounds in the first
round of the NIT Season Tip-Off. Last
season, Loyola finished third in the
Metro Atlantic Conference.
Monday, 7 p.m.

See BC-FSU, C3

Eight goals lift hockey to win

ACC
Atlantic Division Record
Florida State
7-3
Maryland
7-3
7-3
Boston College
Wake Forest
6-4
Clemson
5-5
NC State
4-6

Jagodzinskiafter the game. "And that's
what we did. I'm really proud of the way
we fought."
Things could not have startedbetter
for the Eagles. After Montel Harris who finished with 121yards - returned
the opening kickoff 27 yards, he took
the ensuing handoffanother 47 all the
way to the FSU 22-yard line. BC capitalized on a pass interference call on
the Seminoles' Patrick Robinson, and
then, facing a blitz, quarterback

ALEX TRAUTWIG/ HEIGHTS STAFF

Eagles captain BrockBradford registered two goals in BC's 8-6 defeat of New Hampshire.
By

Dan

men, Paul Carey to his left and Jimmy
Hayes to his right.

Cagen

Heights Staff

With Joe Whitney sitting down
as a healthy scratch, Boston College
featured a totally different second line
on Saturday night. Center Ben Smith
stayed in his normal center position,
but had two totally different linemates.
Smith was flanked by a pair of fresh-

With the No. 5 Eagles on a threewinless streak and hosting No.
6 New Hampshire, one had to be concernedabout this line and its ability to
compete with the big boys.
Instead, the line was a game-saver.
The second line was the sparkplug
the Eagles needed in coming back from
game

a 3-0 secondperiod deficit en route to
an entertaining 8-6 win over the Wildcats before 5,417 at Kelley Rink. Hayes
had a hat trick, Carey had a goal and an
assist, and Smith had an assist.
The Eagles (6-3-1, 4-2-1 Hockey
East) scored five times in the second
period, the first time BC hasscoredfive
times in a period since Dec. 30, 2007.
"Benny Smith is a junior and he's
got the two freshmen playingon either
side," BC coach Jerry York said of the
line. "He's got leadership skills and
he's really helped the freshmen make
this adjustment. I thought the line
played very well. It was clearly the
best thatPaul and Jimmy have played
this year."
The Eagles were down a field goal
whenUNH's Mike Sislo scored his second of the game less than two minutes
into the second period. The Eagles
looked lifeless and out of energy. So
Carey provided some.
The freshman from Weymouth,
Mass., sprinted into the corner to
battle for a puck and took it awayfrom
UNH (4-4-3, 2-2-2). Careyfound Smith
parallel with the goal line, and Smith

zipped it over to a slashingHayes to get
BC going. Less than five minutes later,
Hayes sent a centering pass from

See Hockey, C4

Soccer advances in NCAAs
By Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

When postseason play rolls around,
the better team doesn't always win;
rather, the team that is most prepared
comes out on top. Luckily for theEagles,
they seem to be firing on all cylinders at
just the right time.
After shutting out Central Connecticut State on Friday night, the No. 3Boston College women's soccer team turned
in yet another spectacularperformance.
The Eagles recordedtheir second straight
shutout, beatingthe NortheasternHuskies 4-0.
With the win, the Eagles move on to
the Sweet 16 and will travel downto Tallahassee, Fla. to face the Florida State
Seminoles.
The Eagles drew first blood in this
contest early on. Sophomore forward

need to do before you graduate from
Boston College,it's this: go to a road
football game.
BC does not travelwell.It's something we've all heard too many times
before, it's been drilledinto the ground,
but it's true - andit's a shame. Going
on the road to the NC State's or the
Georgia Tech's or the Florida State's
is somethingthat you don'trealize is
completelyawesome until you do it.
Don't you ever wonderwhat it's
like to walk through the other team's
campus wearing the wrong colors,
talking with the wrong accent, invoking
the fury of the hometownfans to the
point where they tell you, point-blank,
they are going to kill you? Don't you
ever wonderhow all those people from
Clemson and GeorgiaTech feel when
they're watching their guys return an
interception in Alumni, freaking out
and salivating over your misery and
absolutelyloving it?
Well, you should try it.
It's just fun to see what the other
ACC environments are like. It's fun to
see that in Tallahassee, fans put on
their eye-black and Seminolesshirts by
noon and start tailgatingfor an 8 p.m.
game by 2 p.m. In Tallahassee, each
and everyperson in town walks around
wearing an FSU hat or an FSU totebag
or FSU shoelaces to show you that they
actually,truly care, and that it never
gets old.
Going on theroad makes you see
your team in a new light. Being in a

hostile environment where the opposing
fans hate you and taunt you and heckle
you and, in my case, burn you with
their cigarettes (true story) gives you
an us-against-the-worldmentality that
you can't get in Chestnut Hill. When
Florida Statefans try to tell you that
your quarterback sucks, your ferocious
war-painted linebacker sucks, your
miniature running backs suck, even
your slanteduniform numbers suck, it's
fun to just sit there and smirk at them
and say the only phrase that matters:
"Scoreboard."
On the road, you get to watch your
team stand there and stretch right in
front of the marchingband, which is
blaring the Florida State fight song
right in their ears. You get to listen
to the PA announcers butcher the
tough names (Aponavicius) and the
easy names (Momah) and feel special
because not only are you one of eight
people in the house whoknows how to
say the BC kicker's name, but you know
how to spell it, too. You get to watch
yourguys warm up listeningto the
Seminoles' music (which happens to be
the theme song from theremake of the
Longest Yard, a movie aboutinmates
whoband together to become abadass
football team - coincidence?) and you
get to watch them shake their heads
and forget aboutthe fact that they are
playing in one of the ACC's most hostile
environments, on homecoming, during
the university's blackout game, because
they are focused on one thing: winning.
When you win, it gives you a little
bit of a superiority complex, which
is saying a lot when you're the small
northernprivate school in the land of
the big bad southern universities that
make up theACC. It makes you forget
that when you drove in you had to
watch hundreds of people do the Tomahawk Chop at you, daring you to try
to play in their house. Winning means
you get another day to exercise the old
underdog mentality, which is always
fun: We may have lost our quarterback
to the Falcons, we may be unranked,
and we may be able to fit threeof our
footballstadiums inside one ofyours,
but we stillbeat you. Ha.
At the end of it all, you wind up with
more to remember than the wins over
Rhode Island andCentral Florida. You
get to remember exactly whatDoak
Campbell Stadium lookedlike whenthe
fireworks went off during the pre-game

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTSEDITOR

See Soccer, C6

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

Hannah Cerrone had herfirst four-point game with one goal and two assists on Sunday.

Men's Basketball
Without Tyrese Rice, the Eagles cruised to a
80-65 win over Central Connecticut. C4

Get ready for bowl season

Who gets the BCS bids this season andwho misses
out? We try to predict. C5

See Road Trip, C3

ACC Roundup
Hockey East Roundup

C6
C7
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE
"A loss is a loss, whether it's by one point or
50 points. Sometimes getting your butt beat
real good is better than a one-pointer or

Short

two-pointer."
South Carolina head coach Steve Spurrier
following the No. 25 Gamecocks 56-6 loss to
No. 4 Florida Saturday night.
?

in

Sports

Taking AIM
File Edit Insert People

Warning Level:OX

BCEaglesFans: ...And then a Trail Blazer
came out of nowhereand ran over my car.
BCEaglesFans: Maybe Tyrese should stop
spending so much time with L.V. Whitworth.
BCEaglesFans: Football team, you need
to download"Change" by Taylor Swift.
It'llchange your life. It can be your new
pregame song.
BCEaglesFans: Can we just talk about how
the bum who intercepted Chris Crane in
the fourth quartertore his ACL celebrating? What a legend.
ah
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BCHeightsSports:Didn't get a message in this
week? Send your thoughts to BCHeightsSports.
Warn

Block

Add Buddy

Cat Info

GAME OF THE WEEK
College Football

Basketbl

N0.2 Texas Tech at. No. 5

Oklahoma
Where: Oklahoma Memorial Stadium, Norman,

No. 4 Gators roll over Gamecocks
Florida looked like theycould play in the Super Bowl after
this match-up. The Gators jumped out to a 21 point lead in
thefirst quarter and never lookedback, blowing out the South
Carolina Gamecocks in Steve Spurrier's return to the Swamp,
56-6. Theloss was the worst ever of Spurrier's career as a coach
or player. The win was alsothe Gator's sixth in arow andkeeps
their nationalchampionshiphopes alive.
The first quarter was all the Gators needed to get the job
done. In eightplays, they managed to score three touchdowns.
Brandon Spikes got the scoring started by intercepting South
Carolina quarterback Chris Smelley's pass and returning it 12
yards for the score. The Gators picked Smelley off two plays
later, and on thefirst playfrom scrimmage, widereceiver Percy
Harvin took the direct snap and ran theball up themiddle for
the 26-yard score.
Harvin finished the game with a career-high 167 rushing
yards as well as two rushing touchdowns. Tebow threwfor 173
yards and two touchdownsandalsoran for a score. Florida also
finished with 346 totalrushing yards, its most since 1989.

?

JOHN RAOUX / AP PHOTO

NATION

Women's preseason top 25 rankings

Okla.
When: Saturday, 8 p.m.
TV: ABC
Two ofthe nation'sbest offenses meet in a muchanticipatedtop-five showdown. Texas Tech, fresh off
a blowout victory over No. 9 Oklahoma State meets
Oklahoma, a team widely regarded as the Big 12's
best.
The Red Raiders are currently undefeated, having
beaten their 10 opponents this seasonby an averageof
25 points per game. Tech's most impressive win came
against Texas, when the Red Raiders defeated the
Longhorns 39-33. Quarterback Graham Harrell, who
has already thrownfor over 4,000 yards this season,
connected with star wide receiver Michael Crabtree
for a 28-yard touchdown with one second remaining.
Look for Texas Tech to maintain its hold on the
nation's No. 2 ranking.

Sports Calendar
DAY

Here are the AP's preseason rankings for women's college
basketball.Five ACC teams made it into the rankings: Maryland,
North Carolina, Duke, Virginia, and Florida State.

TIME

EVENT

FOOTBALL
Sat., Nov. 22

1. Connecticut
2. Stanford
3. Maryland
4. Oklahoma
5. Rutgers
6. North Carolina
7. Tennessee
8. Duke
9. California
10. Louisville
11. Texas A&M
12. Vanderbilt
13. Texas
14. Oklahoma State
15. Virginia
16. Notre Dame
17. Arizona State
18. Ohio State
19. Baylor
20. Auburn
21. Florida State
22. Xavier
23. Purdue
24. LSU
25. Old Dominion

3:30 p.m.

@ Wake

Forest

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Tues., Nov. 18
Thurs., Nov. 20
Sun., Nov. 23

MEN'S BASKETBALL
JOHN BAZEMORE / AP PHOTO

Bulldogs barely slip past Auburn
No. 10 Georgia couldn't wait for this one to be over. The
Bulldogs managed to holdoff two fourth quarter scoring drives
by the Tigers to come away with the victory, 17-13.
On fourth and one from the Georgia 14-yard line, Auburn
failed to convert a score with less than a minute remaining.
Auburn jumped out to the early leadin this contest, as Kodi
Burns hit Mario Fannin with a 52-yard touchdownpass to give
the Tigers a 6-0 lead. Georgia caught up midway through the
second quarter, when Mathew Stafford hit Knowshon Moreno
with a 35-yard score. In thesecond half, Georgiahit on a 27-yard
field goal, andStaffordthrewhis secondtouchdownof the game,
a 17-yardpass to A.J. Green.
Stafford finished with 215 passing yards and two touchdowns.
Moreno finshed 131 rushing yards on 22 carries.

Mon., Nov. 17
Tues., Nov. 18
Sat., Nov. 22

WOMEN'S HOCKEY
Thurs., Nov. 20
Sat., Nov. 22
MEN'S HOCKEY
Fri., Nov. 21
Sat., Nov. 22

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

-

2 p.m.

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

@ Holy

Cross
Hofstra
Notre Dame

1P m

Loyola
TBA
St. Louis

7 p.m.

@ UConn

3 p.m.

BU

7 p.m.

UMass

7 p.m.

UMass

7 p.m.
6 p.m.

@ GeorgiaTech
@ Clemson

VOLLEYBALL

Fri., Nov. 21
Sat., Nov. 22

LSU storms back to beat Troy
UNC walks over Penn in opener

ACC

No. 1 North Carolinaopened its season in grand fashion,
defeating Pennsylvania 86-71 on Saturday afternoon. The Tar
Heels, who were withoutreigning national Player of the Year
Tyler Hansbrough due to a stress reaction in his right shin,
dominatedinside the paint. Freshmen Tyler Zeller and Ed
Davis led a strong frontcourt attack for North Carolina. Zeller
scored a team-high 18 points in his career debut, whileDavis
collected a double-double. He finished with 10 points and 14

LSU made the biggest comeback in school history on
Saturday. Midway through the third quarter, the Tigers
were down31-3 to Troy but managed to score late in the
quarter and 30 points in the next to win 40-31.
Troy was led by Levi Brown, who completed 34 of 72
passes for 312 yards and two touchdowns. The Trojans
found the end zone on their first two possessions, with a
7-yardpass to PatrickCherryand a 1-yardrun by Kennard
Burton, then again in the second quarter on a 22-yard
interception return by Terence Moore and in thethird on
a pass to DeJuan Harris.
Many fans left the stadiumafter holder Brady Dalfrey
dropped the snap on a 42-yard field goal attempt as the
first half ended, expecting the Tigers to suffer theirfirst
loss to a SunBelt team in 33 games. LSU's starting quarterback, JarrettLee, had been removed from the game in
the first halfbut returnedfor the third quarter.
The Tigers' comebackstarted with a touchdown from
true freshman quarterback Jordan Jefferson on a fourthdown bootlegwith 1:26 left in the third. One minute into
the fourth, Brandon LaFell caught a 33-yardtouchdown.
LSU continued to gain momentum, as 3:33 later, Quinn
Johnson found the end zoneon a 1-yardrun. Colt David's
27-yardfield goal narrowedthe score to 31-27 with about
eight minutes remaining.
LSU regained the ball on a punt recovery to set up
the go-ahead score. The punt bounced off Troy's Jorrick
Calvin's leg, and the Tigers recovered at the Trojan's 16-yard line. Charles Scottfollowed with a 4-yard run to put
LSU up 33-31. LSU solidified thewin with anotherJohnson
1-yard touchdown.

SEC

rebounds.
ForwardDeon Thompson alsoscored 17points for North
Carolina, while collecting seven rebounds. His efforts helped
give the Tar Heels a 40-29 edge on the glass. Point guards Ty
Lawson and Bobby Frasor combinedfor 15 points and eight
assists. Wayne Ellington also scored 15 points while handing
out five assists for the Tar Heels. North Carolinaled 48-33 at
halftimebefore emptying the bench in the second.

Maryland tops in ACC men's soccer
The No. 2 seededMaryland Terrapins beatNo. 4 Virginia
Saturday afternoon to win the ACC championship, 1-0. The
ACC title is Maryland's third since 2002.
Maryland got on theboard early, as midfielder Jeremy Hall
scored the only goal the Terrapins would need 2:38 into the
contest. Casey Townsendand Doug Rodkey assisted on the
score. The goal was Hall's 13th of the season.
For his outstandingplay in the tournament, Hall earned
MVP honors.
BILL HABER / AP PHOTO
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kaLlez crask blacicout partv to upset 8eniilio1e8
BC-FSU, from CI
Chris Crane connected with a wide-open Rich
Gunnell in the back corner of the end zone for the
Eagles' first score.
After that, things got interesting. Jagodzinski
sent Ryan Quigley out for the kickoff and called
for an onside kick, which linebacker Robert
Francoisrecovered on the BC 43-yard line, giving
Crane and the offense another immediate shot.
The Eagles couldn't score, but the mission was
accomplished: The Seminoles were thrown off
their game.
BC's defenseforced Christian Ponder and the
Seminoles into two straight three-and-outs, but
after a bad snap led to a 9-yard punt by Ryan
Quigley,FSU had its work cut out. With the ball
on its own 47, FSU gained 37 yards in two plays
to end up on the 15-yard line with a promising
scoring opportunity - until Ponder connected
with BC safety Marcellus Bowman,who returned
the ball87 yards for his first career pick-six, putting BC up 14-0.
"[Making plays] always feels good," Bowman
said. "However we can help the team - a simple
tackle or something like that - it's all about opportunity and how to make the most of it."
FSU got its first touchdown a couple of minutes
into the second quarter, when, after a 30-yard
pass from Ponder to Rod Owens and a subsequent helmet-to-helmet penalty on Wes Davis,
Ponder kept the ball and took it four yards into
the end zone.
In the second quarter, both offenses got sloppy,
and the defenses had to pick up the pieces. Crane
fumbled twice, and Ponder returned the favor
by throwing another pick, this time to Donnie
Fletcher.
The Eagles stayed one step ahead of FSU in
the first half for one reason: BC converted six of
nine third downs in the first half; the Seminoles
converted only one offive. As aresult, the Eagles
dominated the clock, controlling the ball for 18
minutes compared to FSU's 12. BC's defense did
its job, then it got a rest; FSU asked too much
PATRICK FOUHY / HEIGHTSEDITOR
ofits own.
Keeping with the trendfor the past few weeks, BC's defense kept the Eagles in the game on Saturday, coming up with three huge interceptions to stave off Seminole rallies.
In its first possessionof the secondhalf, BC ate
"It was the first time the offensive line got a
up almost seven minutes of the clock and drove after he got flagged for pass interference. Two Antone Smith showed why FSU's rushing attack
down to the FSU 1-yard line - due in large part plays later, the Eagles put FSU down by 14 when ranks at the top of the league, gaining first down chance to take the game over," Jagodzinski said.
to a huge pass interference call on Patrick RobHarris stiff-armed the Seminoles'defenderon his after first down - and then, when Ponder tried to "We've been asking them to do that all season,
go airborne to Carr in the end zone, he hit DeLeon and they finally did."
inson - but could not come up with a touchdown, wayto a 2-yard run into the end zone.
With the win, BC remains very much in the
settling insteadfor a 19-yardfield goal by Steve
As time wound down in the third quarter, Gause instead.
Anotherrole reversal, another huge defensive hunt for a return trip to the ACC championship
Aponavicius.
though, the Seminoleswoke up. After what looked
stop for the Eagles.
game.
Then, the Seminoles panicked.
like yet another three-and-out, FSU kicker GraBC executedits last driveperfectly,chewing up
"No one mentions our name when they say,
After FSU failed to convert on fourth down hamGano faked a punt and carried the ball to the
from the 33, the Eagles took over on downs. On 29. One play later, the Preston Parker hooked up nine minutes and relying heavily on the offensive 'If this team wins out, they make it to the ACC
line to come through. Crane did not attempt a championship,'" Crane said. "Ithink Doug Flutie
third-and-twofrom the 37, freshman running back with Greg Carr for a 29-yard touchdown.
single pass, instead proving his worth on his feet. said it on [ESPN's College] GameDay [Saturday]:
Then, BC panicked.
Josh Hadenracked up a 57-yard reception to land
He and Harris tag-teamed on therush, leadingBC 'Believe it or not, Boston College still controls
the Eagles at the 6-yard line, setting up first-andThe Eagles set themselvesup for another scorgoal. Crane threw three straightincompletions ining drive, taking advantage of yet another pass from its own20 all the wayto the 1-yardline. The its own destiny.' We had to win this game,and we
tendedfor Brandon Robinson - and on the third, interferencecall on the Seminoles,but then Crane drive ended with a field goal and left FSU with a did." \u25a0
FSU's Tony Carter gave BC three more chances threw an interception. Ponder and running back mere 20 seconds to attempt the impossible.

BC rides defensive
dominance to victory
By

Jessica Isner

Sports Editor

Everyoneknew what the Eagleshad to do to beat
Florida State on Saturday.
They needed to tune out the black-out crowd
and focus on winning. They needed to run the ball
as much as possible and rely on the young legs of
Montel Harris and Josh Haden to put points on
the board. And, most importantly,they needed the
defense to keep doing what it's been doing for the
entire season: Score.
"I think they are just always hungry - always
hungry to score points, to just never let the other
team get in thered zone," quarterback Chris Crane
said afterthe game. "Ijust have to creditthose guys
on the defensive side because they're doing [their
jobs], week in andweek out."
Saturday night's gridiron battle between BC
andthe Seminoleswas bound to be epic, because it
featured one of the conference'stop-rankedrushing
offenses against the top-rankedrushing defense, and
the outcome confirmed the age-oldfootball adage:
Defense wins games.
Entering Saturday's game, the Seminoles had
averaged 205.2 rushing yards per game; the Eagles
completelystymied them.OmittingGraham Gano's
24-yard fake punt carry in the thirdquarter, BC allowedFSU just 49 yards on the ground. Not only did
the defensewin - it dominated.
Then there's the secondary, the poor Eagles
secondary that got so much flak coming into the
2008 season. It lost its critical playmakers, it's inexperienced,thelist goes on. Safety Paul Anderson
got some street credibility last week for his two
interceptions against Notre Dame, but three other
guys didthe job Saturday, and they didit just as well,
at just the right times.
Junior safety Marcellus Bowman's 87-yard
pick-six completelydeflatedFSU's entire first half.
Christian Ponder just couldn't seem to score, and
when he finally saw the red zone on the horizon,
Bowman steppedin to thwartwhat could have been
a game-tying first quarter drive. Instead, he buried

the Seminoles in a 14-0hole.
"Ikeep saying it everyweek about our defense,"
Eagles head coach Jeff Jagodzinski said after the
game. "We've got a lot of guys that are missing and
guys have steppedup."
Thefirst pick might havebeen early,but it was the
defining play of the game. It showed the Seminoles
that they couldn't run and it wasn't a good idea to
pass, either. It showed them that they didn'thave
a lot of options.
FSU got a second chance in the second quarter
after Neefy Moffett recovereda Chris Crane fumble
near midfield. BC was up 14-7, and the Seminoles
had yet another opportunity to tic the game, swing
the momentum, get something going. On third-andlong, Ponder airmailed one right to true freshman
Donnie Fletcher. Another interception, another
game-changer.
In the fourth quarter, though, the Seminoles
started to come alive. They pulled within a touchdownafter Gano's fake punt led to a scoring drive,
andthen they ran a Crane interception into BC territory. They were startingto get into a rhythm, which
was just about to result in a game-tying touchdown
with about 10 minutes to go. But DeLeonGause registeredan interceptionin the end zone, leading to the
most important drive of the game: the nine-minute
clock-gobbler that sealedthe win for BC.
"[Before the last drive,] I went to the offensive
line and the running backs and I said, 'The game's
in our hands,'" Crane said. "Ithink it was Matt Tennant who said, 'How about we go win one for the
defense? How about we go make some plays for the
defensefor once?'"
BC made some mistakes; so did FSU. The difference-maker was that FSU made their mistakes
amid dire circumstances, when the Seminoles
needed to score more than anything, when they had
everything in theirfavor: the momentum, the crowd,
the confidence.
BC's defense robbedthe Seminolesof everything
that made them untouchable until this point, and
that was thereal difference-maker.\u25a0

You can't lose on a road trip
Road Trip, from CI

PATRICKFOUHY / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Wide receiver Rich Gunnell hauls in a 14-yardreception from Chris Crane to put the Eagles ahead, 7-0, in thefirst.

introductions, when the horse came shooting
out of the tunnel with the team, when the helicopters did the fly-by at the end of the National
Anthem. You get to remember what it was like to
see - in person - Marcellus Bowman's first picksix, Montel Harris's 122yards, and that perfect
last drive that drove the Seminolefans out of the
house in hoards. You get to remember exactly what

it sounded like when thefinal second ticked off

the clock and the Eagles walkedoffthe field with
a win.

Just make sure you get out of the BC bubble, at
least once. Don't do it to impress the bowl selection committees. Do it because it's awesome. You
won't regret it.
JessicaLsner is the sports editorof The Heights. She

can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.
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Hayes' hat trick lifts BC to 8-6 win over UNH

ALEX TRAUTWIG/ HEIGHTS STAFF

Eagles freshman forward Jimmy Hayesregistered his first career hat trick on Saturday night against Hockey East rival New Hampshire, helping the Eaglesrally from a 3-0 deficit in the second period and eventually defeat the Wildcats.

Hockey, from CI
behind the net to Carey for BC's second goal.
"JimmyHayes, Ben Smith, andPaulCarey did a
great job of getting us going with those two quick
goalsback-to-back," said Bradford, who had two
goals and two assists and leads the nation with
12 goals. "(They were) a catalyst for us on offense
tonight, so it was greatto see. Guys just responded
from that. I think it was the most fun we've had
all year playing hockey."
Bradford tied the game 25 seconds later with
a quick score from Brian Gibbons. Gibbons and

Hayes added goals later in the period for a 5-3
lead into the intermission.
UNH jumped on top early with a Peter LeBlanc score 22 seconds into the game. Mike Sislo
added a pair of goalsbefore BC rallied. Jamesvan
Riemsdyk, Blake Kessel, and Steve Moses scored
in the thirdperiod for the Wildcats.
BC goalie John Muse made 31 saves, but also
surrendered six goals after allowing five on Friday.
"He made a lot of really good saves, but all
he said was, 'I got the W,'" said York. "There are
some nights where the puck is bouncing strange.
There'll be plenty of games where he gives one

Rice begins season on
bench, but BC prevails

goal or maybe shutting out some opponents.
Tonight, it's hard to say it, but he made some
fabulous saves."
BC's scoring was capped offin the third period
with scores by Matt Lombardi, Bradford, and
Hayes to complete his hat trick.
"That was unbelievable. That was real fun,"
said Hayes.
On Friday night in North Andover, Mass., BC
tied Merrimack, 5-5. The Eagles had a two-goal
lead three times, including a 5-3 edge entering
the third period.
The game concluded the season series between
the teams with the Eagles going 2-0-1. BC is 16-

0-4 in theirlast 20 games with Merrimack.
Bradford had a hat trick, the first ofhis career.
He scored just 22 seconds into the game and twice
more in the second period. Gibbons and Smith
also scoredfor the Eagles.
An interference penalty on Muse, who had 29
saves, led to Chris Barton's tying goal with 3:25
remaining. BC had two power plays after that, but
was unable to convert.
With 11:55 remaining in the third period,
the game was delayed due to a power surge that
knocked out some of the lights at Lawler Arena.
The game was delayedfor about 15 minutes with
both teams going back to the locker rooms. \u25a0

Mysterious suspension
leaves BC short-handed

showed."
ball away from a Blue Devil player and scoring By David Amstutz
With Rice out, several players saw their playing
as the buzzer went off to give theEagles a 36-28 Assoc. Sports Editor
time increase. Paris played34 minutes, whilefreshadvantageat the break.
The Boston College men's basketball game
The second half went much the same way the
The final score read 80-65 in favor of the good men Reggie JacksonandDallas Elmorecombinedto
against Central Connecticut on Friday became last five minutes of the first half did, with the guys, but the main storyline did not appear in any box play 31. Jackson displayeddevastatingquickness on
exponentiallymore important when it was first Eagles extending their lead to as much as 20 at score. Infact, it didn'tappear anywhere - except on his first careerplay, whenhe checked into the game,
one point. Trapani, who finished with 13 points,
the BostonCollegebench. For the second consecutive intercepted an inbounds pass, and drove down the
reported a few hours before the game that Tyrese Rice had been suspended and would not
nine rebounds, and six assists, started the half year, Tyrese Rice sat out the Eagles' season-opening court for an athletic layup. He finished the game
with three points, three rebounds, three steals, and
be playing. Unfortunately for the Eagles, their off right by hitting a free throw, a 3-pointer, and game with a suspensiondue to an unspecified violaseason would begin just the way it did last year:
a driving layup in the first three minutes.
a block. With Rice's suspension, Jackson was forced
tion of team rules.
with Rice on the bench. Any comparison to last
The superiortalent of the Eagles took over in
Hours before Friday's game against Central to play point guard at times.
season cannot, under any circumstance, be a the second half, and the Blue Devils just could
Connecticut State, BC announced that Rice was
"In all honesty, Reggie has playedvery little of the
good thing.
not keep up. Whenever the Blue Devils, and more suspended for three games. The team's Web site point in practice," Skinner said. "Thatbeing said, we
If the fact thatRice wasn't playing didn'trespecifically sophomoreforwardKen Horton, who said that he would return to the court against St. had practiced all this time with certain players."
Elmore was also impressive, particularly in
mindsome oflast season, the first couple minutes finished with 21 points, looked like they were goLouis on Nov. 22. That ruling apparentlychanged,
definitely would have done the trick. The Blue ing to pull within striking distance, the Eagles however,by tip-off. Shortlybefore the game began, the second half. The freshman scored nine points
Devils ran out to an early 6-0 leaduntil Rakim responded with a crucial basket of their own.
Rice's suspensionwas reduced to just one game. No and collected two steals. He played 12 minutes in
the game. Skinner admitted after the game that
Sanders put the Eagles on the board by making
In the middle of the half, freshmen Dallas Elexplanationwas given for the status change.
a free throw. Central Connecticut continued to
more and Evan Ravenel stolethe show. It allbegan
With Rice ominously sitting on the sidelines Elmore's playing time increased most with Rice's
suspension.
hold the Eagles without a field goal until the with 10:14 to play in the game when Elmore slid in dressed in the black sweats,BC struggled to find con16:45 mark, when Biko Paris was credited with a to take a charge, hit a 3-pointer minutes later, and tinuity at the game's onset. The Blue Devils scored
The victory was strikingly similar to last year's
basket that found its way into through the net, then made a layup off an offensive rebound.
the game's first six points and led 10-3 at 16:42 of season opener when BC defeatedNew Hampshire,
67-57. In that game, Rice was suspended for particiRavenel, on the other hand, made a jumper, the first half. Still, BC responded with a workmanafter being deflected by a Central Connecticut
player.
a good post move, and a layupwithin minutes of like performanceenroute to the victory. Sophomore pating in anunsanctioned summer game. As aresult,
From there BC was able to get things rolling, one another. The pair accounted for 13 points in Biko Paris started at point guard in place of Rice Rakim Sanders was forced to pick up the scoring
as Sanders hit a three and Joe Trapani put in a six minutes and put together performances that and finished the game with 12 points. He also had load. Sanders scored 22 points in last year's season
layup off an offensive rebound to put the score are going to make it difficult for the coaching staff six assists, helping guide the Eagles without their opener. This yearagainst Central Connecticut State,
BC turned to Sanders for help and Sanders scored24
at 10-8.The two teams played relatively even for to keep them on the bench.
floor leader and only senior.
Although he was forced to sit out the game, Rice points. He oftenplayed with hisback to the basket on
the first part of the half, until Reggie Jackson
CentralConnecticut started to make the game
checked into the game and recorded his first a little closer near the end of the contest, but watched the contest intently from thebench. He was offense against theBlue Devils, whose tallestplayer
collegebasketball minute in an epic fashion. In by the time they started pressuring and fouling animated at times, cheering on his teammates and was listed at 6 feet 6 inches.
his first-ever collegiate play, Jackson stole the the Eagles, there was barely more than a minute greeting them during timeouts. Rice even led the
SinceRice's suspension was reduced to one game,
ball on a lazy pass and then sprinted down the left in the game. The last score of the game was team's pregame huddle after the starting lineups the point guardwillreturn to the court againstLoyola
in the first round of the 2008 NIT Season Tip-Offtocourt and scored his only basket of the game on fitting, as Sanders, who finished with 24 points were introduced.
on the night, threw down a put-back dunk with
an easy layup.
After the game, BC head coach Al Skinner said night. Rice's presence should allowtheEagles to play
Jackson's defensive effort was surely a spark 12 seconds left.
his team was disappointedthat Rice was suspended. its typical rotation against the Greyhounds. Should
for the Eagles, as they went on 9-4 run to take
In the end, the Eagles proved that they could "It's unfortunate," Skinner said. "Our rotation was BC defeatLoyola, it willplay St. John's or Cornellon
their first leadof the game with 9:26 to playuntil win without Rice, but it's something they would a little different than we had anticipated. I knew Tuesdaywith the opportunity to advanceto Madison
Square Gardenfor the NIT semifinals. \u25a0
halftime.As meaningless as a 9-4 run may seem, rather only have to prove once this season. \u25a0
at times we were going to be out of sync and it
it was at this point that the BC offense finally
started to look like it could get by against a much
lesser team without their star.
"I knew at times we were going to be out of
sync, and it showed, but there were also stretches
where we played fairly well, so there's some encouragement there," said head coach Al Skinner.
"I think we got tired at times and because of the
fatigue, mostly on our point guard, we weren't as
effective as I wouldlike to see us."
Yet, with about5:25 to play in the half, the offense was finally able to find what wouldbecome
theirbread and butter the rest ofthe game. Sanders was guarded by an undersized player and for
the first time the Eagles were able to capitalize
on this mismatch. A little more than 30 seconds
later, Sanders hit a three to give the Eagles a lead
theywould not lose the rest of the game. The rest
of the half, the team looked to get Sanders the
ball, preferably in the lane.
"In all honesty, he is going to have a mismatch
every night when he plays. There aren't that many
guards that are going to be as big and strong as
he is," Skinner said. "That's a tremendousadvantage he has. It's just a matter of us being able to
consistently execute and being patient in order
to deliver him the ball at certain times."
Sanders started to pile it on the Blue Devils
near the end of the first half as he added on seven
more points, giving him a totalof 16 for the half.
Junior Tyler Roche was able to add an exclamation point to the half, not to mention help out
ANNIE BUDNICK / HEIGHTSSTAFF
Sanders with the scoring load, by ripping the Freshman guard Dallas Elmore was one Eagles freshman who saw some playing time in the absense of Tyrese Rice, registering nine points in 12 minutes of play.
By

Charles Moore
Staff
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BC notches 90 points in Crawley's first win
By Diana C. Nearhos
Heights Editor

In Sylvia Crawley's first game as head coach of
Boston College,thewomen'sbasketballteam scored
over 90 points for the first time since the 2005-2006
season to beat St. Francis University, 99-68.
Crawleysaid, "I was extremelyproud ofour team
tonight. We faced a lotof challengescoming in. They
presented me with the game ball. This is extremely
important to me."
The gamestartedinterestingly,with threestraight
turnovers, the first two were traveling violations.
Brittanny Johnson capitalized on the Red Flash's
second, scoring the first points of the game with
a layup. SFU's SamanthaLeach responded with a
3-pointer. Carolyn Swordsfollowedwith a layup to
give BC the lead that it maintainedfor the rest of
the game.
Everyone on the team got playing time on Friday
night, including freshmen Jasmine Gill and Mia
Nickson. Gill saw her first collegiateaction and was
two-of-twofrom the field with three assists and
one rebound. Nickson recorded her first collegiate
point in the game andwas two-of-fourfromthe field
with five rebounds and one assist in five minutes
of play.
"We talkedaboutthatifwe playedas individuals
it would not be BC style basketball. We came out
andplayed like a team andplayed a BC style game,"
Crawley said.
The Eagles hit 56.2 percent of theirfield goals,
including 33.3 percent from 3-point range, with
Rusin and Mickel Picco contributing one 3-pointer
each. St. Francis was held to 33.8 percent from the
field and was six-of-27from beyond the arc.
BC's largest leadwas 31 points, which it achieved
twice. The first time was with 43 seconds remaining in the game, when Victoria Wilson hit a layup
to make the score 97-66. The second was after a
buzzer-beating layup by Nickson to make the final
score 99-68.
Defense was a strong point for the Eagles. The

team had 10 steals, led by Johnson's three, 27 defensive rebounds, led by Swords's five, and forced
19 turnovers. This defensive success marked the
beginning of the achievement of one of Crawley's
goals she had mentioned in thepreseason.
Another of her aims was alsoreached, as Crawley
had stated that she wanted the team to be able to
score in the 80-point range. The team was one shy
of 100 (the band calledfor a 3-pointer at thebuzzer
to reach the mark).
"We had 58 points in the paint and 22 secondchance points. Our scoring success came from us
rebounding and getting the ball inside," Crawley
said.
Senior captain Corey Rusin had a career game
with 13 points and six assists; she was five-of-seven
from the field, including one-of-two from beyond
the arc. Stefanie Murphy led the team in rebounds
with nine and also contributed 14 points. AylaBrown
added eight points and six rebounds off the bench.
Both teams ran into some foul trouble. Swords
fouled out with 5:11 left in the game and St. Francis'
JanieKillian fouled out with 7:47 remaining; Sarah
Thorn and Brittany Lilley had four fouls apiece, as
didBC's Murphy. St. Francis had 14 team fouls in
the first half and 13 in the second.
BC had only six team fouls in the first but 14 in
the latter half. BC shot free throws at a 57.7 percent
clip, hitting 15-of-26. The Red Flash shot 16-of-21
for 76.2 percent.
"I am a verylaid-backperson. The more stressful
the situation gets, the more laid-backI am," Crawley
said when asked about her nerves before her first
game as an Eagle. The coach's laid-back personality did not show on the court, where she stood the
whole game and may not have cracked a smile until
the game was over.
"I feel like I am back home [in the first game in
the ACC]. You can see them starting to buy into
what we are doing. I could see the light bulb going
off in some oftheir heads andthere is nothing more
valuable.I am verypassionate about the sport. I am
very happy to get a win," Crawley said.

ALEX TRAUTWIG / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Corey Rusin combined with Carolyn Swords for 24 first half points, helping BC race out to a 47-30 halftime lead.

Anotherroller coaster season brings BCS uncertainty

BUTCH DILL / AP PHOTO

As of now, Nick Saban's Alabama squad appears to be thefront runner for the No. 1 spot in the national championship game, but its opponent is still completely up in the air.
Dan Johnson
With Decemberright around the corner, college football fans can taste bowl season. Of all the
34 bowlgames,the five Bowl Championship Series
bowls are certainly the most anticipatedand often
the most controversial. The BCS national championship, Orange, Sugar, Fiesta, andRose bowls
reign supreme in college football.
The 2008 season has been a roller coaster, followingthe trend of recent years, withfive schools
havingreached the No. 1 spot in the AP poll since
the start of the season. Georgia, Southern California, Oklahoma, Texas, andAlabamahave all
held the top spot, which currentlybelongs to the
'Bama.

Many teams are right on the Crimson Tide's
heels, starving for that covetedNo. 1 or No. 2
spot in theBCS standings. The top 10 in the BCS
standings as of now are Alabama,Texas Tech,
Texas, Florida, Oklahoma, USC, Utah, Perm State,
Boise State, and Georgia.The rankings are bound
to change, with many meaningful regular season
and conference championship games to be played.
Any of the top five teams are still in the hunt for a
trip BCS national championship in Miami. It appears that it will be a Big 12 versus SEC match-up
for the title, with all of the top five teams coming
from these two high-profile conferences. In the Big
12, Texas Tech has looked unstoppablethis year.
Heisman candidatesGraham Harrell and Michael
Crabtreehave been doing their thing on offense all
year for the Red Raiders, and I can't see any-

one stopping them in the Big 12. Texas Tech will
prevail in the Big 12 championship game, pairing it with the SEC champion for the BCS title.
The SEC championship game will be an Alabama
versus Florida match-up. Tim Tebow and the Gators will beat Alabama, setting up for a chance to
capture their second title in three years.
The Fiesta Bowl traditionally stages a Big 12
and a BCS at-largematch-up. Since Texas Tech
willbe playing for thenational championship, the
Fiesta Bowl will select Texas as a replacementpick.
With its other selection,the Fiesta Bowl will select
Boise State. The Broncos will be undefeated, and
ranked in the top 12 of the BCS. This could be aremake ofthat memorable2006 Fiesta Bowlbetween
Boise and Oklahoma. The Broncos have been playing wellwith Kellen Moore at quarterback, the best

Eagles fall to Terps in ACC tourney
By David Amstutz
Assoc. Sports Editor

Boston College's bid to repeat as ACC tournament champions ended on Friday afternoon,
whenthe Eagles dropped a heartbreakingcontest
to No. 5 Maryland, 1-0. The Terrapins defeated a
pesky BC team when they scored in debilitating
fashion, off its own goal with just over 12 minutes
remaining.
With the semifinal loss, BC bowed out of the
2008 ACC tournament. A year ago, the Eagles

capped offa remarkable seasonby defeatingWake
Forest, 2-1, in the ACC title game.
Any hopes for a repeat were dashed at 77:25
when Maryland scored the game's lone goal. Forward Jason Herrick, who harassed the BC defense
throughout the contest with a game-high four
shots, ripped a harddrive at the net. Eagles goalkeeper Chris Brown deflectedthe shot before it hit
defenderPatrick Chin and bounced into the goal.
Followingthe goal,Maryland salted the game'sfinal
minutes away with strong defensive play.

Maryland goalkeeper Zac MacMath led the
defensive effort, holding BC's offense in check
throughout the game. MacMath made three saves
to record his 13th consecutive victory in net. The
freshman made his most impressive save just eight
minutes into the game,whenhe dove to savea hard
shot from BC midfielderKarl Reddick.
MacMath's play was countered by Brown. The
senior goalkeeperlimited a potent Maryland attack, keeping BC in the game with four saves.
Midway through the first period, Brown made
two crucial saves when he stopped a hard shot
from Graham Zusi and a rebound attempt from
Herrick.
"Chris Brown showedwhy he wasfirst-teamAllACC," said Maryland head coach Sasho Cirovski,
according to the official press release. "They're a
very goodteam, and very experienceddefensively.
This is a tournament where you have to be very
good defensively."
BC head coach Ed Kelly offered similar commentary on the outcome. "Chris [Brown] had a
couple saves which kept us in the game," he said.

"Both teams played a good game and we had our
chances, but [we] just caught a few bad bounces."
AlthoughMaryland dictatedmidfield playearly
and out-shot the Eagles 6-3 in the first half, BC
reboundedwith a strong secondhalf. The twoteams
matched one another with five shots apiece. Still,
the Terrapins scored the game's only goal late in
the second frame. Maryland finished with an 11-8
advantage in shots, including a 5-3 advantage in
shots on goal. The Terrapins alsoheld a 3-1 edge in
cornerkicks, earning all three in the first half.
With the loss, BC's record dropped to 10-7-2 on
the season. The Eagles were the No. 3 seed in the
ACC tournament. Maryland, the league's No. 2 seed
behind top-rankedWake Forest, improved to 17-3-2. The Terrapins advanced to the ACC title game
on against upstart Virginia. On Sunday afternoon,
Maryland defeatedthe Cavaliers, 1-0.
As a result of the tough semifinal loss, BC is
forced to anxiously await its fate in the NCAA
tournament. The Eagles, whoremain on the tournament bubble following the loss, will discover their
fortunes today at 5:30 p.m. \u25a0

non-BCS quarterback in the country. I wouldn'tbe
surprised if the Broncos upset Texas in Arizona.
The only other scenario that could happen would
be that the Fiesta Bowl would shy away from a
non-BCS conference team, and select an at-large
BCS conference team ranked in the top 10.
The Rose Bowl, the granddaddy of them all,
should provide another phenomenalbattle in January. The annual Big 10 versus Pac-10 match-up
never disappoints. Perm State will win the Big 10,
ending Ohio State's three-yearrun at the top of
theconference. That will set up a match up against
Pete Carroll'sUSC Trojans in Pasadena. Even
though Oregon State will claim the Pac-10 if it wins
out, the Beavers have two tough games reamaining
against Oregon and Arizona State. This would be
USC'sfourth consecutive Rose Bowl appearance,
and Perm State'sfirst since 1995.
This year's Orange Bowl will provide theweakest match-up of any of the major BCS bowls. The
ACC champion is locked to the Orange Bowl, and
it appears that the winner of the Big East will
probably be selected to face the champion of the
ACC. Sorry Eagle fans, but I can't see BC winning
theACC. They havejust been way too inconsistent
this year - but then again, the ACC is the most
unpredictableconference in the country, and anything can happen. I predict, however, that Miami
will win the ACC. The Hurricanes will win the ACC
Coastal Division and beat Maryland in the ACC
title game. Pittsburgh will take the Big East after
it beats Cincinnati and West Virginia over the next
two weeks. Though this Orange Bowl will have the
lowest-rankedteams of any BCS bowl, the game
should still be a good one.
The final bowl to predict is the Sugar Bowl,
thebowl that the SEC champion is locked into.
Since Florida is going to be playingin the National
Championship, the Sugar Bowl will select Alabama
from the SEC as a replacementpick. The Crimson
Tide will probably face an undefeated non-BCS
squad in Utah. This wouldbe Utah's second BCS
bowl appearance and Alabama's first since the 1999
Orange Bowl.
This year is going to be another great bowl
season, collegefootballfans. Get those wings and
chips, plop downon the couch in front of thetelevision, and enjoy.
Dan Johnson is afreshman in the Carroll School of
Management. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.
com.
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Eagles beat NU, advance Volleyball suffers rough
to NCAA semifinals
road trip in Virginia
Soccer, from CI
Amy Caldwell got things started, bringing it
downthe fieldand scooting the ball over to midfielder HannahCerrone.Cerrone crossedthe ball over to
freshmanforward StephanieWirth, who one-timed
the shot for the go-aheadscore at 16:32.
At 31:12, theEagles scored their second goal of
thehalf. After assisting on thelast goal,Cerrone was
able to beat her lone defenderandnailed a shot to
the far left corner of the goal. Caldwellassisted on
the play, and the Eagles held a 2-0 lead.
Two goals would not be enough for BC either.
Standingfrom25 yards out at the top of the left side
of the box, senior forwardBrianna Wilson-Byrne
shot a laser past Northeastern goalie Stephanie
Gordon.
The goal was Wilson-Byrne's first of the season
and gave the Eagles a commanding first-half lead,
3-0.
The Eagles were able to dominatethe first half
and never look back. In the first half alone, BC
outshotthe Huskies 11-2.
Intangibleswere certainlyafactor in this match,
especially the swirling winds, which blew in BC's
favor during the first half.

"Absolutely [the wind was a factor]," said head
coach Alison Kulik. "Things that are out of our
control [are always] factors. Thefact that they went
into an overtimematch [against Harvard], they had
an injury to 14 who I thought played a great first
half against Harvard. The intangiblescertainly fell
our way, and we were home, too, so that's always
helpful."
Caldwell alsohad her second spectacular game
of the tournament. After recording two assists on
Friday, Caldwell assisted two more goals against
the Huskies.
"She had a fantastic weekendfor us," Kulik said.
"Both games it was important for us to stay out of
the middlebecause they havebigger and tallerplayers, and we didn't wantto get into a battle. [We told
Caldwell] if you get in andrun wide, you're going to
get us a [penalty kick], you're going to get tons of
chances, and she's done just that. She's confident
and she's coming into her own."
The Eagles added one more goal at 71:11 to
make the score 4-0. Kerri McNicholas was able to
receive Cerrone'scorner kick andnailthe goal from
18 yards out.
Jillian Mastroianniplayedanother phenomenal
game as well, finishing with three saves. \u25a0

By Brad Zak
Heights Staff

Some say Virginiais for lovers,but not much love
was given to the Eagles volleyballteam thisweekend.

The Eagles dropped two difficultlosses to Virginia
Techand Virginia during their recent Mid-Atlantic
swing. The lossesput Boston College at 7-22 on the
seasonand just 1-16 in ACC play.
In theirfirst game, the Hokies (19-8) came out
hot against the Eagles and never looked back,
as they stormed to an impressive 3-0 victory on
Friday. The Eagles fell behind, 15-4, in the first set
and never really gave the Hokies much of a scare.
Sophomore Felicia Willoughby accounted for 14
kills, as she continued to dominate aroundthe net
for the Hokies.
When the Eagles startedto make the matchcompetitive in the second set, it was Willoughby's three
straight spikes that dampenedthe Eagles' spirits.
Taylor Williams played strong around the net
Registering five kills and three service aces in a
losing effort. Brittany Pierpontwas doingher best
to set theEaglesup for victory with her 16 assists in
the contest andKristen Baader provided nine digs
in an inspired performance.

On Saturday, the Eagles suffered a similar fate,
as they fell to the University of Virginia in straight
sets once again. It ended a brutal trip to Virginia
for the Eagles and lengthened their losing streak
to five. The Cavaliers played a practically flawless

only 11 errors.
The Eagles were pacedby TsvetelinaDureva, who
recorded 11kills during thematch. The Eagles were
able to cut the Cavaliers leadto 16-14in the first set,
but the Cavaliers connected on nine consecutive
points to take the momentum in the match.
The Eagles tried to mount a comeback in the
second set, pushing the score to 16-15after Dureva
scored two consecutive kills. Virginia created another long run to put the set away, however, and set
up their 16thvictory of the year.
Dani Moskitis had 21 assists and two service aces
during her inspiredeffort on Saturday night. Baader
and Brennan Clark providedprotection in theback
row with a combined 12 digs for the Eagles. It was
not enoughto providethe Eagles with their second
conference victory of the season, though.
The Eagles head to GeorgiaTech next Friday and
then Clemson on Saturday to finish up their road
schedule for the year. They then face Maryland at
home on Nov. 26 to end their 2008 campaign. \u25a0
game, managing to commit

BC beats Central Conn, BC remains unbeaten
in Hockey East with win
to advance in NCAAs
ofboundsbefore sliding the ball to freshmanforward
StephanieWirth, whobounced theball in to give the
Eagles a 3-0 lead.
This was the second meeting between the two
Senior midfielderCaitlin Hiler nailed a penalty
kick with less thantwo minutes to go in thefirst half teams this season. On Sept. 14, the Eaglesbarely
as the No. 10 Eaglesbeat CentralConnecticut State came awaywith a 1-0victory. The Blue Devils' game
Friday evening to advance to the second round of plan would not fool theEagles this time around.
"Last time we weren'tverypatient withthe ball,"
the NCAA tournament, 3-0.
[As
]
a
we
talkedabout
the
last
time
we
Kulik
said. "We talked about small combinations
team,
"
played this team, they were very organized," said in the box. We also talked about moments when
head coach Alison Kulik. "Defensively, I thought we can run at the backline, in particular withAmy
they dida great jobcontaining us last time they were [Caldwell]. We encouraged our outside backs all
here.We talkedabout beingpatient when we needed weekto run aroundand tonot serve early.We wanted
to. We also talkedabouthow it won'tbe easy, [and] to get end line, run the end line, and slip balls across
because we thought, given the mobility of their
it might take a little longer to get the first one."
The Eaglesfirst got on the board latein the first keeper, given the nature ofher injury, that wouldput
her in a less advantageous situation. I thought we
half by way of a penalty kick.
Sophomore forward Amy Caldwell got the play were a little more disciplined around thefinal 18 as
started as she took the ball up the middle of the opposed to the last time we saw these guys."
field and attempted to break through two Central
The Eagles' game plan certainly worked this
time around.
Connecticut defenders. Blue Devil defender HanThe Eagles outshot the Blue Devils, 17-5,
nah Bromleyhad otherplans though, as she landed
a brutal trip on Caldwell, sending her flying to the
and also held a 2-1 advantage on corner kicks.
Knowlton's goal and assist gave her nine goals and
turf.
This was good news for the Eagles, though, as three assists on the season andincreasedher teamthey were awarded a penalty kick. Hiler lined up leading points to 21. Hiler's goal was her third of
and placed a booming kick to the left side of the the season.
Freshman goalkeeperJillianMastroiannifinished
goal far out of the reach of Blue Devil goaltender
Erin Herd. Hiler's goal gave the Eagles the lead, with three saves andrecorded her ninth shutout of
1-0, at 43:14.
the season.
Although her statistics only show one assist,
With a 1-0 advantageto start thesecond half, the
Caldwell played a spectacular game for the Eagles.
Eagles soonbroke open a comfortablelead.
Her play kept the Blue Devil defenders on their
In the 47th minute, Caldwell set up yet another BC goal. She slid the ball past her defender heels for most of the game and helped the Eagles'
to sophomoreforwardBrooke Knowltonwho stood relentless offensive attack.
alone 5 yards from the net andone-timed theball
"We spoke to Amy Caldwell [before the game].
We told her to keep running at them and putting
for the Eagles' second goal of the game.
Two would not be enough for BC, though. Less them on their heels," Kulik said. "She'shad a great
than 10 minutes later, the Eagles added their third week of training, and f thought she did that. Her
goal of the game. Knowlton tookthe ball downthe performance today is really indicative of the type
left sideof thefieldand appearedto be heading out ofweek she's had in training." \u25a0

By

Ira Berman

Asst. Sports Editor
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By Joseph DeMaio
Heights Staff

three of the power plays.
The Huskies goal came at the 12:34 point
in the second, when UConn forward Michelle
The No. 5 Boston College women's hockey Binning took a pass from Jennifer Chaisson
at the top of the key and rifled a shot past
team (7-1-2) beat the University of Connecticut Huskies (6-4-2) Thursdaynight, 3-2. With BC goalieMolly Schaus. The score narrowed
the win, the Eagles improve to 8-11-5 all-time the BC lead to 3-1 at the end of the second
against the Huskies, and move to 4-0-1 in the period.
"We began to get complacent at the end of
Hockey East.
After a delay of over an hour and 10 minutes the second period, and it carried over to the
due to the UConn team bus getting caught in third," King said. "It's hard to play a game
traffic, the Eagles wasted no time in getting [with a lot of penalties] when you are using
on the board.
the same six or seven kids to kill penalties,
because they just start to get tired. They still
Just8:50 into the first period,forward Danielle Welch scored a power-playgoalfrom just played hard, however, and we were able to get
under the right circle on a pass from forward it done."
The Eagles were able to generate some
Allie Thunstrom. The goal was Welch's fifth of
scoring opportunities early in the thirdperiod
the season, and put the Eagles up 1-0.
BC then struck again at the 15:30mark in on a pair of two-on-one runs and a three-onthe first. Forward Megan Shea took a weak two chance. Once again, however, the penalty
shot from the top of the key that bounced kill came back to haunt the Eagles, as UConn
through the five-hole of the UConn goalie. was able to convert on the power play at the
Meghan Fardelmann got the assist on the 12:13 mark in the period.
UConn forward Dominique Thibault took
goal, which put the Eagles up, 2-0, at the end
a shot from betweenthe circles that found its
of the first period.
"I felt we startedoff with a bang," said head way past Schaus and into the back of the net.
coach Katie King after the game. "I felt we Amy Hollstein and Cristin Allen assisted on
the goal, which cut the BC lead to 3-2 with
playedincredibly well in the first period."
BC was able to get on the boardfirst in the just over seven minutes to play.
second period as well. Forward Kelli Stack
"A bunch of our players played really well,"
poked arebound in front ofthe goalunder the King said. "Allie [Thunstrom] had six shots
UConn goalie'spad and into the back of the on net, and scoring opportunities are huge.
net. The score came at the 11:48 mark, was We just out-chanced them."
assistedby Welch and Thunstrom, and put the
The BC defense stiffened the rest of the
Eagles up 3-0. The goal was Stack's ninth of way, however, and the Eagles were able to esthe season and ties her for the overallDivision cape with a win. Schaus ended the daywith 35
saves, 17 of which came in the third period.
I points lead, with 19 on the season.
"UConn is a great team, and we are incredThe Huskies forced the Eagles toplay tight
defensefrom that point on. The Eagles found ibly happy with our victory," King said. "We
themselves shorthanded four times in the got a solid game out of our kids, and that is
period, but were only able to successfully kill what we needed in order to win." \u25a0
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Maryland sneaks past
the Tar Heels
Leliincl 2 eon8i8tent rn8liinF attaelc,
IVIarylancl won 2 vital ACC Mine on
8atnrclay afternoon.Tlie Terrapiii8
cleleatecl IVortli Carolina, 17-15, in a
Mine witli iinportant conference fifle
iinplication8.
florin Carolina enterecltlie Mine in
iil8f place in tlieCoa8tal Divi8ion. Tliat
28 tlie
po8ition clicl not Ia8t for
Tar Heei8 failecl to rally for tlie victory.
Trailing 17-15 witli le88tlian a ininnte
remaining, c>uartertiaclc Caineron 8exton tlrrew an interception to IVlarylancl'8
Janiari
IVIarylancl toolc tlie 17-15leacl
witli 1:42reinaininZ in tlie Mine. Ooi
Icicliecl a 26-yarcltielcl Mai for
tlie win. Tlie 8core wa8 tlie Mine'8 lir8t
8inee tlie8eeoncl o,narter.
Carolina 8corecltlie Mine'8
iii8t point8 on a 8atety at 12:53of tlie
iii8t ciuarter. Tlie Tar Heel8 expanclecl
tlieirleaclto 5-0 wlien Ca8ey Lartli
Icicliecl a 38-yarcl lielcl Mal at 10:31,
I>ater in tlie iii8t, tlie two teani8
exelianMcl toucliclown8. IVIarylancl
running liaeliDaTt,el 8cott eappecl a
nine-play, 76-yarcl clrive witlia 3-yarcl
toucliclowninn. 8cott liacl 29 earrie8 lor
129 yarc>8 in tlie Mine. I>Iortli Carolina
re8ponclecl le88 tlian a ininute later
wlren 8exton eonneetecl witli Cooter
Arnolcl tor a 59-yarcl toucliclown.Tlie
8trilie Mve
Carolina a 12-7 aclvantaM,
In tlie 8eeoncl quarter, IVIarylancl
toolc a 14-12 leacl wlrenDavin IVIeZMtt
8oorecl on a 1-yarcl run. He iini8necl tlie
Mine witli 86 yarcl8 on 13 carrier.
AltlionFli Lartli Kit a 28-yarcl tiel6
Mal to Zive IVortli Carolina a 15-14 leacl
at lialftinie, tlie Tar Neel8 8trnMlecl to
8top tlie potent IVIarylanclrii8iiinZ attaelc in tlie8eeoncl lialf.
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Mkieampimstroballehalive
Just over a month ago, Miami was 0-2 in the ACC followingtwo close losses
to North Carolina and Florida State.
The Hurricanes were just 2-3 overall, and theirbowl hopes were fading
quickly. Still, Miamirefused to give up
hope that it could win the ACC.
On Thursday night, the Hurricanes
were rewardedfor theirfaith as they
defeatedVirginia Tech, 16-14, and
moved into first place in the Coastal
Division. It was the fifth consecutive
victory for Miami.
An impressive defensekeyed Miami's victory. The Hurricanes limited
Virginia Tech to just 250 yards. Hokies'
quarterbacks Scan Glennon and Tyrod
Taylor combinedfor just 173 passing yards. Miami also limited Virginia
Tech's potent ground attack, holding
theHokies to 77 rushing yards. Running back Darren Evans, who ran for
a career-high 253 yards in the Hokies
23-13 win over Maryland last week, was
held to 43 yards on 17carries. Miami
also had a season-high six sacks.
AlthoughMiami only scored one
touchdown,kicker MattBosher hit
threefield goals in the contest. The
Hurricanes finished with 247yards in
the game. Quarterback Robert Marve
completed seven of 16 passes for 121
yards. Running back Graig Cooper also
ran for 52 yards.
Miami's lone touchdown came in the
first quarter,when running back Javarris Jamesscored on a 3-yard run.
Taylor scoredboth of Virginia Tech's
touchdowns on the ground. In the
second quarter, he scored on a 14-yard
run. Later in the fourth quarter, Taylor
scored on a 6-yard run.

paoSCswleetmirlsseonr
pDuke
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Clemson running back C.J. Spiller accounted for 201 total yards in the Tigers' 31-7 home win over Duke on Saturday afternoon.

Player of the week
C.J. Spiller, Clemson
The junior running back propelled Clemson to a 31-7 victoryover Duke. Spiller, who accountedfor 242 yards two
weeks ago at Boston College, finished the game with 201

total yards. He scored two touchdowns, including an 83-yard
reception in the third quarter that put Clemson ahead 24-0.
Spiller finished with seven catches for 108 yards.

ACC Standings
Atlantic Division
School
ACC
Maryland

4-2

Florida State
Wake Forest
Boston College
Clemson
NC State

4-3
4-3
3-3
3-4
2-4

Overall
7-3
7-3
6-4
7-3
5-5
4-6

Coastal Division
School
Miami
Georgia Tech
North Carolina
Virginia Tech
Virginia

Duke

Next Week
ACC
4-2

4-3
3-3
3-3
3-3
1-5

Overall
7-3
7-3
7-3
6-4
5-5
4-6

Miami at Georgia Tech, Thurs., 7:30 p.m
NC State at North Carolina, Sat., 12 p.m
Clemson at Virginia, Sat., 12 p.m
Boston College at Wake Forest, Sat., 3:30 p.m,
Duke atVirginia Tech, Sat., 5:30 p.m
Florida State at Maryland, Sat., 7:45 p.m.

Wilson leads upset
over Wake Forest
Quarterback Russell Wilson scored
three touchdowns, leading NC State to
a 21-17 upset victory over Wake Forest.
The redshirt freshman threw a touchdown pass in the fourth quarter for the
comebackvictory.
Wilson finished the game with 152
passing yards and 69 rushing yards. He
completed 16 of33 passes. In the first
quarter,Wilson threw an 11-yardpass
to receiver George Bryan for a 7- 0 lead.
Wake Forest then answered with a trick
play with 1:17remaining in the quarter.
Receiver D.J. Boldin, the younger
brother ofArizona Cardinals receiver
AnquanBoldin, threw a 64 -yard touchdown pass to Marshall Williams.The
trickplay tied the game at 7-7.
Wilson gave the Wolfpack a 14-7
advantagewhen he scoredon a 4 -yard
run with 1:39left in the half. Still, Wake
Forest rebounded whenRiley Skinner connected withBoldin for a 7-yard
touchdown.The score tied the game at
14-14 with justfive seconds remaining
before halftime.
The two teams played an uneventful third quarter. The Demon Deacons
took a 17-14 lead when Shane Popham
kicked a 24-yard field goal.
In the fourth quarter, NC State's defense held the DemonDeacons scoreless. The Wolfpack limitedWake Forest
to just 338 yards in the entire game.
Down 17-14 with 10 minutes remaining, Wilson guided the Wolfpack to
victory.

He helpedengineer an 11-play, 79-yard drive, which resulted in the final
ETHAN HYMAN / AP PHOTO

NC State quarterback Russell Wilson scores a touchdown in the second quarter of the Wolfpack's upset victory over Wake Forest.

score. Wilson's final touchdown gave
NC State a 21-17 leadthat it refused to
relinquish.

USA Today Poll

ATPO25
1. Alabama
2. Texas Tech
3. Florida
4. Texas
5. Oklahoma
6. USC
7. Perm State
8. Utah
9. Boise State
10. Ohio State
11. Oklahoma State
12. Missouri
13. Georgia
14. Ball State
15. TCU
16. Brigham Young
17. Michigan State
18. LSU
19. Cincinnati
20. Pittsburgh
21. Oregon State
22. Maryland
23. Miami
24. Oregon
25. North Carolina

Star running back C.J. Spiller accountedfor 201 total yards, helping
guide Clemson to a 31-7 victory over
Duke on Saturday afternoon.
Spiller gave Clemson a 7-0 lead
in the first quarter when he scored a
touchdown on a 24-yard run. Clemson
pushed its lead to 17-0 in the second
quarter whenrunning back James Davis
scored on a 1-yardrun with47 seconds
remaining in the half.
Spiller finished the game with 71
rushing yards on 10 carries. He also
caught seven passes for 108yards. At
11:19of thethird quarter, he caught a
screenpass from quarterbackCullen Harper andraced 83 yards for a
touchdown.Minutes later, Davis scored
on a 3-yard run to give Clemson a 31-0
advantage.
The Tigers were content to saltthe
clock awayin the fourth quarter. Head
coach Dabo Swinney inserted backup
quarterbackWilly Korn, andKorn
completed seven of 12 passes for just
34 yards. Freshman running back Jamie
Harper also saw action, rushing for 32
yards on nine carries.
Duke scored the lone touchdown
in the fourth quarter. Quarterback
Zack Asack, playing in place of injured
starter Thaddeus Lewis, completed a
28-yardtouchdown pass to receiver
Eron Riley. Asack finished the game
with 61 passing yards, completing 10
of 22 passes. He also carriedthe ball
10 times for 32 yards. Until his injury,
Lewis was three-of-five passing for 24
yards.
Clemson held a dominant advantage
in total yards. The Tigers had 466 yards
and controlledthe clockfor over 35
minutes. Duke, meanwhile,only gained
168 yards in the game.

BUTCH DILL / AP PHOTO

Alabama wide receiver Mike McCoy stiff-arms a Mississippi State defender on a kickoff return during the Crimson Tide's 31-7 win over the Bulldogs.

1. Alabama
2. Texas Tech
3. Florida
4. Texas
5. Oklahoma
6. USC
7. Utah
8. Perm State
9. Boise State
10. Ohio State
11. Missouri
12. Oklahoma State
13. Georgia
14. Brigham Young
15. Michigan State
16. Ball State
17. TCU
18.LSU
19. Pittsburgh
20. Cincinnati
21. Oregon State
22. Oregon
23. Maryland
24. Northwestern
25. Boston College
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?Angels? Among Us

By Joseph Neese
Arts & Review Editor

Nov. 12. The outside of Robsham
Theater Arts Center is dark, giving a
look of abandonment after a long day
ofacademic coursework. It's 6:00 p.m.,
and little dothe passersby on the way to
Corcoran Commons for an early dinner
know that something magical is about
to happen on the main stage.
It's difficult to tell, because upon
entering the theater, a stark, black stage

is found, with the granite blocks of the
stage's wings visible and evidence that
much construction is being done. It's
almost impossible to fathom that in a
week's time, what could easily be arguably be called the most anticipated
production ever put on by the theatre
department is set to debut.
Gathered together in a circle around
the massive stage sits the entire eightmember cast of Angels in America Part
One: Millennium Approaches, alongside
various crew membersand assistant to

the director MichaelJorgensen, A&S '09.
His instructions to the cast: Make sure
that you have something fun to go home
to afterrehearsals.
That's wise advicefor actors who are
about to visit some of the darkest places
written in American theater. Angels, a
play in two parts that is subtitled"A Gay
Fantasia on National Themes," has in its
short lifespan of 15 years immortalized
Tony Kushner as the defining playwright
of the last generation. To speak to its
greatness, Part Two: Perestroika opened

on Broadway. American playwrights of a disease that was about to become
rarely do that. And together, both plays a worldwide pandemic mainstream. In
wonback-to-back Tony Awards and Pudoing so, it was among the first plays
to portray real gay relationships. But,
litzerPrizes in 1993 and 1994.
Kushner wrote his play as a politias Kushner, a genius playwright wrote
cal statement. Clinton was coming into it, Angels is so much more. In his hands
office when the play was written, and nothing is safe. Everything is attacked
the last two Republican administrations from public health care to the govern- Reagan andBush - glossed over AIDS, ment to Roy Cohn and McCarthyism
which had, during their time,grown into to the corruption of religion to theater
a sprawling epidemic. When no other itself.
medium of pop culture was addressing
See Angels, D2
this issue, Kushner made the realities
PHOTOS COURTESY OF CHRISTINA LEPRI
STEPHANIE LEE AND RYAN KILLIANY / HEIGHTS PHOTO ILLUSTRATION

Burancstoha?reOf harts

ALEX TRAUTWIG / HEIGHTS STAFF

My Mother's Fleabag returned to O'Connell with a batch ofrousing, rowdy, and interactive skits.

Flfeabgrs resh

pwoithspoofs
Nicole Askeland
For The Heights
By

NICOLE CHOINSKI/ HEIGHTSSTAFF

The University Chorale, blended with the Boston College Symphony Orchestra, enlivened the night, spawninga rowsing standing ovation.
By Kristen House
For The Heights

This year, the fall concert went in a
direction. Conductor John Finney
explained, "This is the first year we've
combinedthe chorale and the orchestra
[for the fall show]. Usually when the
chorale does a piece like this we hire a
professional orchestra and the BC orchestra has their own fall concert but
the BC orchestrahas gottenbigger and
better, and I was talking to some of the
orchestra members [last year] and they
said it wouldbe fun to do a collaboration
with the chorale, a big piece like'Carmina
new

After the veryfirst notes of "Carmina
Burana," you would have noticed one
thing: a rich and complex sound that
echoed throughout the Newton Trinity
Chapel. The piece is drenched in history
and striking rhythm, andCarl Orff's compositions were at theirbest thisweekend
at the UniversityChorale ofBostonCollege and the BC Symphony Orchestra
FallConcert.

...
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Burana.'"
This collaborationturned out to be
a special one; president of the University ChoraleKelly Lynch, A&S '09, said,
"['Carmina Burana'] is such an exciting
piece. It had so many differentelements
to it and it was just really wonderful to
see in our dressrehearsals the children's
choir, the soloists, and all the orchestra
members come together Obviously it

...

See Chorale, D3

UpperCampus was buzzing with a mix
of both its usual freshman presence and
upperclassmen. There's only one thing
that can bring Lower-dwellersup thosetall
stairs - a performance in O'Connellhouse.
On Friday night, it was improv comedy
group My Mother Fleabag gracing the
house's halls. After throwing some candy
into the crowd and waiting for the final
wave of (punctual) audience members to
settle down, the Fleabaggers were ready
to get theirfunny on.
As always, the show opened with a
pre-shot sequence projected onto a screen
introducing the cast members. This year
thethemewas "FleabagMatters," a ridiculouslyfunny spoof ofFamily Matters. Then,
the premise of the show we were about to

watch was explained: The Fleabaggers
wouldtake suggestions from the audience,
like a geographicallocation or something
you buy at a supermarket, and use them
for their improvised scenes. Additionally,
these scenes would be intermixed with
pre-rehearsedskits.
Soon after the first improvised skit - a
growing and shrinking machine - we were
introducedto the "time-travelinga ?hole"
(played by Laughlin Elliott, A&S '09), a
loud-mouthedYankees fan who travels
through time stirring up trouble, including crashing the Last Supper andflipping
a coin in Florida to determine the 2000
presidentialelections.
Another hilarious skit that left the
crowd whooping like an episode of The
ArsenioHall Showstarredthe singing "sha-

See Fleabag, D2

A meeting of the Latino minds

Dark and stormy new Bond

Box Office Report

OLAA hosts a fusion ofculture andintellect on the
sixth floor of Vanderslice, D3

Daniel Craigrumbles across the globein a tenacious
rampage in the dark Quantum of Solace, D 3

Bestselling Fiction
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Anticipation 'Approaches'
Angels, from Dl
One can imagine that the subject
matter of such a play would bring grand
controversy to the Boston College campus. But the fact that Angels is now an
addition to the canon and that this
production was made possible in 1991

when Rev. Dennis Moran, S.J., staged
a production of Larry Kramer's The
Normal Heart, which features proactive
gay male relationships on stage and a
no-hands-barred attack on the status
quo and the cruel ignoring of the rising
AIDS epidemic, have downplayednega-

No aspect of BC life was safe from attack during this weekend's My Mother's Fleabagshow.

Fleabag aging well

tive sentiments.

"Dennis felt very definitively to supporting those choices, personal choices,
for personal andcultural reasons,as best
I understandit. He passed awaytwo years

Fleabag, from Dl

later, 50... that was that," said Dr. Stuart
Hecht, associateprofessor ofdramaturgy
and directing in the BC theatre department and directorofAngels. So, the way
for Angels had been paved. But it took
17 years for a production of its nature
to surface.
In his spacious corner office in Robsham, Hecht spoke about how this
production of Angels surfaced at BC. "I
happen to have chosen, really it was a
Shakespeare slot
I didn't direct last
year because it was my off-year, but the
last show that I directed was Macbeth,
so I didn't want to do another Shakespeare. That's where the story begins,"
Hecht said.
What followed were numerous meetings with colleaguesand select students
in the theatre department to determine
what constituted interesting material.
Since 1995, Hecht had been teaching
Angels in his directingclass, perhaps the
seed where his production sprung from.
PHOTOS BY RYAN BETHKE / COURTESY OF CHRISTINALEPRI
Hecht's draw to Angels is toldfrom a Colin O'Rourke (Prior), A&S '09, rehearses with his onstage lover, Bryan Bernfeld, A&S 11 (Louis).
childhood story. His father was an attorney,and in his office he had a magnifimorning. Despite sitting at an awkward
Back in Hecht's office, he was dealt
cently carved statuette of Don Quixote. corner table with no matching chairs, the question of what the experience of
In thatrespect, hewould speak to Hecht the senior all but blended in with his directing hasbeen like for him. The first
about practicing law from the point of preppy sweater. It's safe to be say that words that he could say were, "Oh lord,
view of advocatingfor people.
upon meeting him, one wouldn'texpect I'm exhausted.It's a huge play. Oh God,
"If there's something that gets me the fury that he's capable of unleashing it's big. Oh, my God. And fascinating."
worked up, it's when I see injustice; on stage.
Hecht is eagerly anticipating the show,
when I see that people are not being
Or, perhaps O'Rourke was just tired. largelybecause ofthe performancesthat
treatedwith their proper respect as huIt's a fair assumption, considering are set to grace the Robsham stage. He
man beings. So, part of my concerns or the grueling task that he has taken on says that his actors are not only strong,
motivations have to do with thatkind of - playing the role of Prior Walter, an but they alsomatchup to their characters
determinedidealism.But it's not really AIDS-stricken mana good 10 years older perfectly, something Hecht attributesto
idealisticin my mind, it's thatI think we than himself, as well as the man in Centhe directing gods. But most of all, it's
have an ethical andmoral responsibility tral Park - a leather dominatrix. That, attributedto their eagerness to learnand
to respect each other, appreciate us in coupled with a normal course load and their understanding of the great opporour sameness, and respect each other a gruelingsix-week-longrehearsal, puts tunity that they've been given.
in our differences, and that's called a
him at odds with a professional actor.
"Instead of aiming toward, T hope
civilizedworld," Hecht said.
He's handling two difficult jobs at once. we can get it done,' we'reaiming toward,
Back on stage, it's 7:30 p.m. and an
"It's definitely not been an easypart. 'this couldreallybe quiteextraordinary.'
hour into the night's rehearsal Hecht It's been a challenge. I mean the amount I mean, I don't want that to sound
has finally called places. One issue as a ofwords alone on the pages are astropresumptuous on me. I don't mean it
directorthat challenged Hecht throughnomical. This character deals with that way. But I really believe that when
out the production was finding a wayto a debilitating disease, he's abandoned they're on, it kicks butt. It really does,"
put a new spin on a 15-year-oldplay. by the person who he loves most in the said Hecht.
"The challenge for me is finding ways world, and he's dealingwith ghosts and
For O'Rourke, the actor knows that
to make it fresh, use my own creativity angels andburning books coming out of his role is going to be quite shocking
and inventiveness to elaborate on the the floor but on top of it all he main(he can't wait to see how his mother
play that could perhaps shed fresh light tains a great since of humor and is exreacts), but he's taking a more one-dayon moments, textualize in a larger way
tremelyresilient.And I think it's allowing at-a-time approach,choosing to go into
myself to go to a lot of dark places while Wednesdaywith no expectations.
images to cling to, while still doingright
by theplay itselfandKushner's seeming at the same time keeping a sense ofself
"I'm really excited. Nervous as hell.
attention," he said.
and a sense of strength through all of it; But it's going to be a really great show,
One way that Hecht has done this keeping a sense ofhumor andreally just and if I can just get enoughrest and get
is by experimenting with music, having investing in this world," O'Rourke said.
my work done, it will be wonderful," he
spent weeks selecting songs that both
But for O'Rourke, Prior was a dream said.
create themoodof the play andcomment role. Despite his differences with his
But the one thing that actor and dicharacter,it's arole thathe canrelate to rector agree on is that Angels will open
on its larger cultural world. On comes
"Just One Last Dance," as sung by Sarah wellbecause of the journies to selfdom dialogueon all sorts ofon campus issues,
Connor, a 1980s soul singer-songwriter that the two men have bothtaken.
something appropriate with where the
from Germany. Complementing the
"I think it's helped me become a lot University is now in terms of its social
more fearless about what I'm going to
song is an addedclub scene, serving to
dynamic.
set the tone of the sexual liberation of do. I mean, I'm going to be dressed as a
"Ijust hope thatit gets peopleto talk
the era of Angels. The men and women womantwice on stageat Boston College, and to not be afraid anymore. I think
of the cast are dancing comfortably in and I'm going to be having gay sex on that it's very easy here if you don't fit
theirrehearsal outfits, (sweatpants are a stage, so that certainlyis one of it. Prior into a certain mold at this school, to
popular choice). Among the crowd, one is a character that has to really know sort ofsink into the shadows. And I hope
man - Colin O'Rourke, A&S '09 - stands who he is as a person in order for him that it just gets people to talk and feel a
out. He's wearing apair of luscious, red to be successful, and I think thatto be a littlebit more free to express themselves
high-heeled shoes that would put Kelgood actor you have to knowwho you are for who they are. I don't think that the
lie Pickler to shame. And in them, he's andunderstandyourselfreallywell.And show's going to change the world but
dancingwith reckless abandon.
doing that through him helped to find
Ihope thatit makespeoplethink twice,"
That serves as a sharp contrast to myself a littlebit better.And I think that O'Rourke said.
the much quieter O'Rourke, who gave as an actor that'sthe most important tool
That's one sentiment thatPrior Walan interview in Eagle's Nest earlier that that you can have," O'Rourke said.
ter would certainly share. \u25a0

...

mm' pirates," who popped in to suggest
(in song, mind you) the many ways one
could shame a friend who has passed out

Left, Pan Right," four Fleabaggers were

with their shoes on.
But thefun on stagewas not onlyto be
hadby the Fleabaggers. As Fleabag is an
interactive show, one audience member
got to participate by moving the limbs of
the players as they acted through a scene
about mattress shopping. Box springs
have never been funnier.
In the audience, however, an entirely
different show was taking place - one of
the four-letter variety. This spectacle
starred the kid who really really wanted
"BATHROOM! THE BATHROOM!" to
be the suggested location for every skit,
the two audience memberswho vomited
in theback row and yet remainedcontentedlyin their seats, and the spiritedviewer
who wandered past the Fleabaggers on
stage and up to the balcony, somewhere
in between the Fleabag traditionof "185
blanks walk into a bar" and the "timetraveling a?hole" ruining the ending of
Harry Potter for adoring fans at the 1999
release ofthe thirdbook.
But the show must go on, and the
Fleabaggers,professionaland talentedas
always, batted nary an eyelash and took
everything in stride. In one skit, "Pan

iPod. Hilarity ensued when the Fleabaggers - now accustomed to panning left
- were toldto pan right, andthe confusion
caused themall to collide.
Toward the end of the show (by now
the stray audience member was being
restrained by two good Samaritans),
the Fleabaggers continued to wow the
crowd being able to successfully mime
(for anotherFleabaggerto guess) "eating
chicken at a vegan restaurant," "kissing
a freshman girl in the Mods," "licking
whipped cream off of Rosanne's stomach," and "singingwith Billy Joel in the
Dustbowl."
The Piano Man came up again when
the show closed with the cast singing a
medley of Billy-Joel-themed songs in
their boxers. The songs were extremely
well-written(and performed)andtouched
on real-life issues, such as the passing of
Question 2, roommate masturbation, and
seducingfreshman girls whowanderdown
to Lower Campus to "relax."
Audience members left O'Connell
House very satisfied.This year's line-up of
My Mother's Fleabag is arguably the best
it'sbeen in the last four years at BC. \u25a0

constantly rotating, with each different
pair havingto do ascenebased around an

?All in the Family?
with the Acoustics

...

...

...

DYNAMICS FALL CAFE

NICOLE CHOINSKI/ HEIGHTS STAFF

The Dynamics, one of BC's most respected a cappella groups, performed Saturday night to a packed crowd in McGuinn 121.

RYAN JOYCE / HEIGHTS STAFF

The Acoustics touched everythingfrom Journeyto Amy Winehouse duringits fall cafe Saturday.
Will Watkins
For The Heights
By

Harmony and rhythm filled the air
ofDevlin 008 Saturday night as Boston
College'sown Acoustics performed their
"Mafia Cafe." Directed by David Cobiella, LSOE '09, the Acoustics put on a
stellar performance of a cappellainterpretations of modern songs for a 90-minute set thatincludedsongs andskits.
Despite the BC ice hockey game and
football game on TV, the room was still
about 75 percent fullfor the show, including many parents andAcoustics alumni.
The show opened up about 10 minutes late when Cobiella, dressed as an
aging Mafioso, introduced the group
as his "family" and instructed the
audience to "enjoy the show, or else."
They opened their set with a rendition
of football game favorite "Don't Stop
Believing" by Journey, which got the
audience clapping along and featured
an excellent vocalization of the song's
guitar solo as well as great use of dynamics on the part of the accompanying
singers to build the song's chorus. Next
came Dexter Freebish's "Twilight" and
"One Sweet Love" by Sara Bareilles.
One of the performance's highlights
came when Vanessa Silva, A&S '12,
took the lead on the Acoustics debut
of "4 Minutes" by Madonna. The accompanists did an outstanding job of
singing Timbaland's synthesizer riff,
and the group even took some artistic
liberties with the song, mashing it up
with"TearingUpMy Heart"by 'N Sync.
Next came the first skit of the night,
in which guests at a stereotypicallyItalian wedding, including Super Mario, all
thanked the fairy godfather for having
them. After getting some laughs out
of the audience, the group continued
on with the set, which reached another
high point when Branden Getchell,
A&S '11, soloed on a great merger of
two Montell Jordan hits, starting and
ending with "Get It On Tonite" and
inserting "This Is How We Do It" in the

middle. This got the audience clapping
along, and some people in the front
row were even dancing in their seats.
The set continued to flow along
with a smoothrendition ofFrank Sinatra classic, "Come Fly With Me" and
"Hometown Glory" by Adele. Next
came one of the night's best numbers,
"Superstition" by Stevie Wonder, featuring soloistBrenden Dougherty, A&S
TO, who along with bringing his own
personalcheering sectiondid a fantastic job of channeling Stevie Wonder;
the song elicited applause from the
audience even while he was still singing.
After a brief intermission and costume change, the show went on with
"When I Get You Alone" by Thicke,
soloed by Bob Regan, A&S '09, and a
great version of Pat Benatar's "Love
Is A Battlefield," which, despite some
microphone malfunctions midway
through, still excited the audience.
The night's second skit came next,
a spoof of AmericanIdol called "Mafia
Assassin," in which the Cookie Monster,
Eminem, and an overeagerLynch School
student who wantedto solve conflicts in
a nonviolent manner, all auditionedfor
a job in the mob. Three recent songs,
"Valeric" by Amy Winehouse, "Chasing Cars" by Snow Patrol, and Toby
Lightman's "HoldingMe Down," allfollowed,getting strong audience reactions.
The two best songs of the night
came toward the end, when Vanessa
Silva, A&S '12, did a stellar solo on
Alicia Keys' "Wreckless Love," getting
a standing ovation from the crowd and
establishing herself as a rising star of
the group. Cobiellareturned to the lead
for the final official song of the night,
"All These Things That I've Done"
by The Killers, which proved to be an
audience as well as group favorite.
To close out the successful night,
Acoustics alumnijoinedthecurrent members on stage to sing "Climb On,"a song
that hasbeen with the Acoustics longer
than anybody can remember. The next
Acoustics cafe will be next semester. \u25a0
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OLAA wages revolution on Vandy's sixth floor
ByKatya

Lancero

For the Heights
Black-and-white headshots of Latin
American revolutionary figures such as
Rigoberta Menchu and Miguel Hidalgo
united with approximately60 minds of
intellectuals,pundits, and artists ofBoston
College. If Vanderslice Hall is a body, this
group, gathered in the sixth-floor lounge,
made up its brain. The raps, music, poetry,
and essays that blossomed last Thursday
night at the RevolutionaryCafe, hosted by
theOrganizationofLatin American Affairs
(OLAA), allstemmed out of like minds, and
a single consciousness was formed.
"Tonight is a night of expression celebrating the Hispanic culture and culture
in general. We are offering a safe space for
students to express themselves and speak

their mind," said Mercedes Villanueva, the
coordinator and master of ceremonies for
theRevolutionaryCafe, directorofexternal
affairs of OLAA, andA&S '10. The performances forced the audience to think about
race, prejudice, andculturefrom unexpected
anglesand throughbohemianformsof communication.

Jeans Santana, A&S TO, assumed the
role of a detainee at Guantanamo Bay as
he passionately performed a poem actually written by a Yemeni detainee: "They
are criminals. They are artists at torture.
Where'sthe worldto save us fromtorture?"
Santana screamed. Next, three students
took on the roles from Langston Hughes'
poem "Let America be America Again,"
demonstrating the hope and shame that
many Americans seem to be feeling about
their country.

stabbed at Americanforeign policies with
sharp rhymes and they shocked the audielectBarackObamahas created, they made ence memberswith a frank mockery ofracial
it clear that reform in the United States is compartmentalization.
not just achieved with the flick of a wand.
Next, Borelli collaboratedwith Natalie
"We have no time to celebrate," said Elvis Koski-Karell, A&S TO, with overlapping
Jocol,CSOM '09. Jocolremindedus that we monologues describing the chance occurallneed to pitch in if we want change in the rence oflove.Koski-Karell's charactertenaUnited States.
ciously admittedthetaboosoffemalesexual
"Our goalis to build a sense offamily and promiscuity that are prevalent on the BC
unity in which anyone is welcome to join," campus aswellas off campus. "Each new boy
saidOLAA president Bryan Leyva, A&S'10. led to a new, fresh emptiness," said KoskiOLAA works to spread awarenessoncampus Karell's character.Borelli's characteron the
aboutLatino culture and issues, as well as other hand was shy, and it was by chance
organizing community service projects such
the two had crossed paths. In the end, they
as inner-city youth mentoring.
looked each other in the eyes with true
"I felt the most comfortableperforming attraction. Having watched something so
in front of this crowd than I have ever felt
relatable, it wasn't a surprise that grins were
before. The audience was veryresponsive," plastered on everyone's faces inreaction to
said Nicola Borelli, A&S TO. His raps the heightened intimacy in the room.

"Tonight we've had poets, essayists,
and philosophers, and my lines are going
to sound like nursery rhymes - Dr. Seuss
did it and I can do it too!"Kevin Montoya,
A&S '09, joked, making the entire audience laugh. His raps were not like Dr. Seuss
though; instead, they were profound, witty,
and enticing. After several raps, Montoya
abruptly transformedthemoodfrom laughter to wrath as he read racial slurs against
Barack Obama from Facebook statuses.
Rage filled theroom like smoke as Montoya
awakened us to the closemindednessthat
stillpenetrates our country.
Many minds joinedtogether to form a
strong sense of solidarity last Thursday.
The participants left the cafe knowing that
in feelingfrustrations and passions concerning culture, race, and prejudice, they were
not alone. \u25a0

Despite the enormous hope that students
at the Revolutionary Cafe feel President-

Impressive draw for Chorale enchants its audience
Symphonic Band
The first movement, the aptly titled
"Armenian Dances," is a collection of
Armenian dances, originally compiled
It's not easybringingtogether agroup by GomidasVartabedand then arranged
with as many variables as a concert band. for concert band by Dr. Alfred Reed. It
Each section must have just the right is further divided into several sections,
number ofpeopleplayingat just the right each based on one of Vartabed's comvolume at the exact moment, creating a pilations, but all remain generally up
balancing act that can be almost impostempo. This allowedthe concert to open
sibleto maintain. At Tuesdaynight's conon an exciting note (forgivethe pun) and
cert, in which the SymphonicBand perimmediately showcased the musicians'
formedAlfred Reed's "ArmenianDances," considerableskill.
the balance was maintainedspectacularly,
The second movement, "Hoy Arek"
creating a wonderfulmusical experience (or "Come, Breeze") is about a peasant's
whose own balancecaptivated thepacked plea with the mountains to free him of
Irish Room in Gasson Hall.
his woes. It is appropriatelymelancholy,
Packed, however, is a bit of an underyet with a subtle undertoneof hope that
statement. It was beyond standing-room underscores how music is one of the few
art forms that can truly exude multiple
only - people were standing behind curtains and in the hallway outside trying to emotions at once.
catch an earful of the music.
The third movement, "Khoomar,"
The music slections catered beautihas nothing to do with White Castle - in
fully to boththe audience and to theband. fact, it's a weddingsong, whosebeautiful
Ranging from frantic, upbeat medleys to melody blends with its sing-song feeling.
slow wedding dances, the selection of You could almost see the drunken rela"Armenian Dances" was a brilliant one. tives waltzing about the room.
The final movement, "LorvaHorovel,"
Perhaps most apropos, however, was the
length. Clocking in at no more than 40 deals with a farmer, and his immediate
minutes, the concert became accessibleto mentaland emotionalconnection withhis
a vast array ofstudents simply because it work. In this movement, the silence was
didn't eat up a whole night (not to menas important as the sound, for each strong
tion the free admission).
attack was followed by a few moments of
Musically, the choice made sense as silence, mirroring the physical work the
well - thedownbeatmovements still held farmer does. Dramatic, powerful, and
interest for an occasionally difficultaudiclimactic, it was the perfect finale.
ence that was often difficult to please. It
Each movement was performed nearly
did not seem out of the musicians' indiimpeccably, though I must admit as an
vidual skill levels, either, although there audience member I preferred the first
were a couple moments in the first movetwo movements to the final two. While
ment that seemeda bitmuddled - usually my expertisein music may be debated,my
those with many quick-moving runs in love cannot - and in thatrespect, I believe
the woodwind sections. Such difficulties the SymphonicBand put on a wonderful
are natural, and did not retract from the concert thatpleasantlysurprised me both
experiencein the slightest, but they were in qualityand aptitude.Each moment felt
noticeable. All in all, David Healey, BC complete, the sound melded together as
'92, did an excellentjob guiding talented only beautiful harmonies can, and the
musicians through a well-chosen piece.
music became the evening. \u25a0
John Delfino
For the Heights
By
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Members of the University Chorale and the BC Symphony Orchestra effortlessly performed a daunting work of 25 seperate movements.
Chorale, from

Dl

is a lot ofwork andit's an intense piece
on your vocal chords, but it's so much
fun to sing in."
The dedicatedefforts of everyone in-

crowd favorite. "[Burana] has several
aspects about it that make it very accessible.One is that it is, in a verygood
sense, repetitive, so in some movements

you'llhear arather simply constructed
melody and then you'll hear that same
volvedpaid off, as Friday's crowdstood melodywith another melody on top of
for a solid length oftime applaudingthe it andthen a thirdmelody on top of that
It's a very straightforward, solidly
outstanding show. The ovation attested
to the endresult's ultimate success. It rhythmic piece and it's a fun piece to
was even hard to believethat the piece
sing with a big chorus like this."
As Finney acknowledged,the presonlylastedone hour. Orchestra member
Danielle Corea, LSOE TO, summed up ence of the University Chorale, the BC
thepositive perspective of the students Symphony Orchestra, three profesinvolved,saying, "PlayingCarminais an sional soloists (Jean Danton, Martin
experienceI'll never forget, because you Kelly, and Stephen Swanson), and
feellikeyou're part of somethingbigger the Handel and Haydn Society Youth
thanyourself."
Chorus was visually staggering with
The appeal of a piece like Orff's over 200 participants lending their
Burana may seem elusive, as it is a comtalents. It produced a forceful sound
plex set of music that is a mix ofLatin, that captivated every listener until the
old French, and German, but Finney very end.
describedwhy it has always been a BC
The result at the end of the show

...

...

Craig kills in slick new Bond
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Marc Cubelli

terrorist organization Quantum and its

Staff

frontman, Dominic Greene (Mathieu
Amalric), is not a particularly inspired
one (somethingabout drainingthe water
supply ofBolivia); howeverAmalric, who

and yet during each minute of the film,
Craig's mesmerizing screen presence
simultaneously haunts the screen and
What has made Daniel Craig so sets it aflame. You won'tbe able to take
appealingas JamesBond is his willingyour eyes offhim.
ness to take the franchise to extremely
A stern warning to those ofyoureadunchartedwaters. Even more thanhe did ing this review: This is not a Bond film
in Casino Royale, Craig gives us a 007 for thosewho think Roger Moore was the
who is driven, focused, intense, and also best 007. Not since Timothy Daltonfed
impulsive, ruthless, and murderous. In Benicio Del Toro into a cocaine grinder
this film, you can add pissed-off to the in License to Kill has the franchise been
list. Starting literally minutes after Ca- this gritty and dark.But what has made
sino Royale, Casino Royale and Quantum of Solace
Quantum of so exhilarating is their almost gleeful
QUANTUM OF
Solace sees willingness to wash out over 40 years
SOLACE
Bond still of repetitive formula and create a new
Dir.by Marc Forster
bitter and Bond that we have never seen before
but always knew was lurking beneath
reeling from the deathofhis lover Vesper Lynd, seeking out brutal revenge on the surface.
Craig does not play Bond as full-out
the terrorist organization responsible,
and using his instincts, brute strength, sociopath - he is actually a model of
and itchy trigger finger to tear it apart suave, restrained composure. It is when
piece by piece.
Craig allows that cold-blue stare to
To understand this new Bond, you linger that we see the tiger insideyearnhave to go back to the source - the lan ing to break out and maul. In Quantum
Flemingnovels, whichpresent Bond as a of Solace, Craig is an agent of revenge
murderous, government-trainedinstrusimultaneously ennobled by Vesper's
ment of death. The thrill of watching deathandvilifiedby his own murderous
Quantum of Solace is to witness Craig, impulses thatoverflowand spew out torthe instrument, play his seductive rents ofrage all over his enemies, not to
dance of death. This is a short Bond mention the audience too.
film, playingbarely over 100 minutes,
In terms of plot, the evil plan of the
Heights

also haunts with his scorpion-likeglare,
does make for a particularly hateful
villain. As the film progresses, there is
gloating glee to behad in watching Bond
smash this cockroach's plan apart.
Olga Kurylenko, as Camille, also
makes for a seductive Bond girl, and
has her own reasons for tracking down
Greene - her haunted past that has
transformedher into an avenging angel
makes herlustfor revenge evenmore justified thanBond's. And under direction
ofMarc Forster, the action scenes unfold
with an epic, John Woo-like fury.
You may, in the coming weeks, hear
some noise about how the film is atypical, how it does not follow formula (as
if this were a bad thing), and how the
Bond girls andvillains do not havefunny
names. These are the same critics who
have been on record as saying that the
Bond films are only as interesting as
their villains. There is an even more
interesting characterin Quantum, and it
is James Bond himself.Bond has always
had a license to kill, but this is the first
Bond who really knows how to use it. A
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On screen Daniel Craigflaunts his license to kill while cupping his saucy new Bond girl Olga Kurylenko in the dark and gritty Quantum ofSolace.
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Title

By

was a wonderful performance that
everyone was proud of. Finney said,
"One of the tricky things about apiece
like this is that it's composed into 25
separate movements and each one has
a different tempo, a different style, a
different rhythm, and [the wholegroup]
didn'treally get to go through thewhole
piece without stopping until [opening
night] in the performance. We didlong
stretches of it
but we never went
straight through it until tonight, so I
was delighted that it went so well."
After this successful show, the
chorale is looking ahead to another
collaboration with the BC Symphony
Orchestra for their annual Christmas
concert on Dec. 5, 6, and 7. Understandably, Lynch is optimistic and excited
about thefuture. "It's a big group, but
it's an enthusiastic and energetic group,
and we have a lot offun whilewe are still
serious about music." \u25a0
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Bestsellers of Hardcover Fiction
1. Divine Justice, David Baldacci

2. Salvation in Death,

J.D. Robb

3. SwallowingDarkness, Laurell Hamilton

4. The Gate House, Nelson DeMille

5. The Lucky One, Nicholas Sparks
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The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving medical
research, but never animal experiments.
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"Before giving, I
always look for the
Humane Seal."
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Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid, in each row there are 9 slots,
some ofwhich are empty and needto befilled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You must
follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3box
The number should appear only once on row, column orarea.
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16 Rocket type
17 Like the Gobi
Wzr
~28
129
\u25a0_
18 Plaster
B
30 31
32
33
Wm
supporting strip
|35
19 Fed the kitty
I
\
u
25a0\
u
25a0
36
38
20 Gas conduit
l3^
22 Finished
II23 Tournament
J
ranking
43Waa~
~45
46
24 Conscious
47
48
50 51
52 53
27 Never outdated
J49
\
u
25a0
29 Also
| 54
| 55
30 Schusser
34Winddir.
35 Speechless actor
36 Body of water
|l@i
37 Turning point
M
Wqa
63
Bis
39 Adult male pig
I I I I I B M I I I M Bill
40 MA word
41 Afore
© 2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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42 Rotating
All rights reserved.
pointers
43 Understand
44 Concisely
9 Audience calls
47
of
10 Make over
11 Gradual
Queensberry
diminution
49 Least firm
BIG. CON. TAIN.
54 Knitting stitch
12 Wrath
tK.
55 Polite
13 Give silent
assent
spray
Holly
56
21 Falsifier
58 Watchful
22 Beginning
oversight
59 Faucet trickle
24 Gambling game
,
60 Mountain ridge
25 Wanderer
.
Answers to the
61 Actress Angeli
26 Live wires
62 Make over
28 River
crossword on
63 O Toole or
embankment
page D5.
Ustinov
30 Burst of energy
64 Gambler's
31 "M*A*S*H"
chances
locale
65 Lyric poems
32 Give meaning to
33 Sullivan and
DOWN
Asner
1 Loses it
35 CEO's degree,
53 Keyboard goofs
2 Lofty nest
often
46 Record jackets
55 Female
3 Complaint
37 Danger
48 Rather
domestic
4 Annexed
38 Garden bloom
50 Pitcher
56
Gullible person
song
judgment
5 Court
42 Sacred
Martinez
partner
Pay or school
44
57
goof
6 Citrus fruit
Fries'
51 Made a
7 Specific location 45 Erupted
lead-in
52 Playground
58 Naval noncom
suddenly
8 Blond shade
chute
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Heroic tale
Artist Bonheur
Egghead
Boringly
studious one
15 "Battle Cry"
1
5
9
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Because helping people
doesn't have to mean
harming animals.

'

C ounc on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C.

www.HumaneSeal.org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
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"I'm no shrink, but it sounds like you have
some unresolved issues with Lucy."
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Just tell your teammates you missed the race because you were getting stoned. They'll understand.
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